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Conservation Officer Cautions

Local

Chamber
Federal District

Against Forest and Grass Fires
Ifts is the Mason tor
forest

ing fund for further expansion by

„I

For Schools

1963.

The communication which the
BPW sent to Council Wednesday
night outlined power demands for
the future, pointing out that power
uses have increased 65 per cent
since 1946 and may double or perhaps triple in the next 10 years
In view of the fact that proposed
expansion in 1962 would cost some
63,000,000,the Board of Public
Works proposes to limit its contribution to the city fund to 6100,000,
a year instead of the straight 50
per cent contributionas listed in
the city charter.
The communication pointed out
during the last 10 years, the board
has paid 61,099,341.63 into the city’s
general fund, or an average of
6109,934 per year. Thus, the city
would not be losing much per year.
In case profits fall below 6200,000,
the ^contributionto the city would
not exceed 50 per cent, it was understood.

Voters Turn

fires. ^

For Host School

Here

Bkchwood school district approved a $225,000 bond issue by a
5 to to 1 majority in a special

|

^

election

future
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and
^
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custodians attended ’the
as well as teachers and principals.

n nemcK,

limi-

bond

At Beech wood school, the vote to
increase the tax limitation by nine
mills resulted in 160 yes. 35 no,
and two blanks. The vote to raise
the 6225,000 bond issue was 162 yes,
32 no. and three blanks. The response at the polls from 7 to 9 p.m.
was consideredgood by school
leaders. The Mothers' Club was
particularlyactive in a get-out-thevote program.
At Federal school, the vote to.
raise the tax limitation by 13 mills
loaf by only two votes, 93 yes
and 95 no. The vote to bond the
district for $150,000 carried by
seven votes, 94 yes, 87 no, and
one blank.

stafed iust before Tulip Time.
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me cApiuiof Kalamazoo Public Lre
lnli!1 8a,e* ^her course, acSchools, and
ind Dr. Otto Yntema,
^ Chairman
Percy Tftylor1 lire law so mat persons desiring pjans also
are progressing
for
director of extension at Western to set fire to any woodlands,
merchants’ float in Tulip Time
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one to Increase the tax

tation and the other to raise a
issue.

sals.
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ImmI*

Federal

bond issue by a narrow margin.
Both elections listed two propo-

-

Tn

curriculumneedless waste th* 1949

Tuesday, but

school district lost its $150,000

Holland's public school teachers tyu r^lta
***<*
Chairman C. C. Wood explained
todays launched a program oflalmo6tm 411
man-causthere would be two sessions, allowed
and
the
result
of
carelessness
curriculum study as a result of a
and fillip
------„ of all teachere Tuesday
“W-,ing local merchants
-----------, stameeting
in Longfellow school to discuss in;
®re* prove ex* Uon operators to send their emcreased enrollments an
at dlfferent times during
school needs. Members of the
of.ten_ur‘ I working hours. This will be the
Board of Education,clerks
school* its kind to be

«***

Down

Gymnasium Plan

years, forest fire-fightingequipThe board of directors of the
ment of the conservation,municiHolland Oiamber of Commerce
pal and township firs departments
will soon be busy suppressing Monday night approved final plans
for staging a host school for local
grass and forest fires.
“Each year considerabledamage persons who deal with visitors durto both private and public proper ing the resort season.

Study Launched

limit Hs annual .contribution to the
general fund and build up a sink-

__ jApproves Plans

Conservation Officer Elmer
Boennan points out that if this
ypar follows the pattern of past

New Curriculum
aty Council is consideringa proposal from the Board of Public
Worki whereby the latter would

_

|

Michigan College, who have been grasslands, brush or slash must
parades.
retained by the local board as con- first obtain a fire permit.

methods for correcting certain
the
traffic conditions in Holland. Grescouts from throughout
ers and administratorsshould West Olive Soil Conservation DisChippewa
activitiesleading to 25 dlffarant merit badges.
vengoed said the subcommitteeon
trlct will gather Saturdayafternoon at the Holstudy the curriculumfor t, long trig Nursery, to the Allendale
Scouts from troop 12 (above) demonstrate various
fire is studying possibilitiesof
land
High
School
gymnasium
for
a
Scout-Operiod before any definite plans equipment station of the conaer
techniques leading to a photography merit badge.
having Holland enter the National
Rama program.Getting underway at 1:30 p.m.,
are made for school buildings. vation department and from conLeft to right are: Tom Klaaaen (sitting), Dick
Fire Prevention contest in October.
The Beechwood program calls
boy* from seven Cub Scout packs, five troope,
Such a study will require a seryation officers,
The communicationfurther pointBreedveld, Don Smith, Jack Alexander, Bill KuyThe committee also deals with
for erecting a new school for earone
explorer
post
and
one
explorer
ahlp
will
show
ed out that the electric depart- knowledge of trends in education Fire chiefs in this area who »- 1 schoof'safetv'
per. Dale Zofct and Kelly Van Liars kneel In front
ly elementary grades on a recentment 4s in arrears to the water de- much like industries seek trends | sue pennits includingJrfin Vande- 1 Henry Wey;nberg e x p ] a i n e d
ly acquired 22-acre site on Lakepartment by some $300,000 which
wood Blvd., a half mile west of
should be paid back within the vesting time, money and effort in I Alvin Potter, Holland township 1 -^an* ^aVC ^>een comP^eted ^>r
Business, Industry and Education
North River Ave. Plans call for
to
next three years, in view of anti- the manufacture of a new pro- N°- 2; Bert Schuitema, Holland
(Day in which faculties of local
seven class rooms, an all-purpose
cipated improvementsto the city's duct. Schools must find which township No. 3; Gerald Bolhuis,
schools and the clergy will be
room, a kindergarten room and
water system. The board also
at
other facilities.
^rs€*. areK^ful
W**
ot
at a luncheon in
made K clear that it would sub- ly possible before planning
Durfee Hall after lyhich they will
Federal school had proposedto
mit the same request limitingthe
mgs to carry on such a
visit various plant8- Thi* la a part
build a new gymnasium which
Nearly two hundred persons fillcontributionto 6100,000each year
Rtondays meeting opened
of the National Chamber program
would serve community needs as
ed Washington school gymnasium
until 1962. In case of a complete a short skit outlining
Allyn Ryobnmdt, of American Opportunity.
well as school needs Polls were
Jamestown.
to
capacity
Monday
evening
iff
change of plans which would
ing problems which will be even
(or
open from 2 to 8 pm.
No permit is required to burn The membership committee anvolve no expansion, a lump settle- more apparent next year in Holhear a state conservation departnounced the following new mem
ment could be made to the city land High School. Highly accurate
“ve'?1 "*«> bers: Town and Country Shop,
ment fish expert and see three The West Shore ConstructionCo.
the communicationpointed out.
figures indicate an increase of f1.0* ,or for.
fire, to Sunday School Guide Publishing
films on fishingin Michigan. The headed by Harry Plaggemari, was
Council tabled the request for
meeting was sponsored by Hol- awarded the contract for Holl
Service, Gray Auto Supply Co
Holland’*
further study.
land Fish and Game Club in co- 1953 paving program at a regular
who practice spring | and Robert W. Van Dongen, archiThe Board of Public Works also lie school population to 4,315 puoperation with Holland Adult Ed- meeting of City Council Wednespresented its capital expenditures pils. Enrollment in the two sec- burning are also reminded that
ucation Program.
Local Chamber members are Inday night.
budget for the coming fiscal year ondary schools would be 2,537 in burning ditch banks, fence row* vited to attend a meeting of the
Max Hunt, district supervisor of
and
brushy
awalea
is
detrimental
The company’stotal bid was 681,for electric, water and sewage de- 1957 compared to 1,794 presently
a
[National Security conference
fisheries, Michigan Conservation 124.60, compared to the only other
conservation standMinute
Men
of
the Ottawa
partmentsof the city. This budget accommodated. Present buildings
Red Cross worker* at the local
for
March 27 in Drake Hotel in ChicaFarm Bureau groups met with department, said Michigan fisher- bid of 682,466.26entered by the office today reminded aH 18-yearalso was filed for further considergo, giving business leaders an opmen
are fortunate in having more Michigan Colprovia Co. of Grand
.'r'
,c?omm0date
Thoee who do' any bunting,
Sen. Clyde Geer lings and Rep.
ation.
olds that when they register for
than 1,000
however,an advised to first otr- portunity to discuss questions on George Van Peursem at the Al- than 11,000 inland lakes and more Rapids.
In other business, Council auth•elective service at the Red Cross
Building schools to fit the pro- 1 tain the
the new social security policy with
than 3,000 miles of shoreline on
lendale
Town
hall
Friday,
March
The
covers
27,693
orized payment on fhe special genoffice they must present a copy
the Great Lakes where they may
gram is more sensible than build- Boerman Mats the following leading experts in the field.
6. They discussed legislationnow
square yards of two-inch concrete
eral assessmentpaving bonds serof their birth certificate. Failure
Because of difficultiesin staging before the legislaturehad review- fish.
ing programs to fit buildings,” basic rules to keep such fires unasphalt
wearing
surface,
19.854
ies 1951 amounting to 69,000 which
a hobby show this time of year, ed county Farm Bureau resolu- "The objective the conservation square yards, six-inch gravel base, to bring it with them necessiDr. Herriok advised. He and Dr. I der control:
mature April 1, 1953, with interest
Yntema agreed that all good :iti- L Constructa fire break such the board favored postponing the tions passed at the last annual department is always seeking is 16,696 linear feet combined curb fates delay in securing their regisof 6641.25 on series 1951 and 6619.80
how to get the greatest sustained and-gutter,124 catch basins, 32 lin- tration card.
zens want to provide the best edu- 1 as a plowed furrow completely annual event until October or Nov meeting.
on series 1952 becoming due
ember.
cation for the young people and around the area to be burned.
Planned by the Farm Bureau yield of fish from each lake in the ear feet header, 1,459 square feet It is a rule of the selective serthat date.
must consider seriously every
2.
only on days when
legislature committee, Matthew state,” Hunt said. He added to the four-inch concrete sidewalk, and vice system that the registrar
A communicationfrom the Planmust see the birth certificate beaspect of program planning before there is little or no wind.
Adema, chairman,had charge of surprise of many that some lakes 5,594 cubic yards excavation.
ning Commissionconcerning...
are overpopulated with fish, none
fore she can issue a registration
approachingbuilding needs.
3. Bum on humid days or dke
the
meeting.
Also
present
was
The
Grand
Rapids
firm
has
had
Patsy Fabiano’s request to rezone
late in the afternoonwhen the
Dan
Reed,
assistant
legislative of them ever reaching large size several contracts with Holland city card. This is just another sendee
a lot on West 19th St. recommendperformed by Red Cross workers
humidity is higher instead of durcouncil of the Michigan Farm although they are capable of re- in previous years.
ed that the petitionerappeal dirproduction.
in the course of their daily amigning the middle of the day.
Bureau
from
Lansing.
City
Attorney
James
E.
Townectly to the Board of Appeals for
Hunt described an ideal lake send introduced several bills under merits at the Red Cram office.
to
4. Never leave a fire unattendRegarding the resolutionrepermission to use his full business
ed.
quiring the bonding of buyers and for fish production. It would be consideration by the state legisla Registration reports are sent regzone lots for building purposes by
‘Every time you build a fire,
of processing farm products and shallow, about 20 feet deep, have ture which he felt would interest ularly to the board to Grand
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
furnishing more than the required
a loamy type soil on the bottom to
Councilmen. Council passed a reso- Haven and all further responsiLester Boersema, 21, route 1, livestock, Geerlings and Van
rear yard for driveway and park[liable if the fire does damage to
Peursem pointed out the cost of grow aquatic plants,would be lo- lution opposing House Bill 105 bility lies with that board.
Zeeland,
paid
$75
fine
and
$3.90
ing purposes on the 43-foot lot.
the property of others,or if assisthe bond would be prohibitiveand cated In good farming country
The Red Cross is happy to offer
Council approved high bid of 6391
ALLEGAN (Special)— Allegan’s tance is required from a fire de- costs when he pleaded guilty to that the bonding companieswould where good farming practices which would fequire ballot tabula- tbs service as a convenienceto
tion of all absentee balloteafter
reckless driving Wednesday aftermade by George Schout for the municipal airport win serve as
partment to protect the property noon in Justice Frederick J. Work- require
excellentfinancial were carried on, would have a the polls are closed. The local coun- those boys living in this area. Daily
sales of houses and garages at 122 headquartersSunday when more
of others,”Boennan aaid.
moderate growth of vegetation cil feels such a procedure would in service is rendered to students at
statement.
man's
%
and 140 Columbia Ave.
than 200 members, of SouthwestBoth Geerlings and Van Peur- and would be protected from high part defeat the purpose of voting Hope College who ask to have
The
arrest
followed
a
wild
A petition requestingvacating ern Michigan Civil Air PatroJ
sem said they were in favor of winds. Its balanced fish popula- machines which is mainly to give their physical examinations transchase by State Police early Wedan alley between 17th and 18th Sts. units swing into action in their
making laws uniform with other tion would be free from disease, prompt returns with no fuss.
ferred to this county so they don’t
nesday
morning
through
Borcuio
and River and Pine Aves. was re- first major post-warmanuever,
Civil
states when the resolution con- he added.
have to go home for that pupose.
The
present
law
provides
that
on 996th St. in Blendon Township.
ferred to the Planning CommisAllegan. Kalamazoo and Austin
Hunt mentioned some methods the vote from absent voter ballots Red Cross workers also remind
cerning school busses was brought
Boersema told officers he thought
sion along with a petition protest- Lake squadrons will participatein
someone was racing with him up. Asked what they thought of of improvements used by the ’de- may be transferred to voting ma- all men returning from their tour
ing closing of said alley.
simulated search and rescue
laws placing a certain amount of partment although he admitted chines at some lull during the day of service that they are to regiseven though officerssignaled him
Council granted a license to con- mission, accordingto Michael J.
responsibilityon the bus driver many are costly and not too feasiunder supervision of the entire ter with their local boftd within
to stop. He allegedly increased his
struct sidewalks to Jack Lamar. Uramkin, commandingofficer of
and the local board of education, ble. New species may be introduc- electionboard. As an alternative. en days from the date of disspeed
until
he
was
driving
at
An application to sell soft drinks the Allegan unit.
A Civil Defense meeting to or. t,
they said if too much responsi- ed if proper conditionsexist. Some
charge.
was approved for Schippers Texa
Some 50 planes will be m use ganize mobile support group from
m“es en hour and Nthen bility was placed on the driver it lakes may be fertilized when City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
suggested
that
absent
voter
ballots
co Station at 316 River Ave.
supportedby mobile radio units, Kent, Muskegon and Ottawa coun- turned int0 a farm yard in an would be almost impossibleto brush shelters are installed,the
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed police cars and ambulances,ties will be held at Grand Rapids un*ucce8sful attempt to evade of- get drivers and that the pay the lake level may be controled and could be marked in case there was John Mutilunai Diet
some question as to the validity of
presented a letter from the Michi- Uramkin
next Tuesday, March 24 at 7-30 ficerg* Three or four other youths board of educationreceived did plant and water weed control may
gan Mutual Liability Co. calling
The manuever, which will get p.m. in the city commissionrooms were Pa8Sengers in
Boersema not justify anymore responsibility. be practiced.In extreme cases all the vote and the vote was not Aboard Dredge
transferredto the machine.
attentionto its annual meeting in underway at 8 am. and conclude at the City Hall, K was announced
at 1116 time'
In regard to the resolution for fish in a lake containing a preponGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Also considered were House Bill
Hollie Gene Brown, driving a presidential primaries, Geerlings
the home office March 26. Hie at 4 pm., will simulate the search
derance of undesirable species
John Musilunas, 40, 1549 Pennoyer
clerk was authorized to aend in a for a crashed plane.
At noon today, field representa- truckload of groceries for the and Van Peursem said there could may be poisoned and new species 112 limiting policemen to a 40-hour
week except for emergencies, and Ave., died unexpectedly of a heart
proxy card.
According to the “script” the tive R. J. Martin met in Zeeland Mufike8°n WholesaleCo. of Mus very well be a change in prefer- introduced.
A communicationfrom the Mu- downed aircraft was en route with civil defense officials and Incal ke8°n' was arrested by Weigh- ence of candidateafter the pri- Following Hunt’s talk three House Bill 113 establishing a 63- attack Wednesday morning in Sturmaster Sam Hartwell early Wed- mary was hold. The voters would films, "Better Fishing in Michi- hour work week for firemen in- geon Bay, Wis., aboard the U. S.
nicipalEmployes Retirement from Selfridge Field to Saugatuck| director Fred
includingsleep, compared with the dredge Hains while it was in drywith
secret
papers
aboard.
Last
Board together with a proposed
then be stuck with a second choice gan,” “Let’s Go Fishing” and
The mobile support group is one "esday morning °n a charf®
present 73 Mr-hour week which also dock and on which he was employamendment to the Municipal Em- radio communicationwith the of 20 being set up in Michigan. It haVin/
candidiate.State election laws "Let’s Go Fishing Again” were
includes sleep. Also considered ed as an oiler.
'pounds. The wholesale firm f.um also were discussed.
ployes’ ReUrement act represent- stricken plane will be heard by
shown. The latter two films feat- were House Bills 82, 83 and 84
He was bom in Pierce, W.Va.,
the Otsego aiiport and it .will be
ing
changes
recommended
was
re*
Stating
that
there
was
nothing
(*
pairui, lire, ponce, engineering,1 j?hed 52,500 /or an . adf)Ur"ed
ured fly and plug casting expert which would repeal minimum hour Aug. 16, 1912, and on Feb. 16, 1944
ferred to the city manager and city assumed that the ship has crashed emergency, welfare,rescue ami SearinK *et for March 23 when wrong with the election laws, they Tony Accetta.
and minimum wage laws for po- was married in Jersey City, N.J.,
attorney with instructions to report somewhere between Otsego and health and special weapor* for Brown appeared m Justlce Court said that in the case of the last
The Hollandaires,a quartet InSaugatuck.
back to council.
civil
later Wednesd^
two gubematerial elections, the cluding Betty Comport, Mary Ann licemen and firemen and elimin- to Dorothy Rose Sweeney. They
had lived in Grand Haven since
ate the Kelly day for firemen.
Object of the search will be to , Mavors of commimMM
Helmuts M. Mednis, 19, Grand errors made were not the fault of
Miller, Wilma Hill and Phyllis Council followed the lead of the 1948 coming from West Virginia.
locate toe plahe, rescue the *ur- a^a
especiallyur^ to attend Haven' paid 5100 fine and 5?-90 the laws, but were due to the ig- Harringsma,presentedseveral
Resolution Adopted
MichiganMunicipal League in op- He was a member of St. Patrick's
vivora^and turn over the
a' on a recklessdriving charge when norance of the- laws by election ofnumbers as the program opened. posing the first two bills and fav- Catholic church in Grand Haven,
papers to represen tativea of the
T* i .
he was arraigned before Justice ficials. They agreed that a trainHonoring John Galitn
Air
| Truck
IfTlCk Driver
l/FlVCrTicketed
llCKCttfl I Workman Tuesday afternoon. ing school for election officials “After Dark." “Here’s To You oring the last three. The league the FOE of Moundsville, W. Va.,
Oldtimer," "Shine on Me,” "Do explained that while it is sympa- the DAV of Holland and the LithuMednis was arrested by State Po- was a good idea.
City Council Wednesday night
Ix>rd,”“Coney Island Baby,” and thetic to the cause of firemen and anian Lodge in Wheeling, W. Va.
Crash
public,
according
lice after an accident on Lake ’ The problem of taxation also
passed a resolutionon the pass"Old Joe.”
Uramkin.
policemen,it believes that such He was a veteran of World War II
Shore
Road
in
Grand
Havei
Townwas
brought
up.
They
said
that
ing of John Galien, one of HolA pickup truck driver was isA study of the state’s mammals
and was with a transportationdiviland’s representatives on the Otsued a summons and a car waa ship early Sunday morning involv- the sales tax diversion law' was will be the topic next Monday, matters should rest yith the local
municipalities,particularly when sion in the Pacific Area.
ing
two
other
cars
driven
by
the
cause
of
the
deficit.
Since
1946
tawa County Board of Supervisbadly damaged in an intersection ,
.
,
,
March 23, when William Hubbell, they operate under Home Rule
Besides the wife he is survived
ors, who died unexpectedlylast
accident during heavy rain at
R- 06 11086 of Muakeg°n the state had recievedapproxi- trapper instructor Michigan DeResolutions were adopted to that by a four-year-oldson, Victor,his
p.m. Wednesday at the corner of and Carl Hartkopf of Milwaukee. mately 350 million dollars less
Sunday. The resolution called atpartment of Conservation, will be effect.
step-father and mother. Mr. and
Paw Paw Dr. and 120th
Mednis’ car was sold for Junk and revenue because of the diversion
tention to his contributionsto the
speaker. Several films will be
The next bill under consideration Mrs. Adam Krutulis of Moundslaw. Before this the state received
city and county and characterized
A 1949 auto driven by Sidney *** other
were
shown.
provides that cities shall be repre- ville and three sistersfrom that
all sales tax money, now they reWoudstra, 311 West 18th St,
him as one who gave liberally
sented on the county Board of Sup- vicinity.
ceived
only
about
22
cents
of
each
was hit broadside by a pickup Vernon R. Wellman, Jr., 25,
of his time and talents. Galien
ervisors by the clerk, treasurer
The body will arrive in Grand
•ales tax dollar. This loss of reThe Duffy family has establish- 1
by p- A- Weidenham- Grand Haven, paid $50 fine and
Grand Haven Church
was vice-chairman of the Board of
and assessor.Since Holland's char- Haven this evening and will be
venue
has
not
been
replaced
by
Supervisors and in all likelihood ed a nursing scholarship for Hoi- er’ 562 Lawndale CL Weidenham- 53.90 costs on a charge of furmshany other tax.,;.
ter provides this city is represent* taken to the Kammeraad Funeral
Purchases New Orgpn
would hhve become chairman in land Hospital to be known as the er faiIed to itop for the »top ing beer t0 a "linor’ and
It was pointed out that Ottawa
ed by the mayor, city attorney and home where the Rosary will be redue time, Mayor Harry Harriiw- Ella Ooyne Duffy Memorial acho- 8treet ** fa^ed to hear WoudG®0?6 ^Umatn’ is the first country to hold a
GRAND
(Special)
city assessor,council felt such de- cited Friday at 8:15. Funeral sex^
ton
, larship, City CouncU
was irvform- 8tra i horn warning. He, was given
525 fine and $3.90 costs
meeting with their legislatorsSecond Reformed Church of cisionsshould rest with the local vices will be held Saturday at 9
ed Wednesday night. The scholar- a *ununons for failure to yield 00 * charge of dnnking beer in a
where mutual discussion of prob- Grand Haven has purchased a
and adopted a resolutionto a.m. from the church with the
ship is in memory of Mrs. Duffy 016 right of way cauhng a prop- ?r*
by
lems is brought out in a forthright new two-manual, 12-stop Kilgen that effect.
Funeral Semcei Set
Rev. A. Van Odijk officiating in
who died last
erty damage
Constables Donald and LMlie Vanmanner. Accordingto Adema, his organ, which is made in St. Louis, The last bill concerned cooking the absence of the Rev. J. O’Hara.
The arrangement calls for
Woudstra’t car was damaged)
Saturday night in
For Bernard Tanii, 47
Spring Lake township. The alleged committee is planning another Mo. The organ is expected to ar- garbage to be fed to hogs, but no Following the servicethe body* will
rive in May for installation.
ZEELAND (Special) Funeral person an3 alternate to be select- t0 the extent of $300. The pickup offense occurred while the Well- meeting of this kind.
action was taken locally. City Man- be sent to Moundsville for burial.
services for Bernard Tanis, 47, of ed by a board of four by June 15. truck was not damaged. No one
Besides the organ, which will
mans
were
sitting
in
their
car
in
S' M^totock explained
The scholarship offers up to $500 was injured.
cost $12,000, chimes and a new
18 Taft St. Zeeland, who -died WedInvestigating the accident was front of an eating establishment Rendering Works Htaring grille in blond oak will be Install- he had talked with the local gar- Two Cart Damaged
to the designated person to comnesday morning en route to Texas,
collector who could either
on US-31.
ed where the present pipes are
wHl be held Saturday at 1:30 p.m! plete her nursing training.It hn- Deputy Lawrence Veldheer assistOpens Tuesday Morning
th®. garba8e or dispose of In Zeeland Crash
poses
one
condition, that the re- ed by Deputy Ken De Jonge.
now located in front of the
at the Yntema Funeral Home and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
cipient promises to enter the cm
?unch
Lburyin**McCtintock
church. New sections,such as a
Diet Unexpectedly
•t 2 p.m. at Third Christian ReZEELAND Two cars were
said either change would result in
hearing on the condemnationof 18
ploy of Holland Hospital for l
larger
console
or
more
manuals
or
formed Church. Dr. J. H. BruinGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Crampton Vote Favors
a boost of the 15 cents per can damaged in an intersectioncrash
acres of propertyowned by the
minimum
of six months after comooge will officiate and burial will
Matthew J. Dedie, 89, former Holland RenderingWorks In Hol- chimes, may be added later to the now charged in Holland city!
at about 7:30 pm. Wednesday.
pleting training.
Representatioa Grand Rapids resident, died unex- land township will commence in organ, if desired.The new organ
be in Zeeland Cemetery.Relatives
Cars involved were driven by
The agreement, signed by J. In an NLRB sponsored election pectedly early this morning at the
console will be near the pulpit
and friends may meet the family
Glenda Lamer. 16, route 1, ZeelGrand Haven at the court house
Frank Duffy and Eleanor J. Duf- Wednesday afternoon, the 42 emrather than in the choir loft
Entertain
tonight from 7 to 9 and Friday
and, travelingwest on Cherry St,
Little Village Rest Home at route next Tuesday morning.
fy, also provides that the scholarwhere it is presently located.
ployes of Crampton plant No. 3, 1. Nunica, where he had been since
Newcomers Club members en- and Simon Boschma, 4L of 1451
from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m. at the
The
state,
which
estimates
the
ship be mads available annually. which has been turning out de•V funeral home.
Sixty ifiembers of the church tertained at a guest luncheon South Elm St., Zeeland,driving
ahortly before Christinas.The body value of the property at $35,000,
Serving on the baud of four per- fense work on East Sixth St for
was taken to the Joldersma Fun- filed a petitionto have the court will conduct a canvass of the con- Wednesday afternoon at the north on Church St
VI1^, T~nl’ "t10 the son of sons to screen applicants will be
gregation after 7 pjn. Monday to Warm Friend Tavern. Baskets ot
the last 10 or 11 months, voted eral Home in Grand Rapids. He is
Nicholas Tams, former city treasThe 1947 Lamer car was damappoint commissioners to consider
the director of the hospital,Mas 29 td 9 in favor of representation
raise $13,000 for toe project. greens filled with Easter eggs, a aged to the extent of about $100.
urer. died of a heart attack. He
urvived
by
a
daughter fai Greet*- the condemnation.
Duffy as permanent member, a by the \ UAW-CIO. Four votes
Money has been currently borrowof spring flowers and yel- Damage to the Boschma ’49 model
with his.wife were on their way to
ville. Justice FrederickJ. WorkThe commissioners appointed ed from the building fund to fin- variety
doctor of the hospital staff and a
low tapers provided an attractive was estimated at $150.
visit their son-in-lawand daughter
man
of Spring Lake acted as cor- are George Branaton of Spring
registered
«f the ho*ital
No one was injured
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Meuwsen.
oner in the absence of Coroner Lake township and George Swart ance the purchase and is to be settingfor the luncheon and card
staff,
paid back in approximatelytwo party. Mrs. Frank Klann and Mrs. ket was issued by C
of Grand Haven.
representatives as well as teach- from
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Dutchmen Employ

Camp

Fast-Break Style

Join Celebration

To Top Bearcats

Of 43rd Birthday
Camp

The Dutch cagers from Holland
High School beat the Battle Creek
Bearcats at their own game— the
fast break— to move into the class
A regional tournamentfinals Friday at Western MichiganCollege
gym in Kalamazoo.

22 out of 39.
Both teams were missing a, lot
during the first quarter and the
score was tied at 1-1, 3-3 and
.5-5 before Holland moved out

Fire Girls In Holland are

Camp

Fire's 43rd birthday, being
observed March 15-21, according
to announcement by Mrs. Andries
Steketee, executive director.
In line with the national Birthday Week program, local girls will
highlight their 1953 Birthday project— "Down to Earth’’— a project
in which more than 370,000 girls
throughoutthe country are participating.The project gives opportunity for a first-handstudy of
the soil and things that are grown
in it and on it, Mrs. Steketee said.

Although “Down

Although the Dutch threw
quite a few down-court passes
away in the second quarter try-

Holland cashed in on 20 out of
47 field goal tries. And at the
foul line Battle Creek made just
12 out of 23 while Holland made

Fire Girls

joining in national celebration of

Score of Friday nigh? s semifinal game was a one-sided 62-42
count.
Battle Creek had been touted
before Friday’s game as a fastbreaking team, but Holland stole
the show with the first fast break
offense the Dutch have exhibited
all season. And it was a dandy.

ing to click on the fast break,
they really mastered the situation during the third quarter and
racked up 20 points to virtually
put the game on ice.
Battle Creek on the other hand
had a “cold” night and missed
a total of 59 shots out of 74.

195!

to

Earth” will

SIL

be carried out in many ways, Mrs.
Steketee said participationin the
project is designed to help the
Camp Fire Girls achieve several Holland Furnace Co. factory employes and their
planned to have the flrm’e office force attend one
families attended the Thureday afternoon workof the mid-week workoutenext week. Rocky had
basic objectives— to broaden their
out of heavyweightboxing champion Rocky MarFriday off but will reaume his 3 p.m. drills today
appreciation of the world in which
ciano at the companye picnic grounds. It la
and
(Sentinelphoto)
they live, to increase thelc knowledge of nature lore and to develop their powers of observation.
Local groups have centered
their meetings on this project
throughoutthe year with nature
hikes, visits to farms, Allegan Soil
Conservation Nursery, Kellogg’s
Bird Sanctuary and other places.
A sell-out crowd of first nightThey have experimented with en left the Hope College Little
growth of plants indoors, feeding Theatre Friday night amazed at Leonard Goulooze Diet
birds and many other nature pro-

Sunday.

Pictured laft to right are toastmaster Floyd R.
Mayo, State representative and Chamber Secretary-ManagerGeorge M. Van Peursem, Brake,
Chamber President Mel Boonatra, and Program
Chairman George Van Koavering.
(Prince Studio photo)

Stats treasurerD. Hale Brake points out some of
the technicalities of Michigan's financialdifficulties to Zeeland Chamber of Commerce leaders at
the annual memberahp banquet held Thursday
night Brake wee guest speaker for the event

School Teachers

Hope Players Score Hit
In Shakespeare

Comedy

Truck Driver ffho
Offered Aid Hurt

Badly m Crash

the remarkable ease with which
jects.
Palette and Masque Playen hand- Alter Two-Month Illness
Throughout Birthday Week, a led a full-scale Shakespearean
Fate backfired in an involved
Leqnard Goulooze,died Saturfront to stay for the rest of the
local store will feature a Camp production. An, ambitiouscast of
accident
Saturday and a truck
game.
day after an illness of two
Fire window display. Indlvidiial
A fascinating and enlightening groups will celebrate at their 25 playen opened in Shakespeare’s months. He was born in the Neth- driver playing the role of a Good
At the end of the first quarfamous comedy, 'Taming^of the
meeting in the form of a sympos- weekly meetings and special
ter, Holland held tin 18-14 lead,
Shrew” and the audience was erlands and came to America as a Samaritan landed in Holland hosZEELAND
(Special)
State
ium was provided for members of events planned with their leadthanks to nine points by forward
spell-bound from the opening curpital with a fractured back and
young man. He lived in Pella, Iowa,
the Holland Public School faculty ers.
Ron Israels and four by Terry Treasurer' D. Hale Brake told
tain.
fractured left leg.
until
he
came
to
Holland
in
1925.
at
their
meeting
Wednesday
afterBurns.
Zeeland Chamber of Commerce
The undertaking of any ShakeMr. Goulooze lived at 151 East
John Harvey, 35, Chippewa Lake,
noon in Junior High School.
National
Both teams bogged down conspeare play is in itself a giant
members and their wives gathered
14th St.
The program was planned by
siderably during the second perMich., a truck driver who had
feat, but what made the college
Supt Walter W. Scott and the Iniod and Holland scored just 12 at the annual spring membership
productioneven more creditable He worked as fireman and en- stopped to aid another trucker
Service Education Committee conpoints to only nine for the Bear- drive Thursday night that plugging
was the overcomingof many gineer first at the Warm Friend stalled on a shoulder on US-31
Tavern and later at Western
sistingof Minnie Bennett, Fanny
cats.
leaks in the state’s financialsyslimitationain their tiny playhouse,
'Ideological
Seminary. Before about six miles south of Holland,
Bultman, Larry Masse, Marie
It seemed as though Holland’s tem 15 001 enough to cure the prewhich was transformed into a
Forty-eight members of Holland Woldring, Ada Zickler and Jack
to
fast break was almost too fast sent difficulties.
modified replicaof those found on coming to Holland, he served in was ki good conditionhere in Holas the ball repeatedly went over
Brake said that even forseeable National Guard Co. D, 126th In- Rombouts, chairman.
the Bankside outside Old London. the same capacity at Central land Hospital where he is under
the head of the lone Holland expenditure cuts would not be suf- fantry, have received appoint- Participating in the symposium
Truly outstanding in his role of College, Pella, Iowa for 21 years. treatment for a fractured back,
Mr. Goulooze was a member fractured left leg and bruises.He
man breakingtoward the Battle ficient to balance the budget He ments for the blood clinic Monday were Bernice Bishop, Lavina Capthe lusty Petrudso was Peter Kelat Red Cross pon, Ed Damson, William Hornpointed to money that must be from 5 to 7
Creek basket.
ly, a sophomore from Flushing, of First Reformed Church of was taken to the hospital by ambubaker, Joyce Keller, Ned Stuits,
Holland.
However the timing was a lot spent for such things as highways, Headquarters.
lance about 6:45 a.m.
ZEELAND (Special)
Robert N.Y. He won the highest afterLt. Con Boeve has been respon- Gerrit Wiegerink and Mrs. John
better during the third quarter schools, penal systems and welfare
He is survived by his wife, Three others were treated for
show praise as did his leading
S.
De
Bruyn,
long-time
civic
leadand Holland forged 20 points to aid. With the many expenditures sible for arrangements with the K. Winter. Carolyn Hawes and
lady, Joyce Vanderborgh, sopho- Marie; one son, William; three superficial bruises received in the
er, has agreed to becoming a cananother nine for Battle Creek to that are called for by constitution- blood bank for participation of Gladys Wiskamp were unable to
more from Sayvllle, N. Y., who be- grandchildren, Floyd William, El- accident. They were riding in the
didate
for
mayor
in
the
April
6
take a lopsided 50-32 lead. Jack al amendment it will be impossible the group. This is the second time take part because of illness.
came a convincing shrew in the dora Ann and Charles Lee, and car which crashed into a safety car
election.
Kempker with seven paced the to balance the budget without new the group as a whole has volun- Introducing the program, Mrs.
one great-grandchild,Judith Ann, which pinned Harvey between the
De Bmyn consentedto run af- role of Kate. The entire cast of
teered.
Winter and Miss Bishop shared
revenue from some source.
Dutch during that *xirt.
supporting players seemed at all of Holland.
safety car and the truck.
ter
being
urged
by
many
friends
Many of the men are between some of their experiences at the
Throughout the game, and Declining to suggest a possible
The car driver, Jesse A. Verg,
and citizens who assured him of home in their Elizabethan roles.
the
age
limits
of
18
and
21
when
National Convention of School
e^jeciallyduring the fourth quar- source, Brake gave an example of
More prominent supporting
47, of St. Louis, Mo., was treated
their
support
parents’ written permissionis Administratorsin Atlantic City,
ter, Holland Coach Fred Weiss the problems met in determining
for a lacerationof the right knee
The announcementwas made roles were well-handled by Don
necessary. These men will bring N. J., in February. The theme was
Rifle
Jacobusse as Lucentio; Bill Helder
used subs liberally in an effort to who shall pay the increased tax.,
and an abrasion of the left knee.
Friday
following
a
meeting
of
the
save his regulars for tonight’s He said some circles have sug- that written permission with them 'Education for National Secur- city nominating commission. Ac- as his man, Tranio; Tom Ten
Bessie Williams, 50, Chicago,regested a corporation profit tax. when they report for their ap- ity.” Unity was stressed with emgame.
ceived bruises and lacerations of
cording to the hew charter, the Hoeve and Bob Hoeksema as Horpointments.
phasis on education for good cititensio and Grcmio, suitors of the
Holland's scoring chart showed But this would be a tremendous
the left arm and both legs. Alice
Is
nominating
commission,
a
stand. National statistics show that zenship. It is up to the schools to
lovely Bianca, played by Jane
a team effort with Israels lead- handicap for concerns selling goods
Robinson, 51, St. Louis, Mo., reing committee of council, is chargone
in
every
30
people
between
show the democraticway of life ed with attemptingto secure at Noxon; Norman Lager as Baping the way with 13. Big Dean out-state. “It is this type of probceived a skull lacerationand bruisHolland
Rifle
and
Pistol
club’s
the ages of 20 and 60 donated instead of the Communistic way,
tists, and Dick Steiner and Dick
Vander Wal, Terry Bums and lem that is met in all discussions
es. All were discharged after treatleast two candidates for each musmallbore
gallery
team
upped
its
blood
through
the
Red
Cross
last
Coffill as the laugh-provoking
the delegates said.
ment.
Bob Van Dyke each had nine, of possiblerevenue sources," said
nicipal
office
for
an
election.
season
record
to
10
wins
and
a
year. One out of every two hosWilliam Hombaker and Ed IncumbentD. C. Bloemendaalwas Grumio and Biondello. Dan De
From scattered reports,it apJack Kempker eight and Carl Brake.
Graaf, John Scholten, Norman Ra- single loss as the locals outpoint- peared that Harvey, driving a DarHis comments followed a review pitals in the United States receiv- Damson reported on meetings on
Viswher, five. A total of 11 playunopposedin the primary election,
ed
the
Southern
Michigan
club
of
ed
Red
Cross
blood
for
treatment
of the state’s fiscal history. Brake
"Higher Education” at Michigan and so the Commission has been tering and Mary Karsten appearling truck, had stopped to aid a
ers contributed to the total.
of civilians, veterans or service- State College where representaed respectively, as the Pedant, Kalamazoo in a match here Fri- MichiganExpress semi which was
For Battle Creek, Mac Behnke told how during the war years a men.
active in securing De Bruyn’s canday,
1,450
to
1,442.
French tailor, Vincentio and the
surplus was built up year after
tives of high schools and colleges
stuck on the shoulder. Then came
had 11 and Ken Griffin, 10.
Jarvis Ter Haar was high scorDuring the last three months discussed programs of each insti- didacy.
widow. All these were characters
a Michigan Express safety car
Although Vander Wal didn’t year. Steel, cement, and labor
De
Bruyn
served
several
terms
er of the shoot and it helped the
the local program has drawn bein the “play within the play.”
which stopped,put on its flasher to
make his usual number of points, shortages made it impossibleto tween 35 and 50 units at each tution and how the high school as alderman before becoming a
Holland
club
as
he
punched
a
296.
should prepare youth for college. candidate 'to oppose Bloemendaal Appearing in the “induction"
halt traffic and the driver got out
he repeatedly came down off the maintain an extensive construction
clinic. Reports show that an averwere Jerry Kruyf as the stunned Other Holland team members to place flares on the qther end.
Miss Cappon, who spent a week
boards with rebounds and trig- program.
in the 1952 election. In a close race
were
Donald
Prins
292,
Howard
age
of
45
units
must
be
secured
Christopher
Sly,
Marjorie
PickAs the building programs slowed
at a Central Regional Conference
Then came the St. Louis car
gered Holland’s fast break. And
at each clinic to enable the local In Chicago on the subject ’The De Bruyn was defeated by a 20- ens, Bob Benson, Eugene Stod- Working, 288, Alma Clark, 288
ft was a job on the boards. Be- down, highway depreciation and
driven by Verg which smashed into
vote margin.
dard, Dick Ortquist, Garence and John Weenum, 286
tween Vander Wal, Israels,Ken wear continued at the usual rate, bank to support the program for Family in a Free Society,” said
The commission has also secur- Huizenga, Lee Ftuce and Jerry
.High scores for Kalamazoo the safety car pinning Truck
national defense, gamma globulin, the great question at the conferand
the
end
of
the
war
found
MichArmstrong and Dick Plagenhoef,
ed
Anthony
Mulder,
a
retired
were posted by Albert Hathaway Driver Harvey between the safety
and local hospital use.
ence was whether children were school teacher, to oppose incum- Redeker.
car and the semi. The flashy safethe Dutch repeatedly gummed up igan's highways and institutions in
and Gaynor Nash. Both men cardSuperb
costuming
was
achieved
being taught in a democratic way
the taller Battle Creek men— Phil a bad state of disrepair.'Hie rebent Rosamond Moll for the city by the players with the help of ed 290. Howard Smith, 288, Rex- ty car, with its distinctivepaint
and are they able to make their treasurer post. Miss Moll was apjob, was badly damaged.
Jones, Tom Fegan and Dick Mc- building programs that were then Peter Schwarz Feted
several church groups who helped ford DeVall, 287 and Kleth Watstartedhad to have money, and in
own choices and live with them.
The- accident,which occurred
Clary.
pointed by council to serve until Palette and Masque rebuild their son, 287 rounded out the KalamaQuestions were answered on the
around 6 a.m., tied up traffic for
Friday's game ends Battle a short time a small deficit was At Birthday Party
the election.The election will be warb robes after a Christmas- zoo squad.
started.
meeting of the Michigan Associa- for a one-year term to fill out the
Cheek’s season at five wins and
The Holland club has the best quite a time, and some 35 big
vacation fire. The authentic Eliza11 setbacks while Holland now “It is this problem of more than A birthday party honoring Pet- tion for Health, PhysicalEduca- unexpired term of Nicholas Tanis. bethan fashionswere not only record in the northern divisionof trucks were delayed at the site beer Schwarz was held last Tuesday tion and Recreation by Miss Kellhas a mark of 16 victories against one or two years that must be facJoseph S. Newell, high school beautiful but provided almost all the St. Joseph Valley association. fore Fillmore deputies Earle Telled,"
said
Brake.
The
Higgins
bill in celebrationof his 11th birthday er and Ned Stuits. They said
man and Andrew Vander Vliet
one defeat.
faculty member and sports coach, the color for the production.
recently passed by the legislature anniversary.
every student should have an opcould re-routethe growing lines.
Box score:
has agreed to become a candi- Hie entire play is done in true
is no more than a temporarysoluRefreshments were served by portunity for outdoor camping
Battle Creek (42)
date, for a three-yearterm on coun- Elizabethanfaction, with no stage Surprise Shower Given
FG FT PF TP tion, and by moving the date for Mrs. A. Frank Schwarz, mother sometime during his school career. cil. Two posts are to be filled,with curtains for scene change*. Boy
For Marlie Driscoll
payment of corporation franchise of the guest of honor. Games were Wrestling was advocatedfor boys
5
3 11
Behnke, f
1
Frank Hoogland, Raymond G. players change the set before the
First
fees from August to May will cre- played and prizes awarded.
in the three-unit activity and Schaap and Jack De Witt the oth- audience’s eyes and a page places
Hamlin, f
0
0
3
0
A surprise miscellaneous showate a problem in August
Present were Victor Carnevale, more adaptivesports were urged er candidates.
4
Jones, c
2
2
1
location cards to set the scene.
er honoringMiss Marlie Driscoll,
The banquet was the conclusion Ricky Dunn, Carl Jungblut, Ron- for co-educationalactivities in the
0
2
Thompsett, g
2
1
Named to oppose incumbent Even the musk was taken from bride-electof Donald Schutt, was
of
the
annual
membership
drive.
ny
Maat,
Jimmy
McCarthy,
Paul
high schools.
Griffin, g
4
2
10
1
the
Elizabethan
era
and
recorded
Nicholas Frankena for supervisor
In summarizing the reports, was Matthew Lokerse, a former by the Hope College String Quar- given Thursday evening at the
Gibson
0
0
1 About 180 persons attended the McCarthy and the guest of honor.
1
home of Mrs. Harry Schutt of
affair
on
the
second
floor
of
the
Lawrence Masse said the future city councilman.Frankena, a for- tet and Clarinet Trio.
Eanes
2
0
2
4
The Texas Company tanker
City Hall.
definitelychallenging.‘The mer mayor, won the supervisor Miss Helen Harton directed the route 2. Mrs. Schutt was assist-* Michigan” arrived in Holland
Fegan
2
0
5
4
ed by Mrs. Ila Schutt, Mrs. BeatBanquet chairman was Tom Changes Plea to Guilty
world and education are growing position last year.
McClary
3
1
3
5
production.
harbor Friday with the first cargo
GRAND ftAVEN (Special)
rice Schutt, Miss Delores Landmore complex with emphasis on
DeNooyer
0
0
2
0 Whitsitt. George Van Koevering
A
pleasant
surprise
for
the
audiAt the primary election, Herman
the season — 30,000 barrels of
Walter Wilson, 24. of Hart, who the individual and student's proand Mrs. Nelva Van of
Messner
0
0
0 served as program chairman hnd
1
gasoline.
A. Ten Harmsel and George Van ence waa an invitation to have
pleaded
not
guilty
to
a
drunk
John
Bosch
was
in
charge
of
food.
Kampen.
gress. "But educators are recogMe Leod
0
3
1
1
New skipper this year of the
Eenenaam were named candidates coffee and view an exhibit of
George Van Peursem is secretary- driving charge, second offense, nizing problems and we are proMiss Driscoll opened her gifts Michigan, Captain W. E. Unkuri,
for the single one year term to Japanese color wood-block prints
when arraigned before Justice T. gressing."
Totals
15 12 26 42 manager of the group.
in the Art Room during intermis- under a white wedding bell. The described the trip from East Chicouncil.
A. Husted Friday morning, changrooms were decorated in green cago, where the boat was loaded
Jack Rombouts presided at the
Holland (62)
sion.
Members of the committeecharged his plea later in the day and meeting with George Lumsden as
Visscher. f
3
2
1
5 John De Jonge Diet
The play will be repeated to- and white. The bride-elect was “uneventful." Only ice encountered with filling out the slate were
was sentencedto pay $100 fine, moderator.
Lsraels, f
5
4
1 13
Anton Winterhalter,Gerrit Veen- night and again Monday and Tues- presentedwith a carnation cor- ed was in Lake Macatawa to Su$11.85 costs and serve 15 days in
Vander Wal, c
2
5
1
9 At Home of Daughter
boer, Bert Brower, George De day evenings.Curtain time is 8:30. sage.
perior point and that was thin and
the county jail. His companion,
Kempker, g
Guests included Mesdames or no consequence, Unkuri said.
3
2
3
8
Vries and chairman H. C. Miller.
Allegan
Gazette
Section
ZEELAND
(Special)
—
John
De
Eugene N. Bates, 24, route 1,
Bums, g
Harold Michielsen, Eugene Mich4
1
0
9
Also aboard was First Assistant
Jonge, 90, of Borculo, route 1 Twin Lakes, charged with being
Preliminary Tulip Time
Armstrong
ielsen, James Michielsen, Sr., Engineer Carl Wicks of Douglas.
0
2
2
1
Lauds City Government
Zeeland,
died
Friday
evening
at
Joseph
Zelenski,
59,
drunk, also is confined, unable to
Mack
0
James Michielsen,Jr., Harold • The tanker Polaris came in Jan.
1
1
1
Programs Available
the home of his son-in-law and raise enough money to pay the
The Thursday edition of the Dies in Grand Haven
Van Dvke
4
DriscollWallace Grotenhuis, Hen 6 to close a late season.
1
0 9
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Herman $20 fine and $6.35 costs imjxjsed. Allegan Gazette featured a 12-page
Plagenhoef
0
2
1
2
Preliminaryprograms for Hol- rietta Michielsen, Walter KruitDeVelder
0
0
tabloid insert of interestto area
3
0 Gecrts after a three week illness.
land’s 1953 Tulip Time festival hoff, Vernon Kruithoff,Alvin
GRAND
H^VEN
(Special)
Surviving are two daughters,
Torn Signal Confusion
Boeve
readers.
1
0
0
2
Joseph Zelenski, 59, died Thurs- May 13 to 16 are now available at Geurink, Hazel Dirkse, Martin
Mrs. Geerts and Mrs. Martin
in
Beukema
0
0
1
‘Five Years of Council-Managerday afternoon at the home of Mn. the Tulip Time office in Chamber Michielsen,
1
Michielsen Blamed for Car Crash
Bos
0
0
0 0 Palmbos. of Drenthe and four
Government in AUegah" is the Elsie Erkes, 532 Monroe St of Commerce headquarters,but Harold Van Dyke, Nell Ryzenga,
grandchildren: 11 great grandchiltitle of the supplement. It reflects where he had boarded Tor the past locifl resident* are urged to wait Lubert Hop, Charles Stegenga
ZEELAND (Special)—A twoTotals
20 22 13 62 dren and one sister, Mrs. Arnold
the rapid growth of Allegan during several yean. He had been in ill until the complete full-color pro- Willis Klingenberg,Alvin Was- oar crash on State St. between
Barense of Holland.
the past five years— the span un- health for the past four, and one- grams will be available,possibly sink, Dave De Feyter, Ernest Ry- Central and Lawrence Sts. resultMr. De Jonge was bom in the
der which the city has had a coun- half yean and criticallyso the April L
zenga, Miss Alma Stegenga, Miss ed at 12:10*pm. Friday following
Man Pleads Innocent
Netherlands and came to this
cil-manager type of government. past five
Tulip Time Manager Larry Shirley Zoet, Miss Arlene Schutt confusion about a turn signal.
*•
country at the age of 25. He lived
At Second Offender
Modernized and additional utiliGrace Bouwens Geerlings,39, of
Bom in Poland, March 19, 1893, Wade said the tingle sheet prelim- and Miss Brenda Michielsen.
in Zeeland before moving to Borty equipment such as improved he came to this country in 1914, inary program* are used mainly Games were played and dupli- 124 South State St. signaled to
GRAND HAVEN (Special) _ culo several years ago. He was a
light plant, water department, and He was a former employe of the for distributionat current travel cate prizes awarded. A two-course turn right as she traveled south
Walter Wilson, 24, Hart, pleaded retired farmer. His wife died 57
up to date poUce, fire and street Eagle Ottawa Leather Co. and the shows and to send to persons lunch was served by the hostesses on State St CliffordKraai, 17, of
not guilty to a drunk driving years ago. Mr De Jonge lived
departmentsare given recognition ChallengeMachinery Co. He was seeking early inquiriesabout Hol283 Peck St., also traveling south,
charge, second offense, when he with his daughter for the past 37
in the paper. Also praised is the a member of St. Patrick’s Catho- land’s world-famousfestival.
misinterpretedher signal and
was arraigned before Justice T. A. years.
efficiencyof the present city gov- lic Church and the Polish Falton
started to pass on the right acHe
said 5,000 programs have Funeral Rite* Are Held
Huated Friday. Wilson was
ernment and the additional reve- Society.
cording to police. Damage to the
been sent to the new multi-million For Mr*. A. Schuiteman
arrested at 6 am Friday by city
right side of the 1946 model Geernues brought in by the Installation
He is survived by one aon, John, dollar bus terminal at Clark and
police on North Seventh and Jack- John Bouwkamps Feted
of parking meters.
Funeral services for bfrs. Albert lings car was estimated at $50 and
and a grandson,both of Poland. Randolph Sts. In Chicago.
son 5ts.
On 40th Anniversary
Schuiteman of 253 West 15th St to the left front of the 1938 model
Unable to provide $300 bond,
who died Wednesday noon in Bill- Kraal auto at $25. Deputy LawrWilson was returned to the county
New Richmond
Initiation Is Staged .
Mr. and Mrs. John Bouwkamp
Cornelius Sckaafsma
ings Hospital in Chicago were rence Veldheer and Jim Flint inJail to await trial March 26. His were honored at a family gatherheld
Saturday at 1:30 p.m. from vestigated.Officers had not comDiet Following Stroke
By Local OES Group
Die* in California
companion, Eugene N. Bates, 24. 25 at their home °n Gordon St
the Ver Lee Funeral Home and pleted the official report today.
route 1, Twin Lakes, charged with Friday evening. The occasion was
FENNVILLE (Special) - Mn. Initiation was conductedThurs- Cornelius Schaafsma,71, former at 2 p.m. at Bethel Reformed
yj.
being drunk, is attempting to raise In honor of their 40th wedding
Elizabeth PhiUipa, 82, died Fri- day evening at the regular meet- Holland resident, died Thursday Church. The R*v. C. G. Reynen Wilbur 0. Carr Dies
funds to pay $20 fine and $6.35 anniversary.
day at Allegan Health Center, ing of Star of Bethlehem Chapter evening at a hospital in San Ber^ and the Rev. C. G. Hogenboom of
costs.
Attending were their children
where she was taken following a No. 40, OES, with Mn. Gerrit nardino, Calif. Mr. Schaafsma, a fidated. Burial was at Pilgrim At Douglas Hospital
Wilson previously was convicted and grandchildren including Mr.
stroke in her homa in New Rich- Glatz acting as worthy matron in retired cabinet maker and retail Home Cemetery.
Miss Jon# Vormette
of drunk driving at Traverse City and Mrs. John Oosee ad tons,
FENNVILLE (Special) — WilMr. and Mrs. Avert Vannette of mond.
Surviving are the husband;
place of Mn. Harold Hall who lumber businessman, lived in HolApril 20, 1952. At the time of his BUI and Russell, Mr. and Mre.
Mn. Phillipswas born in Law- was ill. Lovell Eddy presided as land from 1926 until 1948 when he three daughters,Mrs. Herman bur O. Carr, 68, died Friday at
199 West 15th St., announce the
arrest this morning, he was driving Fred Bouwkamp and children,
their daughter, ton and had lived ki New Rich worthy patron.
Blok, and Mrs. Don Hartgerinkof Douglas Hospital following a
moved to San Bernardino.
without a valid operator’slicense. Judy and Freddie of Grand RapJane, to George J. Knoll, aon of mond for 25 yean. She previously
Guests
were
present
from
the
Survivors are the wife, Angellne Holland and Mrs. Tom Houtman stroke. He is survived by his wife,
Frta Ennenga, 50, Grand Haven, ids, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Tapley and
Mr. and Mn. John G, Knoll of had lived in Fenn villa for many Holland Chapter. An invitation B.; a aon, Albert Schaafsma of of Midland; six grandchildren; Lotta; two brothers, Leo and
wrested by city police Thursday sons, Tommy and Terry and Mr.
117 West 29th St An April wed- yean.
waa extendedby Holland Chapter Holland; two daughters, Mrs. Kath- three sisters, Mrs. Rena Knutson Jerre, both of Kalamazoo.
night on a drunk charge, chose to and Mn. Henry Windeinuller and
Mr. Carr was bora in Kalamadin is planned.
Survivingare a sister,
to a friendship night to be held erine Fisoel at Los Angeles and of Holland and Mrs. John Van
•ape 15 days in the county jail daughters, Joan and Karen.
Mary Gray of Muskegon Heights, March 31.
Mrs. Lotus Morris of San Bernar- Wingen and Mrs. George Stein- soo county, the son of the late
lather than pay $20 fine and $6.95
The occasion also marked the
Women control more tfwi 41 and two nephews. Her husband, Refreshments were served by dino; two grandchildren, Jean and hrecker of Grand Rapids, and a Mr. and Mrs. James Cans and
imposed by Justice Husted 15th birthday anniversary of per cent of the individual wealth Harry, died
ttyed three years ago.
the men with William Broker as Jane Schaafsma of Holland, and n sirtcMV/tw, Mrs. Adeline Vander lived here since 1947. He and 1
their eldest grandchild,Bill Coast. of Ametioa. *
body will be at Chappellchalrmaa.
sister. Mrs. A. Vander Wert, now Wege of Pique, Ohio.
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Mrs. O. S. Cross reviewed the
book "Proud Kate" by Isbell Ross

Week

at a meeting of Elizabeth Schuyler

Hamilton chapter, Daughters

A

5135,0000 building permit for
the construction of a new Grace
Episcopal church topped the list
of nine applicationsworth $159,*
300 approved during the past
week by Building Inspector Joseph
Shashaguay and City Clerk Clar-

the

tractor.

Skipper of the tanker “Michigan”Which docked
he/e Friday morning, Captain W. E. Unkuri, looks
over chart* as he planned the return trip to East
Chicago to take on more cargo. He was given
command of the “Michigan"by the Texas Company thla season. Being captain of a lake boat is

Mrs/ Abbie Hunderman, 156
Central Ave., construct'dormer,
$200; self, contractor.

Max Flowerday,651 Central
Ave., construct 14 by 20 foot garage, $600; Henry Beelen, contract-

nothing new to Captain Unkuri, for he has served
relief captain aboard the “Michigan" and
•‘Maine” during past seasons. The “Michigan"
unloaded 30.000 barrels of gasolineFriday and left
at dawn Saturday for East Chicago.
(Sentinel photo)

as

or.

David De Feyter. 75 East Ninth
St., convert one bathroom into
two, $500; Russell Homkes, con-

New

Started as Deck Hand,

tractor.

Electric Motor Service, 1 Lake
St., partition off part of building
for office space, $150; self, con-

Now Guides Lakes Boat

Captain W. E. Unkuri had the
honor of piloting the first cargo
plant, remodel part of building,
$5,000; Elzlhga and Volkers, boat into Holland to officially
open the 1953 shipping season.
contractors.
Not only lias tlie skipper had
6th

American Revolution, Tliurs-

After Beer Party

ice,

Zeeland

secretary of the treasury in Lin- of a party held two miles north of
coln’s cabinet and later, chief jusHolland last week-end. Several of
tice. Kate was born in Cincinnati
the youths implicated a 21-yearin 1840 and her mother died when
old girl who had been furnished
she was five. Two years later, her
money to buy the beer.
father remarried and sent the
The girl, Leona Pieper. 21, of
daughterto an exclusive boarding 285 East 13th St., pleaded guilty
school in New York, where she before Justice C. C. Wood to furremarried until she was 16.
nishing liquor to minors and was
Tlie stepmother had died and
sententedto 30 days in jail and
her father had become a senator, ordered to pay fine and costs of
so Kate became her father's host$54.30 or serve an additional 15
ess and worked bard to make him
days.
president.During Lincoln’sadminRussell Hoek, 18, of 1182 Grnafistration, Chase became secretary
schap Rd., pleaded guilty to havof the treasury and although in ing beer in his possession in an
personal money matters he was a
automobileand was ordered to
pool business mart, he was an able
pay fine and costs of $39.30 and
secretary and handled financing
placed on 90 days probation.
the war.
The other minors all pleaded
His daughter— a belle of Washguilty to trespassing on private
ington society— was rival of Mary
pasted property and each was
Todd Lincoln. She had great in- fined $19.30.Entering guilty pleas
fluence with prominent Republiwere LaVonne Nichols, 18. of 330
cans in government.Lincoln ap- West 13th St.; Norma Jean Ross,
pointed Chase to" the Supreme 17, 325 Columbia Ave.; Tim Smith
Court, but this did not keep his 17. of 2022 South Shore Dr.; Wildaughter from trying to get him liam Rhoda, 18, of 563 College
nominiated for the presidency. Ave. and Ixmis Uildriks, 19 of 640
Even after Kate married William Lincoln Ave.

Sprague, governor of Rhode

Final negotiationshave been
completed b^ween the Holland

St.

the distinction of breaking the

Chris-Craft

Contract Signed

tractor.

Co.

Seven Arrested

William Vandenberg.
Tlie author is a well-known
Seven persons including three
newspaper woman and she tells
girls appeared in Park Township
the story from a reporter’sviewJustice court during the past week
point. Mra. Cross said. The heroine, Kate Chase, was the daughter to face charges ranging from tresof Salmon Portland Chase w’ho passing on private property to
was secretary of the daughter of furnishing liquor to minors.
Salmon Jortland Chase who was
The charges were the outgrowth

construction,105 feet, four inches
by 46 feet, 10 inches; $135,000;
John Eaton, building committee
chairman,contractor.
Henry Piers, 16 East 28th St.,
erect new frame house and garage, 20 feet, eight inches by 28
feet, 14 feet by 20 feet, $8,000 and
$500 respectively;Stremler and
Van Dyke, contractors.
Five Star Lumber Co., 760 Pine
Ave., erect new frame house and
garage, 40 feet by 24 feet, 14 feet
by 22 feet, $8,500 and $500 respectively;self, contractor.
John Altena, 117 West 18th St.,
remodel kitchen, $350; self, con-

Furniture

of

day afternoon at the home of Mrs.

ence Grevengoed.
They were:
Grace Episcopal church, southeast corner of Cherry St. and
Michigan Ave., brick and stone

Baker

Mowery-Porter Rites Perfonned

Review by Mrs. Cross

$159,300

During Past

If*

DAR Meeting Features

Building Permits
Total

W,

division of the Chris-Craft Corp.

and its employes affiliatedwith
From Monday’s Sentinel)
the United Brotherhoodof CarThe following new officers were penters and Joiners of America,
{

Is-

uand, a wealthy cotton mill bwner,
she continued to scheme to get her
father nominated President.
Later, she became interestedin
Sen. Roscoe Conklin, of New
York, and divorced her husband.
She retiredto Edgewood after her
husband’s death and tried to support her family by raising cows
and chickens. The was unsuccessful and her father's friendshelped
her out of her financialdifficulties. She died at the age of 50 and
was buried in Cincinnati beside
her father.
Mrs. R. 1'. Keeler, regent, presided at the meeting and Miss
Laura Boyd conducteddevotions.
Miss Lida Rogers presented a report from the state conservation
committee regarding the Higgins
Lake project.The chapter voted
to send a teacher to Higgins Lake
for a week next summer. ‘Following a report by Mrs. John Rozeboom, the chapter voted to support the Community Ambassador
program. Assisting the hostess
were Miss Katherine Post, Mrs.
Martha Robbins, Mrs. Howard

Ottawa county Deputies Nelson
Lucas and Clayton Forry investi-

at

.

-----

on

Mrs. Clifton Batey will have
charge of the program.
Allegan County Pomona Grange
will hold their regular March
meeting at the Ganges Grange
hall on Thursday evening, March
19, at 8 pjn. new members will be
given the fifth degree by the de-

Captain Unkuri resides in Hammond, Ind., and has a wife and 15year-old son living there.
Asked if being away from the
family all summer was a bit lonesome the captain said he was in-

deed fortunate.
"It's only a 20 to 25 minute
drive from the dock in East Chigree team.*
cago to my home. I can see the
The Men’s club will meet at family every time we go into East
Ganges Methodist Church social Chicago to take on cargo," he
rooms on Tuesday evening, March said.
17. at 7:30 p.m. Walter Wightman
will have charge of tlie program.

James Boyce Allegan County

Wichers

treasurer, will be guest speaker.
in
Men of the community are Invited. Refreshmentswill be served.
Family night will be held at
Ganges Methodist church on Wednesday evening, March 18. at 6:30
Netherlands Information Service
p.m. A potluck supper will be followed by a program given by the Director Willard C. Wichers left
children under the direction of Monday for W a s h i n g t o n, D.C.
where he will assist with press and
Mrs. Orrin Ensfield Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Doman radio arrangementsfor Prince
spent Sunday in Kalamazoo in the Bernhard’s visit to the United

Capital

Driver Fined, Jailed

The Holland Chamber of Commerce is preparing a list of rental
cottages for the coming season for
distribution to persons making
such inquiries.
Any persons desiring to rent

GRAND HAVEN

(Special > --

William G. Ostrander. 22. route

2,

Spring Lake, arrested Friday
night by State Police in US-31 in
Spring Lake Township and charged with drunk driving, was sentcottages lor short periods are re- enced by Justice Frederick I.
quested to call for a cottage list- Workman of Spring Lake Saturing blank at* Chamber headquart- day noon to pay $90 fine. $5.40
ers.
costs and serve five days in the
Such blanks already have been county jail. If the fine and costs
sent to cottage owners who listed are not paid he will be required
their facilities last year.
to serve an additional30 days.

est Post, Mrs. Ranee Overbeek
and Mrs. Joe Hurlbut.

On Wednesday

evening. Mrs.
hostess at a linen

Schepers was
shower in the Ed Oonk home.
Guests were Mr. Oonk, Mrs. John
Emmick, Mrs. Minnie Schepers,
Mrs. Gus De Vries, Mrs. James
Klomparens. Mrs. Ray Klomparens, Mrs. Frank Van Ry, Mrs.
Sam Bosch, Mrs. D. Cook, Mrs.
C. Koetsier, Mrs. Ray Nykamp,
Eleanor Nevenzel, Mrs. Henry
Kleinheksel and Mrs. C. Phillips.

iii#
! I

-

To Welcome Prince

home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Raymond. Their triplets, three
daughters,are over a year old

States.

and are walking.

speaking engagements interrupted
by his return to Holland during
the disastrousflood in February.
Before his departure, Wichers
had spent the past two weeks visitjfg the West making stops at Al-

Hospital Needs

More

Bed» for Children

Q

bouquetsof gladioli. Linda Garlock, a cousin of the bride, as
day, Feb 28, to Robert Earl flower girl wore a pink shadow
Mowery of Holland, who is sta- organdy gown and carried a bas-

gated.

lioncd with the

Heads VFW Post

Trees

Yards and City

garden.
Wouldn't it be a joy to look forward to the blossoming of a few
flowering trees and shrubs around
your home year after year? All of
us have enjoyed the blossoming of

the orientalcherry (Kwansan)

ing decayed leaves or other compost in the soil when you plant
them.
In future stories we’M suggest
other flowering trees and shrube
which our park superintendent
assures us grow well here, the
planting of which around our homes
and in front of many of our factories would give us much personal satisfaction and city pride.

dioApikd Tloiu

Mrs. Emerson Leeuw, route 2,
Zeeland;a son, Stephen Bruce,
born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. An-

drew Van Bronkhorst, 123 Earl*
Ave., Grandville;a daughter,
Nancy Beth, bom Saturday to Mr.

glossy is said to be about the best
of any crab. Its shape is mound- and Mrs. Stuart Zandstra, route 1,
like.
Byron Center; a daughter, Faye
The smallest crab is the Sargent, Ellen, bora Sunday to Mr. sod
growing to only seven or eight Mrs. Frank Struik, route 2, Hudfeet, but it may become twice as sonville.
wide. It can be had with either
A daughter, Esther Faye, bora
pink or white flowers which are Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Rennie
single, fragrant,not large. Its Van Haitsma, route 3, Zeeland; a
fruit is tiny, but dark red and son, Davie Ampld, bom Sunday
comes late when it is much appre- to Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Van Dunciated by the birds.
sen. route 6, Holland; a daughter.

tributionsto flood relief.

hospital. Most youngsters are there
Wichers is expected to return to
for treatment of upper respiratory
HoUand after the Prince leaves on
ailments,many of them vims pneuMarch 30.
monia.

:.

Now and Plant

For later blossom in mid-May
Carmine, whiqji grows from 10 to
12 feet, Ls a fine choice. It* buds
are carmine but the flowers fade
to pink. Ils foliage, dark green and

day after a heavy influx of young and visited industries and organizations that had made generous conpatients over the week-end at the

!-T

Plan Your Garden

trees in the City’s triangle park between State St. and Central Ave.
and along Kollen Park. If each of
us who has a suitable place for
them would plant a few flowering
trees, what lasting beauty we
should be buildingin our city!
tra festival at Muskegon and MusOne of the finest groups of such
kegon Heights Saturdayin which trees, which is hardy in Holland,
it took a second division.
are the ornamental crab apples.
Admitted to Holland hospital
For the finale, both beginning They blossom in great profusion, in
and concert bands played several colors from white through pink to Monday were Mrs. Janet Slager,
numbers.
purple, according to variety.They 112 Cambridge; Mrs. Mary ModThe HudsonvilleHigh School are exquisitein bud. Most of them ders, 275 East 13th St.; Miss Sonband also participatedin Satur- are fragrant. In autumn their dra Green, 25 East 13th St.; Mrs.
day’s festival taking first division. branches are loaded with brilliant Wilma Groenheide, route 1; CarAlthough the band is again in class fruits varying from yellow to deep old Jean Hains, 495 Central Ave,
C, it entered class B competition. red. fruits which the birds love.
Discharged Monday were Mrs.
The enrollment was slightly over
The orientalcrab (malus) grows Herbert Goodes, 190 West 14th
325 last September and now is at in a variety of shapes and sizes so St.; Mrs. Maurice Ver Heist and
321. The limit for class C is 324.
there is one for every sized lot. It baby. 38 East 22n<b St.; Robert
is always compact and shapely, Gras, 668 Van Raalte Ave.; Mrs.
and its foliage is clean, ranging Edward Brondyke and baby, 1682
from green to bronze. The average South Shore Dr.; Mrs. Hattia
blooming season is 12 days, but as Schampcr,175 West 17th St.; Mrs.
different varieties bloom at dif- Comie Koetsier,46 West 20th St.j
ferent times, one can prolong the Ollie Wierenga,144 East 16th St.
period by using an early and a
Hospital births include a son.
late type.
Jackie Earnest, born Saturday to
Three of the best trees which Mr. and Mrs. James Emerson,615
bloom in early May are Arnold, Washington Ave.; twins, a son
Double Chinese, and Lemoine. All and daughter, David Jay and Digrow from 12 to 15 feet high. Arn- ane Kay, born Monday to Mr. and
old is mound-like in shape; its pale Mrs. Jarvis Ter Haar, 99 West
pink flowers are single,fragrant, 32nd St.;
daughter, Wendy
large. The Double Chinese (specta- Marie, born Monday to Mr. and
bilis) would be better for a small Mrs. Charles Schultz, 17 West
lot as it grows upright,vase-shap- 10th St.; a daughter, Pamela Jean,
ed. It has large double flowers, bom today to Mr. and Mrs. Alvhi
pink, turning white. Lemoine’s Johnson, 364 West Fourth Ave.
flowers,large and semi-double are
Zeeland
deep1 purplish color, as are its
Births in Huizinga Memorial
fruits. Even its foliageis purplish Hospital include a daughter, Krisgreen.
te Ann, born Friday to Mr. and

us-

Schuteman, 18. Grand

at Fort Sill, ket of rose petals.

Okla. The groom Is the son of
Wayne Mowery assisted his
Gerry Mowery of Fort Wayne, brother as best man and Earl
Ind.
Kalkman and Dale Frank acted
The Rev. Ralph Reed performed as ushers.
the double ring riles in the preMrs. Porter chose for her
sence of 200 guests. Baskets of daughter’s wedding a navy bhw
Stanley Daining was elected com- gladioli, palms and lightedcandles dress and a red rose corsage.
mander of Henry Walters VFW decorated tlie church. Music was
Assistingat the reception in the*
Post 2144 and Mrs. Ruth Harmsen provided by Stan Farnsworth, church parlors were the Misses
president of the Women's Auxil- soloist, and Mis. Thelma Farns- Thelma Watts, Reva Garlock,
iary in separate electionmeetings worth, organist.
Stella Vahue, Eloise Frank, Mary
Given in marriage by her father, Mowery, Anns Mae Ochampaugfc
in the clubhouse Thursday night.
Other officers electedwere Ivan the bride wore a gown of white and Mary Kmdlarski.
Kleinjans,senior vice commander; satin and Chantillylace and carFor going sway, the bride
John Deters, Jr., junior vice com- ried a bouquet of white roses.
selected a royal blue suit, pink
Her sister, Miss Marilyn Porter, accessoriesand a corsage of
mander; Martin Kole, quartermaster; Allen Gorman, chaplain; Ad- as maid of honor, wore a gown of white roses.
After their honeymoon, tbs
rian De Kraker, post advocate, and pink net and lace. Miss Mary
Vande Bunte and Miss Esther newlyweds wtH reside at 400
Watson Lundie, trustee.
Members of the auxiliary elected Porter, sister of the bride, were North Fourth St, Lawton, Okla.
were Mrs. Florine Berkey, senior
vice commander; Mrs. Joyce Daining, junior vice commander; Mrs.
Mary Headly, treasurer;Mrs.
Irene Hamm, conductress; Mrs.
Marie Roos, chaplain;Mrs. Ann
to Beautify
Wojahn, guard; and Mrs. Grace
Veneklasen, trustee.
Now that there is an occasional trees, the crab should be sprayed
The officersare to be formally touch of spring in the air we can
for scale befort the leaves emerge
installed at joint ceremonies on scarcely wait for things to turn
with a miscibla oil spray. A borer
April 23.
green. We have the urge to "do may attack them but that Is not
something about it" and thumb hard to control Examine the base
through seed catalogues and gar- of the tree in the spring and fall
Christian School Bands
den magazines.It’s too early to for its hole and dig it out.
Perform in Hudsonville
start more than a very few kinds
These beautiful trees can be
of seeds, even in a flat, but it is grown wherever apples grow. They
Despite unfavorable weather, just the time to do something much want sun, not too much competiabout 400 persons gathered in the more important and that is to plan
tion from roots of large shade
HudsonvilleauditoriumThursday for more permanentbeauty in your
trees, and will repay you for mix-

ing?

Twelve children were patientsin
(From Monday's Sentinel)
the hospitalMonday afternoon and
Ottawa County
when the 13th was admitted, nurses
Robert Louis Sova, 22, and
went to the laundry for a laundry
Cannon Marie Du Mood, 18, both
basket. The hospital already has
of HoUand; Carl Richard Westerborrowed one crib from a local hof, 22, Grand Haven, and Dorofamily.
thy Ann Sheffield, 22, Spring
The type particularlyneeded is
Lake; Ronald Curtis, 22, Marne,
the small type baby bed with sides
and Marcia Wirt, 19, route 1,
that slide. The Junior Welfare Marne; Clayton Bakker, 18, and
League is providing two new chil- Arlene Baumann, 19, both of route
dren’s beds, but delivery is slow’.
2, Holland; Kenneth W. Boerma,
Beds can either** donated or 21, Spring Lake, and Donna
lent

Army

Stanley Daining

a

The Prince is scheduled to arrive in New York March 1$ to fill

Bequerque,N.M., El Paso, San
Antonio and Dallas, Texas, and
St. Louis, Mo.
Holland Hospital could use it.
A plea for a few more children's During the Western trip he called on radio and press personnel
cribs (not bassinets)was made toGot a babj^ bed you’re not

(Von Melle photo)
Miss Joyce Porter, daughter of bridesmaids. They wore gowns of
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Porter blue net and laCe. They carried
of Allegan, was married on Satur-

recently selectedby Zeeland Comleast ip Holland,but he is munity Chest: Henry Brinks,pres- local 2391, International Association of Machinists lodge 1418, and
Mr. and Mrs. William Broad- marking his first year as a ship ident, succeeding Cornelius Kar- the United Brotherhoodof Paintcaptain on the Great Lakes.
sten; Adrian Wiersma, first vice
way left Wednesday for a visit
Capain Unkuri received his president replacing Mrs. L. Van ers and Decorators local 1481.
with friends and relativesin ChiRepresentativesof union and
Master’s License in 1948 and for Haitsma; Don Kooiman, second
cago and St. Charles, HI.
management
came to a favorable
the last two years was relief cap- vice president to succeed Mrs. W.
Mrs. Hasty Warner is ill and
agreement through collectivebartain for two Texas company tank- Berghorst; Rosamond Moll, treasconfined to her home for a few
gaining without the necessity of
ers, the "Maine" and the "Michi- urer to replace Alvin Johnson;
weeks.
strike action. A new contract
gan.” This season marks the first Mrs. Dwight Wyngarden and Norsigned Wednesday is for 12
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flora of
time he has had full command of wood Hubbell directors. These ofmonths and containssome imKalamazoovisited her parents, a lake boat.
ficers were chosen by the 25-man provements for veterans as well
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Nye on Sunhis start on board of directors.
directors.
..Captain
.-, Unkuri had
----------Brinks has as a new schedule of wage rates.
day.
th» lakes in 1928 and with the ex- 1 served as secretary and manager
Terms of the settlement include
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Thompson, ccption of three years
the
have returned to their Ganges coast, he has been at it ever since. of the chest the past three years. a $40 Christmas bonus lor employhome having spent the winter in He is diminutive in size but speech A meeting of the executive board es and a graduated wage increase
made up of these officers will for seven to 17 cents per hour in
St. Petersburg, Fla.
and action indicate he is more soon be held to select a successor the five top skilled classifications.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green had than energetic enough tc make
to Brinks.
Managementpointed out that the
as supper guests on Wednesday up for a lack of height.
Miss Muriel Elenbaas of Chi- contract contains a very good
evening, Mr. and Mrs. Harris
The skipper indicated it was
Lynch, Mrs. Zelda Trenvbridge good to be on the water again cago W’as a recent visitor with her feature in that highly skilled permother, Mrs Anna Elenbaas of sonnel are offered an increase inand Mrs. Myrtle McGuigan.
after going through the ordeal of
centive far above what the com- Lane, Mrs. Henry Hopper and
East Main Ave.
Frances and Carolin WighUnan outfittingthe ship for the season
A book review, "So Sure of pany had been able to do under Mrs. E. V. Hartman.
spent the week-end with their at its winter port, Manitowac,
stabilization.
sister, Miss Doris Wightman in Wis. Since leaving Manitowac, Life," by Violet Wood, will be presented
by
Mrs.
Simon
WarmenMrs. James Schepers
Grand Rapids.
Captain Unkuri has taken the
Mrs. Milo Vesper underwent Michigan from East Chicago to hoven at North Street Christian Republicans Nominate
Feted at Two Showers
Reformed Church in Thursday,
surgery in Bronson hospital, Kala- Milwaukee and then the trip here.
March 19, at 7:45 p.m. The story In Heath Township
mazoo recently.
How do you get to be captain? is the life of a missionary doctor
Mrs. Elmer Schepers of SanGeorge Hindberg of Chicago
Start in as a deck hand if
At a recent Republican caucus in dusk), Ohio, entertained at two
in the mountains. The program is
spent Sunday with his mother, Captain Unkuri’s formula is folsponsored by the Golden Hour So- Heath township, nominationsfor showers in Holland last week for
Mrs. Abner Miller.
lowed. He started on the great
ciety and the public is invited several township offices were com- her daughter-in-law, Mrs. James
The Rev'. Henry Alexanderhas Lakes in 1928, was soon proSchepers, the former Dorothy
Special music is provided by the pleted.
been ill with the flu. A student moted to able-bodied seaman. He
"Sunshine
Boys"
of
Children’s Tlie slate includesHarry D. Huls- Mannis. The latter’shusband is
from Hope college filled the ap- sailed on salt water from New Bible Hour.
man. supervisor; Benjamin Ran- in Japan and expects to be coming
pointment Sunday ' at Ganges York to France for a three-year Several Zeeland women of the kens, clerk: Gilbert Lugten. treas- home soon.
interlude and then returned in
Methodist Church
On Friday evening, Mrs. Schep- night for a concert by instrumental
Reformed Churches plan to at- urer: John TerAvest. highway comThe Baptist Mission Circle will 1935 to the lakes, sailing on tend the Spring Conference of the missioner; Justin Slotman, justice ers entertained at a miscellaneous groups of the Hudsonville Chrismeet Thursday,March 19. at the tankers. He has been at it ever Missionary Union of Holland Clas- of the peace; Theodore Derks and shower in the home of her sis- tian School.Bert Brandt of Holland
is director.
home of Mrs. Arnold Green, Mrs. since.
sis at the Hudsonville Reformed John Grissen. trustees; George ter, Mrs. Nellie Holder. Guests
The captain earned his pilot’s liA tonetteband of 50 students of
Kirby Gooding will give a book
Hoiks,
member
of
Board
of
Review;
were Mrs. Al Hoeksoma, Mrs. the
Church on Friday. March 20. The
cense in 1938 and served on boats
fourth and fifth grades played
review.
Henry
Kempers.
Sr.,
Gerrit
Sale,
organizationsare getting ready
James Hoekxma, Mrs. Tom VenMr. and Mrs. Walter Wightman of the Lake Tankers Corporation their supplies for Knox Memorial Julius Slotman and James Neven- huizen, Mary Venhuizen, Mrs. several numbers and the beginning
band of 45 members of fifth, sixth
and Mr. and Mrs. William Van from 1939 to 1944. when he join- Hospital wheih will be on ex- zel, constables.
Rinsie Overbeek,Mrs. Fred MepHartesveldtwere supper guests ed the Texas Company.
Members of the township Repub- pelink, Sr., Mrs. Fred Meppelink, and seventh graders also performhibit during the luncheon hour.
Up until 1948 he was second
ed. This band was organized just
in the Andrew Reid home Wedlican committee are Joe HagelJr„ Mary Meppelink, Mrs. Minnie
i
nesday evening in South Haven. mate on both the "Michigan"and
skamp, chairman, Bernard Voor- Schepers Betty Schepers, Mrs. four months ago.
The concert band of 30 pieces
The Reid school will sponsor a the “Maine" and in that year he Chamber Preparing
horst and John TerAvest.
Holder. Mrs. Henry Harringsma, played the three numbers it had
supper at the school house on Fri- reached the top of the ladder-a
Mrs. George Manting, Mrs. Ern- prepared for the band and orchesmaster’s license.
Cottage
Rental
List
day evening, March 20. Mr. and

Ganges

Mrs. Robert Earl Mowery

mired the Bechtel crab in older Janice Dee, bom Sunday to Mr.
gardens. Its blossoms are full, and Mrs. Henry Geurink,
large and beautiful,but Michigan Hudsonville; a daughter,
State College does not advise plant- Jean, bom Sunday
ing it because It is a native tree Allen Vr
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Sunday School

a party Saturday evening at the
restaurantof hto son, Herman
and wife at Muskegon. The occa-

Students Ptanning

The publishershall not be liable
for anv error or errors In printing
any advertisingunless a proof of
such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by hm In time for corrections with
such errors or corrections noted
plainly thereon; and In such case If
any error so noted Is not corrected,
publishers liability shall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space
occupiedby the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such advertisement

4-H Achievement

sion the 90th birthday anniversary

Sacred Program

of Mr. Schultz. A potluck dinner
waa served to the 50 guests and
the decorated table was centered
with a five-tiered birthday cake.
Others who attended were Mrs.
Anna Spencer, Mariene and Robert, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Spencer and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Hoyt and children,all of

Holland Christian grade and junlarly recorded as occurring in this ior high school students will pre-

Telephone— News Items 3198
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191

Borculo Church Scene of Rites

Allegan County

Ernest Schultz was surprised at

Lesson

home — one when Jesus rebuked
Martha for being troubled about
many things when but one thing is
really essential;another when JeThe Home of the sus raised Lazarus from the dead,
Holland City Newe
PubllehcdEvery Thun- the third the anointingof the Masday by the Sentinel ter at the feast prepared in His
Printing Co. Office M-56 honor.
West Eighth Street HolIn these incidents we see how
land. Michigan.
this family loved Him on a high
plane of real love. Real love always
opens the home to Jesus. True love
asks only to be near the object of
1879.
its affection. Any one who has ever
W. A. BUTLER. Business Manager

Wtf

Fennville

HoDaiid Christian
March 22, 1953
In the Shadow of the Craas
Matthew 26:6-13, 26-30
By Henry OeerUngs
Jesus was always a welcomed
guest in the home in Bethany.
There are three incidentsparticu-

19,

sent a sacred program, “A Story
Redemption,”at the Ninth Street

of

Christian Reformed church this
Thursday evening. The program,
which is under the direction of Miss
Albert ha Bratt, wiH begin at 7 :30

p.m.
All student* participatingin the
program will sing the processional
hymn, “Christ the Lord Is Risen
Today.” Accompanying the group
will be Mis* Saramae Witt at the
organ. Eileen Boeve at the piano
and Kathleen Teerman on the viobeen in love will instantly verify it. lin. Alyce Timmer will serve as
Mary’s action indicatesthat the piano accompanistfor the junior
same principleholds true in the high choir selections.
spiritualrealm. Jesus had meant
Narrators will be Andrew Buurmuch to her as teacher and friend. sma, Robert Cook, and Harris WitUnderstanding, therefore, as per- teveen, all seventh graders. Girls
haps few others did that the criti- taking speaking part* are Glenda
cal hour of His ministry was at Bouwer, Ann Oostendorp,Shirley
hand, she wanted her presence to Timmer and Elaine Volkers.
be a source of strength to Him as
Kindergarten and first grade
His had been to her when Lazarus children will depict the creation
had died.
story, while the fall of man and
True love expresses itself by a the promises concerningChrist's
worthy offering.Not only did she coming will be given by fifth grade
come herself,she brought a sur- pupils and the "Singing Boys."
prise gift that was perhaps a Mrs. Bert P. Bos will serve as
whole year's wages. Had our Lord accompanist.
known of it in advance, He might
The life of Christ will be portraypossibly have suggested less cost- ed in a flannelgraph demonstration
ly expression of devotion. However, by the sixth graders. Also taking
once it had been proffered, He part in this part od the program
would not spoil the deed nor the will be the kindergarten,first,
love that had prompted it by any second and fifth graders. Singing
complaint about its costliness. In- parts will be taken by the eighth
stead, He graciouslyaccepted it as grade sextette and the boys choir.
Daniel Vander Vliet will sing a
an advance burial tribute.

Day Announced
ALLEGAN

and girls will exhibitprojects they

knitting,conservation, tractor
maintenance,fur trapping, school
lunch and others.Activities will be
held in Griswold auditorium.
A special program open to the
public will be held Tuesday evening, March 24. Exhibit halls will
be open for public viewing starting at 7 p.m. The evening program
is especially for first year members, all 4-H parents, and friends
of 4-Hers and others interested.A

Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Schultz and

Leader

sons of Muskegon. Mr. Schultz, a
•

Dies Unexpectedly

23

have been working on all winter.
According to William J. Mac
L«an, county 4-H club leader,more
than 1,000 exhibits are expected.
They include woodworking, clothing, electrical,food preparation,

and Mrs. Steve Bedes of Hartford;

Gvic

- Marc[i

4-H Achievement Day program in
Allegan when nearly 1,000 4-H boys

South Haven; Mrs. Donald Hockbardt and sons of Detroit; Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Schultz and family, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Robinson, Jr.,
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Jud
Fisher and daughter all otf Fennville; Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Schommer of Three Oaks; Mr.

John Gallon

(Special)

to 25 are the dates for the annual

retired farmer of Boyce City,
came here four years ago to make
his home with his daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin

Smith.
Chief Engineer David Howland
left Saturday for Buffalo, N. Y.,
where he will prepare his boat for
the sailing season on the Great
John Galien. 52. active in civic, Lakes. He was accompaniedby his
religious and sports circles, died wife who will spend a month in
unexpectedlyof a heart attack Buffalo after which she will visit
Sunday afternoon in his home at in New York, New Jersey and
276 West 25th St. Efforts of city Washington betore returning

Of Heart Attack

full

house of 800 attended last

year.
A style review, special awards
presentation
entertainment
also are scheduled. On Wednesday,
March 25. about 800 4-H club
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year $3.00; Six months $200;
members and their local volunteer
home.
three months. $1.00; Single copy 10c.
police who responded with the
Subscriptions payable In advance and
Sunday dinner guests at Mr. leaders will gather in the auditorresuscitatorproved unsuccessful.
ium (or a day-long program.
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
and
Mrs. , Lynn Chappell were
Last December, Mayor Harry
renewed.
Judging exhibits this year will be
Sheriff
and
Mrs.
L.
A.
Johnson
of
Subscribers will confer a favor by
Harringtonhad appointed Galien
Maurice
Hill, P. G. Lundin and
reporUng promptly any Irregularity
Allegan, Mr. and Mrs. Kirby
to a four-year term representing
Miss Mary Woodward, all assistin delivery. Write or Phone 319L
Gooding of Ganges and Mr. and
Holland city on the Ottawa County
ant state 4-H club leaders. Judges
Mrs. Alger Lee of Saugatuck.
Board of Supervisors of which he
TOE OCEAN’S FLOOR
Mr. and Mis. Eugene Van will be assisted by local leaders
had been a member since 1943. He
who will judge first and second
For the first time in the history
Dragt, Donald and Laura of Batyear clothing.
was serving as vice chairman at
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Huyser
tle Creek spent Sunday with his
erf mankind there is some prospect
the time of his death and would
Highlight of the week is the
brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
(Prmce photo)
that the ocean's floor will be exTrue love reaches the heights in solo.
have been in line for the chair- Willard Van Dragt. Their baby Wednesday afternoon program for
In double ring rites on Wednes- chid. Style features ot the gown
Passion
of
Christ
will
be
portraymanship next year.
plored. The oldest known cargo self giving. Being a material gift
second and advancedmembers and
girl, Laura, was baptized at the
day, March 4, Miss Marian Goo- were the standup collar, covered
ed by first and third graders. SoloA long-timefishing enthusiast. morning sendee at the Methodist local leaders only. A style review
ship in the world is being raised of ointment, Mary’s offering was
dyke
became the bride of John J. buttons to the waist, and a bustle
something other than herself,and ists in this number, accompanying Galien was active in the Holland
with approximately 200 girls of the
church.
back extending into a long train.
from the bottom of the Mediterthe
first
graders,
will
be
Virginia
so did not represent the ultimate
Fish and Game Club many years.
450 enrolled will model their cloth- Huyser. The Rev. R. Evenhuis perMrs. A. B. Clunie relumed home
The maid of honor wore a green
yaneam off the southern coast in giving.But in celebrationof the Klingenberg and Donald Vander He served in various capacitiesin
from Minnesotalast Thursday ac- ing projects.These include suits, formed the ceremony in Borculo velveteengoWn and the bridesof France. The ship went down Lord’s Supper, we turn our gaze to Leek. The junior high choir will the club and in 1947 was named
compained by her mother. Mrs. party dresses, formals. occasional Christian Retormed church, which maids. identical^owns in gold.
president.
about 2,200 years ago— some 250 the cross, which represents the also participatein this group.
was decorated with palms, ferns, They wore matchtog cut-out caps
Peter Berggre* of Two Harbors, wear and sports outfits.
David De Vries will take the
He also served as justice of the Minn.
years before the birth of Christ. heights of sacrifice. There was no
County honor awards will be bouquets of gladioliand candela- and carried fan-shapedbouquets
During all that time it has lain offering for mankind apart from solo role while first and fourth peace for TO years in Holland until
W. J. Hutchinson and lus daugh- named and an entertaining pro- bra. Candles were placed in the of carnations.
undisturbed on the ocean’s floor, Christ Himself. His giving of Him- grade childrendepict the resurrec- the Municipal Court was establish- ter, Mrs. Stuart Webb, have gone gram will be presented.
windows and white bows marked
The bride's mother wore a navy
the pews.
•o deep down that the tremendous self was a personal sacrifice by tion and glorification of Christ in ed in 1940. He was active in the to Californiafor an extended visit
dress
with red rose corsage and
H.O.H. Society and was associated with their daughter and sister,
pressure of the water would have which man could be reconciled to the finale.
The bride is the daughter ot the groom’s mother wore a plum
in the work of the Ottawa Savings Mrs. Roland Kirbyson and family
killed any human being trying to God, and might acquire the power
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Goody ke of color dress and yellow rose corIs
to experiencereconciliationwith
and Loan Association.
teach it.
Borculo and the groom is the son sage.
of Redlands.They were accomHe organized the Galien Agency, panied by Mr. Webb who drove
of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Huyser
By modem scientificmethods his fellow man. Wherever the
At the reception in the church
A.
244-246 River Ave., back in 1930 their car and he returned by
however that obstacle has been church has failed through the
of Zeeland.
for 135 guests, Mr. and Mrs. Harand operatedfor many years in plane. Linda Webb is staying with
In part overcome, and enough has years, it has been because its memMusic was provided by Charles old Goodyke were master and misan office at 16 West Eighth St. The her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
been brought up from the vessel bers have been willing to give
Dykstra. who sang "God Gave tress of ceremonies. Mr. and Mrs.
company deals with insurance and Stanley Wade.
so that some chapters in the his- everything but themselves to Him.
You Me" and ’The Lord’s Prayer,"
Area wheat growers will have a and Wendell Leathead, who play- Jerry Por served at the punch
Love Is outpoured by Christ. This
real estate.
tory of the civilization of the time
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grams.
bowl and Misses Arlene Bussis
He was a member of Maple Sally and Bruce, visited their par- chance to learn the fine points of ed the wedding marches.
will have to be revised.For the is set forth symbolically in the inand
Marilyn Koster arranged the
Lloyd
Alton Haskin, 50, of 305
stitution of the Lord’s Supper. The
sea to giving up its secrets.
Avenue Christian Reformed ents. Mr. and Mrs. Gus Grams of wheat grading at the annual stockIn the wedding party were Miss gifts. Serving were Misses Alma,
East 15th St., died Thursday mornholders
meeting
of
the
Holland
CoChurch.
It to fascinatingto speculate anointing had been symbolical,and
Berdena Goodyke as maid of hon- Elsie and Evelyn Geurink.Alice
Milan and Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
ing at Blodgett Hospital, Grand
During his 10 years on the coun- Skimmers of Dundee from Friday operative company Wednesday. or; Mrs. Warren Baar. brides- and Duetta Luurtsema,Harriet
what this may mean to human so was also the Memorial Supper.
Rapids, where he was hospitalized
Herbert Pettigrove,specialist from
ty Board of Supervisors. Galieh until Sunday.
knowledge, if other vesselson the This is pointed out by the Lord
maid; Patsy Goodyke. junior and Gladys Bussis, Elsie Koop,
for a heart condition.
oettn’s floor can be made to yield when He said “This do in rememwas active in many progressive Rodney Galbreath entertained Michigan State College will be bridesmaid; Bonnie Schipper, GenevieveSteigenga and MargarHe
was bom June 2, 1902. in
speaker.
their secrets. For of course after brance of me.” The anointing had
moves, and was the main instiga- 12 basketball team members and
miniaturebride; Clifford Huyser, et Vander Slacht.
Saranac, and had lived in Holland
The meeting will open at 1:30
many thousandsof years of navi- been for His burial,and this Suptor in the long battle for obtaining their coach. Sam Morehead, at
who assisted the groom as best
For their wedding trip, the
for 18 years. Before coming to
pm.
at
the
Woman's
Literary
gation, there are countless wrecks per was to be a memorial of His
voting machinesfor Ottawa County breakfast Sunday morning after
man, and Jerry Goodyke and John bride wore a navy suit with navy
club.
Holland, he was manager of the
death.
It
is
not
a
means
for
oblying on that ocean's floor. Doubton a county-wide basis.
which they attendedservices at
Evenhuis, ushers.
and white accessoriesand a white
Marks Auto Equipment Store in
Louis L Van Huis. manager of
less many thousandsof them have taining forgiveness of sins, but a
Surviving are the wife. Florence: the Methodist Church.
The bride wore a white vel- orchid corsage. Upon their return
Grand
Rapids
and
was
transferthe Holland Co-operative company,
disiqtegrated through the action remembrance of and fellowship
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dis. Sr
two sons, John Jr., a student at the
veteen gown and a fingertip veil they will live on Colonial St. in
red to the Marks Store here., Later
said today the topic “Wheat GradOf the water and of the chemistry with Christ in His sufferings,sufUniversityof Michigan Law School, and two daughters, Mrs. Jerry
held by a cut-out cap with seed
Zeeland. The bride Is employed at
he was associated with Montgoming’’ is timely to Holland area
Of ocean depths. But the raising ferings He endured because of His
pearl trim and carried a white Van Eenenaam's Grocery and the
and Robert S., associated with the Hulst and Mrs. Henry Veltman
ery Ward & Co. Six years ago. he
farmers. Much wheat was downlove
for
us.
and
daughter
Linda
of
East
Saugof the cargo of the ship that was
Galien Agency; a daughter. Karen
velveteen Bible with a white orgroom, at Suburban Motor Sales.
The emblems used are very opened the Haskin's Grocery at Faye at home; five sisters, Mrs. atuck spent Tuesday with the for- graded because it was of poor qual6own there lor more than two
16th St. and Columbia Ave. Mr.
ity
in
1952,
the
manager
said,
and
mUkaniums proves that many simple. We are all familiar with
Ernest Bedell, Mrs. Henry Cook, mer’s daughter and husband,Mr.
Haskin was a member of Hope
to have an expert talk on the sub%pes of metal and stone cargo bread and the juice of the grape. Church.
Mrs. John Westenbroek, Mrs. Carl and Mrs. Claude Hutchinson.
Book Review Is Given
Mrs. Anna Morse went to Kala- ject will tend to clarify any misThis signifiesthat Christ Is level
Ok intact.
Carlson, all of Holland, and Mrs.
of
Surviving are the wife. Frances;
understanding as to methods used
At Missionary Meeting
Men have been digging into the to the approach of all and not for
Charles Oobb of Evansville, Ind.; mazoo Tuesday to visit Mrs.
in grading.
three daughters, Mrs. Edward J.
earth for centuries trying to find a chosen few. Little children may
a brother. Fred of Holland, and a Arthur Brown until Friday.
Roberts of Grand Rapids. Mrs.
Rex Richardsreturned home Van Huis extended an invitation
^ Women's Missionary Society of
out how people lived thousands of receive Him and show Him their
Joseph
Neve of Holland granddaughter.
in
Friday from a vacation tnp to lo any interestedpersons to attend
Fourth Reformed Church met in
peers ago. The dty of Pompeii, love. Even those of inferior intelliand Mrs. Carl Selover of Honor,
the annual meeting although only
Braden Castle,
# *
the church parlor Thursday aftercovered with the lava of Vesuvius gence may believe on Him and be,
Mich.; a son. Pfc. Lloyd A. Has- One-Time Local Visitor
Mrs.
Milo
Vesper
is in the Bron- stockholders may vote. .
tone# the time of Christ,has been saved. And yet the profoundest'
Nearly
a third of the quota for noon to hear Mrs. John Kobe*
kin, Jr., serving in Korea; three
Other business will include the
son Hospital where she underwent
give a book review on the "Life
CKpoced to the sunlight during the thinkers oan never get beyond
grandchildren; a sister, Mrs. Mar- Sends Thanks to America
electionof two directorsfor three- Allegan county had been reached of Jacob De Shazer.”
major surgery last Saturday.
past century, and from it man has Him, nor even fathom the depth of
ian Wyman of Grand Rapids, and
Mrs. Henry Johnson and Mrs. year terms and reports of co-op by Red. Cross Drive workers SatMrs. William Van Dyke conlearned a great many things that His nature and His love.
a brother, Clare M. Haskin of J. C. Van Den Tooren. a brother Alvin Rasmussen went to Detroit officers. Present d i r e c t o r s are urday.
ducted the meeting. Mrs.'j. Ovorwere not to be found in books.' . The emblems are representative Miami, Fla.
of Mrs. J. Weller of Elm Dr. was
Tuesday to visit the former’s Frank Kroyers, president; Nicho- The county’s goal is 512,500..
beek read scripture and Mrs. L
But up until now Davy Jones’ as well as memorial.They reprea visitorhere at one time. Now a
daughter, Miss Betty Johnson. las Prins, vice president;and Peter
Mrs. Thelma Stratton,executive Overbeek and Mrs. S. Oudemolen
Locker has remained a real lock- sent the body and blood of Christ.
letter has been received from him
Mrs. Rasmussen plans to return Baumann, Harold Slag, Harry Van- secretary reports, Manlius town- sang "Tlie Ix>ve of God." and
er. Ships that went down in seas Both the bread and the juice of the
describing the damage wrought Friday and Mrs. Johnson will go der Zwaag and Henry Boeve.
ship, whose chairman is Mrs. Har- “Willing to Take the Cross." acof any depth were supposed to be grape have been procured by sacin the Netherlandsby tidal waves
to Dexter to visit her son, Donald
vey Stueker of New Richmond, companied by Mrs. D. Van Dcr
down for good. Men have some- rifice.The grain of wheat could not
and high, wind* recently.
and family.
was the first to reach 100 per Meer.
times dreamed of recovering the be made into bread until it had
After telling orf the damage Mr.
cent.
About 20 entries were received De Ridder and
Hostesseswere Mrs, S. Oudewealth in gold and silver and prec- been ground into flour and then exVan DenTooreti writes: "Will you for names for the new elemenThrough Saturday results were: molen, Mrs. William Kammoraad
Not
Seeking
Re-Election
Stanley Marcus and PhyllisAnn
ious stones that were known to posed to the terrific heat of the
please tell all Americans that we tary school buildingand the board
Heath. 95 per cent; Fennville,89 and Mrs. L. Overbeek.
have gone down to the bottom. oven. The fruit of the vine could Dunn won first in the boys and cannot express in words how
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
of education eliminatedall but
per cent; Casco 63 per cent; AlBut that would be of minor im- not become a drink until it had girls divisions of the Silver Medal touched we were and are by the
five. The decision was hard to After Henry De Ridder announced legan, 44 per cent; Lee, 44 per
declamation
contest
sponsored
Friportance.
been crushed and the juice exbenevolent spirit they have shown.
so they plan to let the elgi- he would not seek re-electionas cent; Salem. 40 per cent; MonOf tar greater significance tracted.If these elements had sen- day evening by the Woman's "Sixteen thousand American make
ble taxpayers from the school dis- supervisor of Port Sheldon Town- terey, 38 per cent; Otsego, 36 per
would be the increase of human tient lives, these processes would Christian Temperance Union. The soldier* came from Germany and trict vote by ballot In a signed let- ship. the idea seemed to get concent; Wayland, 35 per cent; Hopknowledge if the ocean floor could have caused a great deal of suffer contest was held at Firtt Reform- have exhausted th«r strength,did ter. The final date is March 31. tagious and John Gemmen who
kins, 30 per cent; Saugatuck,31
ed Church.
really be explored in earnest.The ing.
all they could to help us in our The names from which to choose has represented Allendale Townper cent; Plainwell,21 per cent;
Stanley’s
declamation
was
enstory of Pompeii, and of all other
severe distress."
They are symbolical of the sufare Anna Michen Elementary. ship on the l>oard for five years Martin, 29 per cent; Valley, 17
excavationsin the earth, would ferings of Christ. As long as He titled "I Am an American.’’ and
"We will never forget that these Kenn-Park Elementary.Memorial announced he would not be re- per cent; Leighton, five per cent;
pale Into insignificancebeside the lived in the body He could not take Phyllis Ann's, "It’s Up to You." boys, so far from their home $nd Field Elementary, Sheehan Eleturning either. Gemmen is a Laketown,four per cent.
Others taking part in the boys friends have put their shoulders
information that the ocean floor away our sin. It was necessary for
mentary,
Little Hawk Elemen-. member of tjie taxes and apporThe Allegan county Red Cross,
oould reveal if men could get it that body to be bruised and brok- division were Wayne Overway, under the burden." The letter was
tary. Local adults who submitted tionment, drains and agricultural through the recreationdivision
K. If that should happen, history en and for that blood to he shed Kenneth Venstra and Loren Van received by D. Veltman, 728 one or several names were Mrs.
committees.
with Mrs. Clarence Oliver of
Itself might have to be rewritten. from the wounds in His body be- Gelderen; and girls, Nancy Ryp- Eighth St.
Edward Erlewein,Mrs. Pearl ChrLs Fendt of Port Sheldon Plainwellas chairman, sponsors
We are progressing along the sci- fore He could become our Savior. ma, Ruth Zwemer and Mary Lynn
Whitemyer, Robert L. Stevenson, is unopposedin seeking Dm? super- recreation parties the third Wedentific road. All such progress This was accomplished by His Welling.
Blakeslee Crane, and students visor post as De Ridder’ successor. nesday of each month at Percy
Rural
Carriers
Honor
Judges were Mrs. Irene Verhould be for the good of all the death on the cross.
were Roger Hanson and Donald- William L. Kennedy is unopposed Jones Hospital.
people.
Not only are these elements hul*t, Miss Rena Bylsma and Miss Mr! and Mrs. Van Slooten jim Dickinson. One entry was reOn March 18 the Plainwell Amfor the positionin Allendale townHarriet
Cook
for
the
girls conmemorial and symbolic, they are
ceived from New Mexico from a ship.
erican Legion will be in charge.
Ottawa County Rural Carriers former resident.
also prophetic.They point forward test and Mrs. James Wayer, Mrs.
John Hassold of Chester Town- During the evening Mr. and Mrs.
Yellow Dogs Trample
to that which would be accom- Estelle De Vries and Miss Jean- and their wives held a surprise • Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Meyer
ship
who has served as supervisor Gilbert Rounds will entertain in
ette Westveer for the boys. Mrs. party last Wednesdayevening in
plished by the sufferingand death
and Mary Louise spent Sunday
Seven-Up in Tourney
for
20
year will be opposed by the'hospitalwards.
Nina
Daugherty
presented
the
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Van with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of Christ. The bread of the new
Emil
Kober
in the April 6 elecmedals
to
the
winners.
Slooten of West Olive. Mr. Van James Smeed.
Yellow Dogs remained undefeat- body of Chirst. the church, and the
tion.
After the contest,the film, "The Slooten recently retired from the
ed in "B” basketball league play juice of the grape of the new life
Aged Drenthe Resident
Irving Carter arrived last week
Friday night by defeating prev- within that body. The fulfillment of Choice is Yours," was shown by rural carrier service.
from Fairberry, Neb., to visit his
Succumbs in Zeeland
. V; . ' .
A short program was given and mother, Mrs. Leonard Carter and
iously unbeaten Seven-Up, 35-31. this prophecy began when the Mrs. H. Young. Mrs. John Van
Ensign Roger L Vlsser
Jager was high for the winners church was formed on the Day of Oss presided in the absence of the a gift was presented to the guests daughter, June. Carter has acceptZEELAND (Special) Lucas
with 12 while Van Voorst dumped Pentecost by the coming of the president, Mrs. Edith Walvoord. of honor.
ed a position with Consumer’s
Vredeveld, 82, of Drenthe (route 3, Officer on Leave Here
Mrs. Irene Verhulst led devotions. Carriersand wives from Hol- Power company and as soon as he
toi 15 for the losers.
Holy Spirit, by which the believers
Zeeland) died early Friday
land, Zeeland, Coopersville and knows where he will be statiohed
In the only other game played were baptized into that new body,
at Zeeland Hospital after a two Following Graduation
Between 1940 and 1950 the pop- West Olive and the postmistress he will send tor his wife and three
Friday, Kopper Kettle defeated which is Christ.
weeks illness.
Ensign Roger L. Visser. son of
Baker Furniture 24-20. Roe Is was
But the Lord coupled another ulation of the United States in- and assistantfrom West Olive at- children.
He formerly worked at the Oak*
creased
about
15
per
cent
tended the event.
Mrs. Richard Barron and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Visser of 307
high with nine for Baker while prophecy with this observance. He
land Creamery and at one time
Lionel Becher entertained the
West 20th St., is spending a leave
Martin tallied 11 for the winners. foretold that He would never particonstructedsilos in the Drenthe
W.S.C.S.
last
Thursday
afternoon
with his parents following graduaIn the one game scheduled cipate in it again under the same
area. He and Mrs. Vredeveld celein the former's home. Mrs. George
tion from the Navy’s only Officer
Thursday at Junior High gym, conditioas.He predicted the comSheard presentedthe lesson, "A
Candidate School at Newport.R I
Rockets vs. Kopper Kettale at ing of another occasion when He
sary last fall. He was a mer
Vision From The Mountains."
Visser was among 840. enlisted
6:30 p.m.
would do so. This would be in His
of the Drenthe ChristianRefoi
Mrs. Garth Smith had charge of
men who traded their white hats
Father's kingdom. And so He apChurch.
devotions.A contribution was votfor the gold trimmed caps of compointed this meal to be observed
Surviving are the wife, the forNow Editions of Charts
ed to the Red Cross. A social hour
missioned ensigns March 6 at
as an ordinance with a backward
mer Annie Van Dam; two daughincluded refreshmentsserved 'by
Newport. His parents and his sisand also a forward look.
Art Available at Detroit
ters,
Mrs.
Joseph
Ettema-of
Zeethe hostesses.
ter, Mrs. Cecil Helmink of Holland,
It was the outpouringof Hi*
land, Mrs. Myma Beltison of Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Hardy
attended the graduation ceremony!
New editions of several charts love that led Him to die for ua,
Rapids;
three
sons,
Luke
and
Clarhave returned from spending the
Ensign Visser has been assigned
have been released by the U. S. and it will be the outpouringof
ence of Grand Rapids and Henry
winter in Grand Rapids and have
to Air Ground Officers School at
Lake Survey, Corps of Engineers, His love when He conies to receive
of Detroit; two daughters-in-law,Jacksonville,Fla.‘, where he will
opened their grill for the sumIt was announced today.
us to Himself, that where He to
Mrs. Florence Vredeveld of Chicamer.
report following his leave. He enCharts availableinclude: No. we may be also.
go and Mrs. Kathryn Vredeveld of listed In the Navy the end of OctoMrs. CatherineRepp and Mrs.
175 of Burlington Harbor, Vt.; No.
Gaude Hutchinsonwent to KalaZeeland; 13 grandchildren; one ber, 1952.
11, of St. Lawrence River, Richgreat grandchild.
mazoo
Wednesday
to visit the forA/3c Barnard Ten Cate l« staBefore his enlistment Ensign
ardt Landing, N. Y.; No. 12 of St. f inti far Assault
mer’s sister Miss WinifredWalsh
Funeral services will be held Visser was employed in the product
tioned
with
the
Air
Force
in
GRAND
(Special)
Lawrence River, Richards Landat the Bronson hospital.She has
Monday at 2 p.m. at the Drenthe service departmentof Proctor and
Japan and Korea as a meching to Leishman Pt„ N. Y.; No. 37 Albert M. Francto, 35, Grand
been there three weeks undergoChristian Reformed Church. Rela- Gamble at Cincinnati,Ohio. He is
anic.' Hfc enlieted in the Air
of Port Clinton, O., and Cloch est- Haven, charged by dty police Sating tests for a severe asthmatic
tives are asked to meet in the « graduate of Holland High School
Force in October, 1950, and
er, Got, to mouth of the Detroit urday night with aaaeult and batcondition.
church basement at 1:45 p.m. The and Hope CoUege, where he was
Four Michigan 6tats Collage journalism students visited The
took hie basic trainingat LackRlvur and No. 374 of Toledo Har- tery upon Cl eta* Trinker, paid
Mrs. Ray Fleming entertained
Holland Kvonlng Sentinel Wedneeday to etudy the paper’e adverRev. J. J. Kenbeek will officiate.
land-Air Force Base. He was
a member of Cosmopolitan Frater; O.. to Maumee Bay to the $20 fine and 96.95 cost* imposed
12 guests Saturday afternoon for
tlalng departmentThe atudenta are enrolled In a retell advertising
Burial will be in the Zeeland nity.
transferredto Stewart Air
River.
by JusticeT. A. Hus ted here Moncourse which emphasises first-handknowledge of newspaper work
the 11th birthday anniversary of
Force Base in Smyrna, Tenn^
Cemetery. The body is at the
charts can be obtained from day. Officers allege the ofby viaiting leading Michigan dallies. Conferring with Orlle Bishop,
her daughter, Joyce. Following
ind left for Japan In June,
Yntema Funeral Home where The female of the peregrine
S. Lake Survey, 630 Fed- ense occurred in the Trinker advertising manager,(right)are (left to right) Roger Nelson, Degames and contests and the open1952. His parents are Mr. and
friendsmay call Saturdayfrom 7 falcon, which for centuries was
Buiktag, Detroit 26, Michi- home when Francto earn* there
troit; Ron Jonklns, Detroit; Bally Phelps, Prairie View, III.; end
ing of gifts refreshmentswere
Mrs. Ben Ten Cate, 961 Paw
to 9 and Sunday from I to 5 and used for hunting, is much larger
koMng for hto wife.
Bob Garrises,Grand
(fenUnal phtoo)
Paw Dr.
served by Mrs. Fleming.
7 to 9 p.m.
and fiercer than tjve male,

and
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19,
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few major cities in the nation to
be completelydial.
Number of employes reached a
new peak of 24,500. They were
paid wages amounting to J88,-

Has

500,000.
wage

Record Year, But
Returns Are Lower

Speech Winners

\

Named

‘This
bill” Phalen said,
"highestin the history of the
company, went to telephone employes in hundreds of Michigan
communitiesand was spent with

fore despitethe 1952 rati increase. dollar not only raised costs, Phal-

Emphasizing the effect of in- en said, but boosted, the amount
flation upon company operations, of investmentneeded.
Phalen said earnings related to inCompany costs* per telephone
vestmentwere 20 per cent lower averaged $6.38 per month, an inthan in the pre-inflationyear of crease of $2.52 over 1940, the re1940. For the last seven years, he port showed, while revenues
said, they have averaged only 5.1 climbed only $2.19 per telephone
cents on the invested dollar— "less per month during the same perthan half the average earned by iod.
other major industrieswith which
On a per month, per telephone
‘ the telephone business must com- basis, the report continued, wage
pete for investmentmoney."
costs amounted to $3.24 in 1952
The company gained 93,000 against $1.54 in 1940. Company
telephones during the year with taxes also advanced materially in
a total of 2,045,000now in service. the same period. Including excise
Eighty-three per cent of the fami- taxes, customersalone paid total
lies in areas served by Michigan telephone taxes last year of $2.46
Bell now have telephones, com- per telephone per month.
pared with 55 per cent 10 years
Rate increases since 1940, the
<

ago.

Twelve employee of Holland Rusk Bakery

recent-

ly receiveda aet of eight safety glaaseaeach from

NABISCO magazinefor

operating more then tlx

years without a lost time accident. Alto the group

has received the National Safety Council plaque
award for group C, divieion No. 2 for the years
1944, 1946, 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951 and 1952. Those

Zeeland Senior
Wins

Personals
(From Monday's

DAR Honor

A

Zeeland High School senior
tfon state honors Friday at the
Daughtersof the American Revolution state convention in Saginaw. Mary Ellen Nyenhuis was

honored were L. Sparks, packing foreman; Mies
J. Overweg, packing forelady; G. Zeller, office
manager; Miss A. Zone, machine operator; Mies
E. Geurlnk, machine operator; J. Phillips,
manager; L.C. Montrose, assistantmanager; Mies
Alma Bosch, conveyor girl; Mrs. P. Kraak, conveyor girl; Miss F. Becksfort,conveyorfllrl; R.
Cook, oven man, and R. Prince, dough punchtr.

SentinH)

Mrs. Arthur F. Schwartz has
i

been appointed as Junior
of

Commerce

Chamber

Auxiliary's repre-

sentative on the Hospital Auxiliary Board.
Miss Marlene LeJeune and Miss
one of seven girls in the state to
Pearl Stejskel returned Sunday
receive honorablemention in the
night after spending a three-week
DAR Good Citizen competition. vacation in West Palm Beach.
Sally Lynne Fisk of Battle
p
Creek was chosen DAR State
Mr. and Mrs. Russell J. Kraay
Good Citizen out of 263 local Citiof 705 Chestnut,East Lansing,
zens picked throughoutthe state.
announce the birth of a daughter,
Seven of the 263 were awarded
Martha Ann, Sunday night at
umorable mention, seven were
Edward
W. Sparrow Hospital in
named alternates. The winner,
Laasing. Mrs. Kraay is the formchosen for dependability,service,
leadershipand patriotism, was er Gwendolyn Leminen. daughter
of Mr. and Mr 5. Ben Leminen of
awarded a $100 savings bond.
Holland.
Mrs. Milton L. Hinga was officDale Sluart Nienhuis, son of Mr.
ial delegate to the convention
from local Elizabeth Schuyler and Mrs. Albert Nienhuis of East
Hamilton chapter. She attended 24th St., underwenta tonsillectomy
all sessions from Wednesday this morning at Zeeland Hospital.
Lt. Comdr. and Mrs. Fred S.
morning through Friday. Miss
Bertsch and their three children.
Mai belle Geiger and Miss Kather-

report said, "have averaged 27 per
An average of 10,300,000 local cent compared with a 91 per cent
and long-distancecalls a day were increase in prices generally."
placed by MichiganBell customers As to investment, an average of
in 1952 — 200,000 more a day than $323 of plant was added for each
•ver before.
telephone gained in 1952 whereas
Furthermore, dependability of the average plant investment at
the service reached a new high the end of the year amounted to
with the average telephone report- $251 per telephone.
ed out of order only once in over
Using the familiar telephone
five years.
pole as an example, the report
The company spent S40 million showed how inflationreduced the
dollarson new construction to im- investor’s share of the business.A
prove and expand its service dur- pole in 1940 cost $12 whereas, in
ing the year. Eleven new build- 1952, it cost $27.
ings were completed, 10 others
"Depreciation accruals based on
were started. Major undertaking the $12 original cost recover for
in the 1952 construction program the investoronly enough purchaswas the completion of an eight- ing power to buy about half a
story addition to the company's pole at today’s prices,"the report
ine Post drove the local DAR Susan, Martha Ann and Fred
headquartersbuilding in Detroit said.
Good Citizens,Miss Nyenhuis Stanley, III, of Minneapolis.
to house special equipment to link
Pointing out that this means the and Miss Sally Damson of Holland Minn., arrived In Holland Sunday,
Michigan Bell facilities with the investor has "had half his propHigh School, to the Good Citizen called here by the serious illness
natioh-widelong-distance dialing* erty taken away from him by inof the former's father, Fred S.
sessions on Friday. Both girls
network. To be completed late flation,”the report said that
were sponsored by the local chap- Bertsch, Sr. The latter’s condition
this year, the new switching cent- “prices for telephoneservice
was somewhat improved today.
er will speed long-distance ser- should be sufficientto cover the
Lt.
Comdr. Bertsch is assistant
Mrs. Joseph W. Mann of Device by permittingoperatorsto cost of fully preserving the presprofessor of naval science at tHe
troit, coordinator of women's
dial a larger volume of calls across ent investment in the business,as
University of Minnesota,
activitieslor Michigan Civil Dethe country direct.
is generally true of prices in other
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Brandsen
fense, was speaker at the Friday
In addition, intercitycircuits business."
and year old twins. Linda and
luncheon. Other principal speakwere expanded to help speed longDollar-wise, the company’s net ers were Dr. Nicholas Nyaradi of Larry of 703 Graafschap Rd„ endistance service.To meet growing income amounted to $19,221,592,
Bradley University; Mrs. James tertained a group of friends at
defense needs alone, Michigan Bell an increaseof nearly $990,000 over
their home Sunday afternoon and
B.
Patton, president general of
added more than 4,000 miles of 1951 but applicable to an average
DAR. and Judge Donald E. Hoi-' evening.A buffet supper was servlong-distancecircuits.
of nearly $14,000,000 more capi- brook, of 21st Judicial Circuit of ed. Their guests included Mr. and
Another major item in the con- tal.
Mrs. I^eonard Rich of Sonana,
Michigan.
struction budget was the converCalif., Mrs. John Rubingh of Rension of 13 additionalexchanges
frew, Canada, Mr. and Mrs.
from manual to dial operation. Marriage Licensee
Three Cars Involved
George Brumels of Grand Rapids,

In Automobile

Mishap

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hoving and
family of Castle Park, Mr. and

Other schools participatingwill be
Muskegon and Muskegon Heights
High Schools.
Richard Klann, presenting
"Death Takes a Holiday" by Alberto Cosella, and Elaine Botsis,
with ‘Thirty Pieces of Silver" by
Bob Dockendorf, were winners in
the dramatic reading contest. In
humorous reading. Marla Essen-

burgh with "Mama Spanks Me”
by Glenn White, and Gerie Skorske with ‘The Waltz" by Dorothy
Parker, were judged winners.
Oratorical declamation winners
were David Dykstra. presenting
‘The Big Parade" by Wesley Carty. and Elizabeth Ver Hey. who
read "An Echo Here and There"

Winners in the extempore contest were Faith Rusticus . and
Merwip Van Doornik. Faith drew
the subject "Our War of Words—
the Voice of America," and Merwin spoke on "What’s Really Going on in Iran."

involv-

FARM TRACTORS
'

MACHINERY

Officers elected at a meeting of

Awarded Plaque

SCRAP
MATERIALS

Koop Heating

Louis Padnos

HEATING IS OUR BUSINESS

—MOT
120

A SIDELINE

Rivet Ave.

.

IRON and METAL CO.

Ph. 6-6821

120 River Ave.

FACTORY TRAINED
BODY and FENDER EXPERTS
All

Work GuorontMd

CAR PAINTING AT ITS BEST
Free

Estimates

_

ReasonableRates

—

(Special)
Paying Forest Grove Resident
fines this past week in Municipal
Succumbs at Age of 83
Court were William Schaap. 16.
route 5. Holland.' improper use of
ZEELAND (Special) — Walter
spotlight, $8; Willis Van Haitsma,
Van Dam. 83, of Forest Grove
Hudsonville.speeding 45 in 30 zone,
(route 2, Hudonvillel, died at his
$10; John Kirkhoff. 19. 255 West
home late Saturday evening fol16th St., Holland, reckless driving
lowing a lingeringillness. He was
and attemptingto evade officer,
formerly
from Oakland and is a
$35.
retired farmer. He was a memWilliam Updegraff. 47, of 1330
ber of the Forest Grove Relormed
Fuller Ave., Grand Rapids, excesChurch and also was in the consive speed. $10; Howard J. Visser,
sistory. His wife died 18 years
19, route 2, Hudsonville, speeding
ago.
45 in 30 ?one, $12; Ted Bosgraf,
Surviving are a son, Gerrit, and
17. Hudsonville. parking in driveone daughter,Mrs. John Shoeway. $1; Peter Elenbaas, 19, route
maker, both of Forest. Grove;
2. Jenison, racing from intersecfour
grandchildren, one brrither,
tion, $12; Andrew Feenstra,22,
Thomas, of Drenthe and two sisroute 2, Zeeland, reckless driving,
$30; Bernard Plomp, 21. 294 East ters, Mrs. Clara Berens of Ben.
11th St., speeding 35 in 25 zone, $7; theim and Mrs. John Sneller of
-|
Nelson Van Dam, 25, route 1, Zeeland.

July

1.

Kenny, popular Saugatuckbusition based on olficiaioperating ness man, will serve his fourth
records for 1952.

successiveyear as the club’s treas-

The magazine "Diesel Progress" urer. Bremer, former Superintenawarded the Michigan plant a dent of Schools at Fennville,will
bronze plaque "for the most effici- be serving his second successive
ently operated of

all

REA

Internal term as the club’s secretary.

—

ROAD

To Do Graduate

SERVICE

Europe

Study

congregation and consistory Sun-

COMPLETE SERVICE

will take part.

Carieton Kelch conducted the
day morning that he is leaving Junior High Orchestra, Granville
Zeeland, effectiveSept. 1, to pur- Cutler the Junior High Band and
sue advanced theologicalstudy in Arthur C. Hills the high school
Europe.
groups.
Present plans call for the minThe young mu* cians left Musister and his wife and 19-month- kegon at 3 p.m. and the pep band
old son, Brian Mark, to sail Sept. followed the basketball team to
4 on the USS United States for Kalamazoo where the local team
Great Britain. The minister will won the district championship.
do residence work in the Graduate The pep band will follow the team
School of Divinity at the Univer- to the quarter-finalsWednesday
sity of Edinburgh,Scotland, as night in Grand Rapids Civic Audiwell as study at other European torium.
The 80-piece Christian High
theologicalschool.Residence work
for a doctoratein theology re School Band under die direction
quires two academic seasons of of Henry Vande Linde won a second division rating in class B comeight months each.
During his three years in Zee- petitionin the Muskegon festival.

Leg Amputated,

He was graduated
from the University of California
with an A B. in economics. He
spent two years at Westminster
Theological Seminary in Philadelor
phia and tlier came to Holland
for his third year at Western (SERVED FAMILY STYLE
Theological Seminary.ImmediateALL YOU CAN EAT)
ly after graduation in 1950, he
became pastor of the Zeeland Best Food — Most Reasonablo
church.
Private Dining Room far Parties

Naan Motor Salat
B

W.

M» Street

Phone 7848

Other Fractured
FENNVILLE (Special) - Raymond Woodmansee, 25, route 3,

‘2250*1

Fennville,is in Borgess hospital,
Kalamazoo, today where he had
his left leg amputated below the
knee and his right leg treated for

DOME DELIVERED
ROOK SPECIAL

ME ADO WB

fracture.

Working in a wooded lot near
Middleville,he was engaged with

All taxes and License, Heater.

his brother,Duane, 18. felling
trees. One tree fell in an unexpected direction, caught Raymond and
crushed his left leg and fractured

Lamps, Two Tone, Fluid Drive,

White
Air

Sldewalle, Directional

Foam

Seats, Undercoat

his right leg.

DAREN,

The parents and their three-yearS. A.
Inc.
old son, Ralph, live in a trailer
8 W. 7th St. . Phone 6-6578
cast of Fennville.Mrs. WoodmanMake Appointmentfor Demo.
see wrote relatives that he will be
hospitalizednearly a year.
.

ONLY ONE TO A CUSTOMER
There’i only one locol ogent'i telling cott to o customer

when you Insure your cor with . .

State

.

Farm Insurance
Ante

—

Fire

—

Go's.

Life

Avenue

ALWAYS BUYING

ZEELAND

and Robert MacArthur, directors.
These men will assume their duties

tion generating station in the na-

r

At Your Service
Day or Ni|h»

vice president;E. H. Bremer, secretary; Michael Kenny, treasurer;
Everard Thomas, Henry Gleason

Zeeland Minister

ESSENBUR6
8L

trained heating experts.

Club
Thursday night were Warren B.
Carr, president;Charles Plummer,
the Saugatuck-Douglas Rotary

Top Ratings

PAINTS

GARAGE

Saugatuclc-Douglas Club

Musicians

DUTCH KRAFT

LINCOLN

Selects New Officers

Hersey Statin

combustionplants."
Carr was the charter president
Wolverine serves five generat- of the club when it was formed ia
ing stations through three distri- 1948.
Local
bution co-operatives,the Tri
County Electric Co-Operativeof
The prone positiontheoretically
Portland, the O&A Electric Co- Is the beet for fighterpilots, since
Rev. Harold N. England
Operative of Newaygo, and the it cuts down blackout during
Get
Oceana Electric Cooperative of sharp pull-outs and other bodyPublic school musicians came Hart.
slamming maneuvers.
through in great shape Saturday In 1952, the plant produced 28,by winning a first divisionrating 873,210 kilowatt-hours.The award
fhr all tour groups entering the was based on production coat per
Weatem Michigan Districtfestival net kw. hr. with fuel prices equaat Muskegon. It was the largest ted to eliminate regional differfestival ever held for the district ences. Actual production coat per
and about 3,000 students partici- net kw. hr. at the Johnson plant
pated.
in
was 5.96 mills.
Saturday’sresults mean that
Elzinga & Volkers construction
the Holland High Band and Or- firm of Holland has built many
All Maku
ZEELAND (Special) _ The chestra
and the Junior Band and •obstations for Wolverine.
Rev. Harold N. Englund, pastor Orchestra are eligible to compete
Authorized
of Second Reformed Church for in tiie state festival in Ann Arbor
Chryslsr-Plymouth Dsalsr
three years, announced to hte April 18. Both senior high groups

Mrs. Herman Rateringof Granding three cars resulted in exten- ville,and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Waltsive damage to one vehicle and ers, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Waltminor injuries to a passenger late ers and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday afternoon at the inter- Elden Walters and family, all of
Jenison.
section of Lincoln Ave. and 13th Holland.
Mrs. Katie Reimink left last
St.
end
Domestication of the cat is
Police report Willard Lawson, Wednesday on the S. S. Maasdam
credited to the ancient Egyptians. 19, White Pigeon, was headed to sail for Rotterdam,the Nethernorth on Lincoln Ave. when his lands. She will spend a fourSteam Cleaning
HudsonvilleHigh School Band
car collided with one driven by month vacation with relatives and land. Rev. Englund has been parMotors and Tractors
won
a first division in Class A.
friends
in
Germany.
ticularly
active
in
the
civic
and
David Vander Pioeg, 16, of 242
religious- life of the community. competition and the Christian
East
13th
St.
who
was
heading
AYE.
The church recently dedicated a High Band took a second division.
west on 13th St.
Local Employes Receive
new church w hich had been under Bert Brandt of Holland conducts
The impact forced the Vander
both bands.
construction for some time.
Pioeg
car
into
a
car
parked
at
You’ll "paint
Suggestion Award Checks
931 Lincoln
Phone 9210
Mrs.
Englund
has
an
English
the curb owned by Evelyn Vanwith pride,”
Russell G. Boyce of the Holland background although her unmeder Pioeg. 37, of 284 East 14th St.
with our all11th St.
Barbara Watkins, 21. of Sturgis, plant, received the highest sugges- diate family is in Canada. She has
purpose coatGames were played and dupliing!
passengerin the Larson car suf- tion check awarded in February manv relativeiin England which
by H. J. Heinz Co., according to the family expects to spend some cate prizes awarded. A twofered a lower lip cut.
Damage to the 1951 model Lar- fhe latest issue of "The 57 News" time yvith during their stay course lunch was served by the
hostesses.
Boyce received $60 for his sug- aboard.
son car was estimated at $300 and
MUTING ft AIR CONDITIONING
ELECTRIC CO.
to the David Vander Pioeg car at gestion of a change in Hot Dog
A native of Eureka, Calif.,' Invited guests were the MosRev. Englund began his college dames Louis Jalving, Clarence
$150. The parked car sustained Relish sauce.
The Lennox Fumoca Com50 West 8th
Phone 4811
Jalving, George Kolean. Henry
Joyce
Bosch
of
Holland,
receivdamage
of
$100.
education
at the San Francisco
pany, worlds largest manued
$5
for
her
suggestion
to
install
Police ticketed Larson for drivState College as a music major Kleinheksel, Gan Jalving, Henry
facturing engineers of warm
a conveyor switch near the slicing in orchestral conducting. During Jalving. Ray Lamer, George Koing at an imprudentspfred.
o I
heating equipment
machine, and Fred Heerspink, re- World War II he sj>ent three lean, Jr., J. P. De Vries. Gerrit
makes a heating system to
ceived $5 for his suggestion to put years with the Air Force in the Boeve. Henry Bredeway, Leon
fit your individual requireSeveral Persons Fined
Kolean, Edward Bredeway and
ments for gas, oil, or (jool.
a hook on the glue dipper.
radar branch and studied matheMiss Rozanne Kolean.
Lennox dealers ore factoryIn Municipal Court
matic and physics at the Univer-

An automobilecollision

Principal power . ........
tho Wolverine Electric Coopen
«tlve»i Johnaon Plant we theta
three M00 horsepower Pain
benko-Moroo dual-fuel engfnci
Not shown art two 1,010 hp
and one IJW hp. Coopen Men
•erner unite. Inert la tha piaquo
•warded the plant

BIG RAPIDS — WolverineElecby Betty Ziggafoos.In original oratory. Jane Schaafsma and Con- tric Co-Operative's Johnson plant
nie Tuinsma took top honors, at Hersey, Mich, has been acspeaking on "Freedom Is Ypur Job" claimed as the most efficient
and ‘Tiie Middle Road." respectRural ElectrificationAdministraively

Fla.

About 89 per cent of all tele(From Friday’s Sentinel)
phones served by Michigan Bell
Paul James Mitsos. 24, Holland,
are now dipl. Detroit is one of the and Mary Lou De Witt. 19, Zeeland; Louis Beyer, 21, Zeeland,
and Shirley Jean Reimink, 21,
Good Selection — Ueed
Hamilton: Wayne Haverdink,21.
and Frances Rillema, 18, both of

HHS

Winner* in several Holland
High School speech contests conducted last week were announced
Monday by Mias Ruby Calvert of
school speech department.Two
winners were chosen in each division to represent Holland High in
the district contests of Michigan
High School Forensic Association.
These districtcontests will take
place April 10 at Holland High.

The Michigan Bell Telephone local merchants.”
Purchases from Michigan supCompany today reported a record
pliers by both Michigan Bell and
year for everything in its business
the Western Electric Company,
during 1952 except its return on manufacturingand supply unit of
investment.
the Bell System, totaled $26,000,In the company'sannual report. 000 in 1952. Spread among 9,900
President Cillton W. Phalen cited suppliers,the purchases involved
a return of- only 6.4 cents on each everything from motor vehicles to
dollar invested in the business- lineman's gloves.
no improvementover the year beThe 53-cent value of the 1952
•

at

BEN VAN LENTE, Agent

177 College

Phone 7133

city of Oregon.

CHICKEN
FISH
STEAK

March

ITS

r>m-

FRESH BREAD
THAT MAKES

YOUR MEALS BETTER
Bride-EJecf

Honored

at

Shower

A

miscellaneous shower honoring Miss Harriet Jalving.March
bride-electof Lawrence Franken
of Grand Rapids, was given
Thursday evening by Mrs. Andrew Jalving and Miss Norma
Jalving at their home, 233 East

For Variety Try Our Crack-

THE HUB

ed Wheat, Ryt and White

Now Operated By
PAUL and IDNA VAN RAAITI

Acroai from Post Office
Zealand, Michigan

Qosad Sundays

Hamilton, stop sign, $7.

Bread.

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
384

CENTRAL

AVE.

PHONE

2677

UNITED MOTOR SALES
723-33 Michigan Avenua

Phan# 7225

WMkhg
Annoincemeitts
•eng eheete FREE with fee*
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in//

Off

DIAMOND SIGNS ARE WARNING SIGNS

HElDTheirWorninaf
l£T US

CHECK,

HI

YOUR BRAKES

BALANCE
AND TtRESf

WHEEL

v

Dicker Chevrolet,
WVIR

of

9TH

STREET

Repair All Kinds

Leaky Rooffs!

Well
ltk«

PHONE 2SN

SpMial

recover old roofs

new

install

new

Prilling

ones reasonably Esti-

ly. ^
GEO

mates furnished prompt-

MOOI
ROOFING CO.

Inc.

order of Woddlng Stationery.

kUBEROlD PRODUCTS
29 East 6th Street

RHONE 3826

CNMoreinl
Join your frienda at. The
Mar Kaldar. Premium bear,
nationallyadvertisedwlnea.
A convenientlylocated meet-

Leon H. "Smokey” Taylor of Flint, has been named Michigan's
“truck driver of the year.” He has driven the equivalentof 51 trips
around tha world In the last 22 year* without an accident And
during the entire 30 years ha has been hauling new automobilesfrom
plants to dealersacross the nation, he haa not had a chargeable accident chalked up against him. As winner of the Michigan Trucking AaMClation’s annual "driver of the year” contest, he will reprasent tha stat# In annual competition sponsored by the Americas
Trucking
*

Association.
_

_

r, .

v

:

..I

Prilling
U» m

do oN your printing!Quality protswork. dopondablo

ing plaoe with traditional
Dutch atmosphere. Opea
noon to midnight

••nriet, prompt dolhrory . • . satisfoctioo guarantied!

WARM FRIEND

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS

TAVERN

COMPLETE POINTING SERVICE

THt HOLLAND CITY NEWS, THURSDAY,

Holland Quintets

Children Pleased With

Beat Grand Rapids

Their ‘Vefy Own
About

In

»,

NJS

MM

Holland City Basketball League

champion Kole Auto scored a
•tunning upset Tuesday night in
first-roundplay of the Tulip City
Tournament play at the Armory
by defeating Besteman Produce of
Grand Rapids 81-75.
And another Holland team came
through in the second game to defeat LeiteltIron Works of Grand
Rapids to make it a clean sweep
for Holland against Grand Rapids
teams. Koop Heating won that
one 81-79. Both games were thrillers all the way. In tournament
action Thursday, Wetterman Market of Grand Haven will meet a
strong team from Battle Creek at
7 p. m and Whirlpool Dryers of
St. Joseph will play Hastings in
the 8:30 game.
Dave Kempker was the pacemaker for the locals in that first
game as ho racked up 30 points,
including 13 field goals and four
free throws. His total included
five field goals and one foul shot
and in the first half and eight
field goals and three free throws
in the second half.
What made his contribution
stand out was the fact that he
was playing with a team that in-
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cluded Ken "Fuzz" Bauman at
the other forward. A1 Nelson at
center, Don "Zeke” Piersma and

tive and enthusiasticaudience for settings.
The children were pleased with
their first "very own” concert
Tuesday afternoon in Hope Mem- the pizzicato string selection, "Buttons,’*. and were fascinated by the
orial Chapel. Sponsored by Holland
brass fanfare. William St. John
Branch, American Association of
was featured as trumpet soloist in
University Women, the young peoAnderson’s "Promenade”and he
ple’s concert featuredthe Hope
showed the children how trumpet
College Orchestraunder direction
tones can be changed by the use
of Morrette L. Rider. The orchesof a
«>
tra was especially impressive in
The bassoon, dubbed the “musiits prograrh which was geared to
cal bedpost,” was demonstrated by
the third through sixth grade age
Mary Hesselink in "The Mumgroup.
mers" by Isaac. Other numbers by
The childrenespeciallyloved the
the entire orchestra, which were
novelty ’’Tubby the Tuba,” feachpsen for their qualities of deturing GranviUe Cutler, instructor
scriptivenessand varied use of inof brass instrumentsin HoUand
struments,includedtwo Spanish
Public Schools, as the tuba player,
dances, "SerenadeEspagnole,” Biand Prof. Robert W. Cavanaugh of
zet, and "Intermezzo," Granados;
the college music department, who
Preludium” by Jamefelt, and
narratedbeautifully the story of
"Scene de BaUet" from Tschaikovneglected "Tubby” who wanted to
sky’s "Swan Lake.”
play a pretty melody instead of the
School children had been wellusual ’’oom-pahs.”
preparedfor the concert, through
Another big hit was the popular
the cooperationof school music
march, ”On the Mall,” by Goldteachers, room teachers and prinman, in which the children were cipals. Although AAUW members,
invited to "la la la” with the orunder chairmanshipof Mrs. Morchestra accompaniment.
rette Rider, planned the event for
Prof* Rider kept the young augrades three through six. manv
dience’sinterest with comments on
younger and some older children
use of the various instruments, were present. The younger ones
how they are manipulated to came accompanied by adults.
change tone .and pitch, etc., and
AAUW members hope to make
iHustratJonsby solos. He selected I this type of program an annual
for the program numbers which il- 1 event for Hol^uid children.

Ollie Wierenga look at 10 bottle* of blood at
Holland hospital. Ollie has given that much blood over a period of

little more than a year. Now Holland’* champion blood donor Is
heading for Californiato make hi* residence there. Blood giving
Is a ‘must’ with Ollie since hs body makes too much blood and it is
exceptionallyhigh in quality. California banks may look forward
to Ollie's arrival for he^wilhcontinue.todonate at his new home.
(Sentinelphoto)

Californias Gain Will

Enforcement

Of Anti-Red

Bill

LANSING (UP)— State Attorney
General Frank G. Millard said
Tuesday he will enforce the Trucks
Communist-control
law to the full
extent of his ability, now that the
U. S. Supreme Court has cleared
the way.
But Millard said he must

mute.

Jo Peerbolt and

Promises

Concert

lustrate the various orchestral efland area were an extremely atten- fects, musical moods and tonal

Both Contests

1,300 children of the

’

MARCH

examine the high

court's full, >
three-page opinion before he can
determine how far the state can
go in enforcing the 1952 law.

we

"You can depend upon it,
will do everything possible to make

could decide a test

case.

*

On Monday, the court, in a 7 to 2
unsigned opinion, side-stepped a
ruling, saying rt would withhold
any decision until Michigarv courts
interpret its meaning. .This nullified the injunction.

The new Cslvary Reformed Church of modified colonial design will
be dedicated at a series of three eerviceethis week etartlngwith a
dedicatory worship Tuesday night. The church has been under
constructionabout a year and was recentlycompleted at a cost of
$70,000. It seats 400 persons. A bell In the tower calls people to

Rich Finds*Grand

Bahama Mecca

For Fishing, Swimming Enthusiasts

Attorney Ernest Goodman of
Detroit said he hopes to start a
new state court test within a few
days. This could lead to another
injunction prohibitingenforcement
of the law.
Justices William 0. Douglas and
Hugo Black dissentedfrom the
high court decision to side-stepa

Calvary Church Being

Dedicated This
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AUegan men were notifiedto

report for Indue two into the armed force* Monday, March 23, according to local Selective Service
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ew. See year DeEafe Dealer today/

officials.

Called for service were: Keith
Miller, Harold F. Schmidt;
Jerrold J. Lubbers. Douglas VanSlooten, Arthur N. VanderKolk,
Charles A. Bragin ton. Jr., Theo-

M

W.

dore Dubbink, Wayne Brower,
Dan Harrington, Gary W. Ash.

$

Sure, and this glctur# should be In color to bs
fully appreciated
begorra. It ahows the good
Irish family of John Good gathered at the family
home to cslabrata that day dearest to the heart
of every good Irishman.Taken on one of the
periodic 8t. Patrick Day family gatherings,this
plctura show* roan left to right: Georg*

-

Good, Eddie Heuvelhorat, Barbara Good,
Mra. A.D. Crimmlna, Mra. Georg# Good, John

and daughter, Eileen.
In foreground are: Teddy Heuvelhorat,George
Good, Jr* Mary Ann Heuvelhorat and Kathleen
Good.
Good, Mrs. Heuvelhorat,

tPenna-Sas photo)

Alvin Zylatra, Ralph D. Chada,
Herbert G. Graveling,Irwin D.
Streur, Richard J. Coopm&ns,
Jack L Zoerman, William Nausieda, Berten A. Wentzel, Robert L.
Oreehoaki, Richard D. Clark.
Richard D. Mitchell, Ronald L.
Brown, Elwyn J. Norman, Charles
B.‘ Fenton, Marshall J. Greene,
Charles H. Levandowski, Charles
^recn, Henry A. Modrzejew*«, Everett R. Lyons, Paul E.
Schrotenboer, Ben KnoM, Jr.. Delbert J. Bassett, Robert D. Jooatberni, Robert W. Arendaen and

Wayne G.

Harrington.
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Almo Jone Stegengo
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stegenga
of route 2 announce the engagement of their daughter, Alma Jane,
to Egbert G. Ba reman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Gerrit Bareman of route
4.

J.

W.

Mich.

FonnWIh Milling Co., F.nnvillo,Mich.
Geo. Valdheer,Route Two, Holland, Mkh.

Nitnhuis, Rout. Two, Hollond,

*
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the law effective,”Millard said.
Until Monday, the state was
barred from enforcing the Trucks
act by a federal court injunction
which had the effect of suspending
the law until the Supreme Court

worehip each Sunday.
Jerry Jacobson at guards.
The locals were trailing28-21
ruling.
Phil
at the end of the first quarter and
The opinion came too late to
went ahead 45-38 at halftime afCalifornia’sblood banks are due donors at Holland City hospital
bar candidatesof the Socialistter outscoringthe Grand Rapids
Labor party from the April 6
Ollie says he's heading west. He
Produce team 24-10 in the second for a big boost.
Holland’s best blood donor. Ollie has hopps of going into business
Michigan election ballot. State
quarter.
(Philip T. Rich, editor and pub100 per cent colored. It is, howofficials had planned to ask that
Besteman’s outscored Holland Wierenga is going west. Ollie does for himself. He. his wife and two
lisher of the Midland Daily News,
not
claim
any
honors
for
being
ever, a little gem with plentiful
the party be barred under the
18-13 in the third quarter to pull
boys are leaving Holland for Calihas started a series of articles on
The new Calvary Reformed greetings will be brought by the Trucks act, but their hands were
wide sand beaches, white sand
within two points.Score was 58- the city’s best blood donor but he fornia where Ollie hopes to go into
his
cruise
to
the
Bahama
Isbottom and stretching as far as Church, located about two miles Rev. Harry Vander Ark of the tied by the injunction.
56. And in the final stanza,Beste- does modestly admit to giving 10 the motel business or a similar
lands. He is aboard the "Harriet,’
the eye can see. It is one of the east of Holland on Eighth St., will neighboringHolland Heights
man’s went ahead 66-62 before pints of the life-giving fluid in the enterprise.
The injunctionwas secured
which is the former "Marie 11",
Holland rallied to go ahead 70-67 past 14 months.
Christian Reformed Church, by by William Albertson, executive
To prove that Ollie's got more familiar to many Holland yachts- Northernmost islands.
be dedicated this week at a series
It keeps him healthy. Ollie’s phy- than enough blood, he has donated
and step on to victory.
Perhaps its chief claim to fame
Rev. John Beebe of Niekerk Chris- secretary of the Communist party,
of three meetings. The church of
men.— Editor)
Other local scorers were Bau- sician. Dr. O. Van der Velde, ex- in little more than a year what
comes from the building of a
tian Reformed Church and by who brought suit three days after
NASSAU IN THE BAHAMAS vast resort by a chap named But- which the Rev. Raymond Denekas Wilson Reenker
man, eight; Nelson, 11; Piersma, plained that Ollie’s blood produc- the average person would be allowkci of
ui Ebenezer
cjuenezer Rene- the law went into effect, saying
is pastor was organized Sept. 6,
—It
is hard to visit these enchantsix; Jacobson, 16; Jim Van Hoe- ing organs are too efficient for his ed to donate in ffve years at the
lin. Tis said he spent about eight
formed Church
1
Music
will be pro- it deprived him of his constitutional
ed isles without being impressed million on the outfit in 1950 and 1951, with 42 families and now vided by the J
ven, four and J. King, six.
health. Dr. Van der Velde, medical rate of a pint every six months.
Junior Choir and by rights.
numbers 52 families.
by several things: The unbelievIn the second game, Koops had director of Holland Blood bank is
Albertson appealed to the
When his conditionwas first dis- able clear water with its changing only ran it a year. It has a large Wednesday p. m., Dr. John a mixed chorus.
a rugged battle all the way.
proud of Ollie’s donations to the covered he was tapped for three
swimming pool with numerous
The newly completed church has Supreme Court after a lowe* court
R.
Mulder,
president
of
Western
shades; the warm weather where
Quarter scores were 21-22 in local cause.
fountains;beds for a thousand
a seating capacity of nearly 400. panel of three federal judges upI pints of blood in a week and noted
favor of Leitelt,42-38 at halfWierenga's body manufactures nothing but good effects. As a part- you can also be cool in the shade; guests, it is claimed; a huge ad- Theological Seminary, delivered The buildingcontractor was Nick held the Trucks law as constitutime and 57-55 at the end, of the blood of extra-highqualityand too ing gift for Holland. Ollie gave two the number and variety of fish ministrationbuilding for shops the dedicatory message and Roger Oosterink,formerly employed by tional.
and the hospitalityat every strata and stores and many other varied Hendricks, student pastor of the
third quarter in favor of the heat- fast. So Ollie just gives it away. pints last week.
The Trucks act, sponsored by
of the residents.
church during the summer of the Board of Domestic Missions of Rep. Kenneth Trucks (R-Baldwin)
ers. In the final quarter it was a Since doctors discovered what was
structures. It was all equipped
the Reformed Church in America.
Ollie has sold his house, left his
It was an accident I got here.
1951. brought greetings.The
see-saw affair until the final two causing violent headaches
an job at the Texas Company and is
with fancy furnishings and paintWhen the church was organized requires Communists and knowing
points.
overabundanceof blood-Ollie has leaving Holland after 29 years resi- Came to Florida for a brief visit ings on the stuccoed walls of the service of dedicationwas read in the summer of 1951, Roger members of Communist-front orgaSharing scoring honors were given 10 pints. Eight of them he dence here. He was born in Chica- with wife and daughter and my numerous walkways, bars, courts, by the pastor. Henry Muyskens, Hendricks, student at Western nizationsto registerwith the State
two former Holland Christian and proudly states "have gone to Ko- go, and came here in early child- brother, Newton, invited me to etc. Caretakers are standing by co-chairman of the building com- Seminary, was the first student Police within 30 days and once a
cruise with him aboard the "HarCalvin College standouts— Preston rea” and two for relatives.
and it is hoped the place can be mittee, presented the keys to minister.In addition to preaching, year thereafter,bars Communists
hood. He served on the city police
riet," ...a comfortableyacht on
"Butts" Kool and Duane Rosen There’s nothing wrong with the force at one time.
and Communist-front organizations
opened again. If it isn’t however, the pastor. Mrs. Preston Van
which he has been living at Saler- it will only take a few years for Zoeren was at the organ and he conducted a survey in the from the ballot, opens State Police
dahh The two aces playing for blood Ollie gives either.It’s high
area. Serving on the first consistHolland's loss is almost sure to
no and Stuart, Fla. So with his
Koop seored 29 and 27 points re- ‘octane’ so to speak. The red corMrs. Nick Oosterink of Grandory were Maurice Vander Haar, files on Communists to other police
be Califronia’sgain since so far. wife and daughter,Marian, and the jungle growth to swallow it
spectively.
ville providedspecial music.
lip.
puscle count is extremely high and medical science has no other methHenry Muyskens, Gerrit Van agencies, provides penaltiesup to
my wife and daughter,Jeri, we A group of us went swimming Wednesday
Kool made five field goals and that makes the blood very rich.
was Doornik and Gerrit Ver Beek, eld- life imprisonment for subversion
od of getting rid of surplus blood set sail.
two free throws in the first half
After serving as the mainstay of other than by donating it.
at the hotel location and the designated as Appreciation Night, ers, and Jack Boerigter, William and sabotage and requiresthe
and seven field goals and four free
Leaving Salerno. Fla., Capt. Tobeach was wonderful. Only draw- and the Rev. Joshua Hogenboom. Oonk. Lester Van Ry and Preston state attorney general to publish
throws in the first half and six
ley Engelbretsenheaded for the
back was the presence of a sort director of church extensionof Van Zoeren. deacons. John Bald- an annual list of subversive orgafield goals and five free throws Zeeland City Employes
open sea at 5:30 a.m. But fate of thin-shelledegg fish about 4 or the Particular Synod of Chicago,
Annual Ladies' Night
win is an elder in the present con- nizations.
in the second half.
stopped us. The first weather re- 5 inches in diameter with his delvered the message. The Rev.
sistory.
Honor
Robert
Fricke
Other Koop scorers were Russ
port had a warning for small spine like a porky. You must not John Bones, chairman of extension
Staged by Lions Club
Rev. Denekas, pastor of the
Accountants
DeVette, two; Jun Bremer, 17,
ZEELAND (Special I — Zeeland
craft, so after running about five step on these.
work in the Holland classis, church, came to Holland from
Kearney Zoerhof, two; Bob Al- city employesgathered last ThursAnnual Ladies’ Night of the miles in rough water Capt. Toley The deserted resort (which even brought greetings.Music was proI^ennox, S. D. He is a native of Hear About Insurance
tena, four.
day evening for’a party honoring Holland Lions Club was held (As he’s known far and wide) has small fishing boats afloat and vided by the Calvary Four and
German Valley. 111. Mrs. Denekas
Leading the Grand Rapids team Board of Public Works* Superinturned back and we ran down the
its own dock) is a mile or two the Ladies Sextet of Calvary is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. HerCompulsory insuranceand ViaTuesday evening in the Warm
was G. Stuart with 17.
inland waterway to West Palm
tendent Robert A. Fricke who is
from "Settlement." At the dock, church.
man
Mooi
of Holland The Dene- bility insurance were explained by
Friend
Tavern.
Following
dinner
Beach and tied up at Marina Caupt. Toley knew most of the naleaving March 20 for Milwaukee.
This evening has «>been des- kases have two children, Carol A. W. Hertel of Holland at the
Wis.
which was served to about 60, a docks.
License Plates Sell
tives who met the boat as he fisn- ignated as Fellowship Night and Rae and Jimmy.
monthly meeting of the Holland
The group enjoyed a dinner and program was presentedfeaturing Wind bound us down and so we es in these waters and takes out
Chapter of American Association
Better Than in 1952
phoned
Bob
Duncan,
an
old
friend
then reviewed various highlights an address by Hans Eberhard Pieof Women Accountants Tuesday
"charter" parties.One of the nefrom Chpboygan; he drove over groes offered to get us some craw- Please Return Those
of working together. Frike was
evening in the Warm Friend TaOne-Act
Play
Presented
Pho
of
Hanover,
Germany.
His
License plates are a better sell- presented a gift from the group.
from Southern Court in Riviera fish (which they call lobsters in
vern.
ing item than in 1952, local
subject
was
"Post-War
Germany."
Borrowed
Costumes
Beach nearby. We all went to the Florida).So we accepted his offer
Attending were Simon Elhart.
At Junior League Meet
The speaker explained that combranch bureau manager A1 Dyk Peter Zandee, Robert Beukema,
Group singing was led by Gor- beach and had a good swim in A few hours later he came sailing
pensation insurance is compulsory
Do you have a Dutch costume
said today.
Henry Rademaker. John Holle- rit Wiegerink with John Swierin- the great rollers on the public by in his little boat and said he
Featured at a meeting of Jun- in the state of Michigan and that
Passengerplate sales have top- man, Jim Gitchell, John Boes.
ga accompanying. Special music ocean beach on Singer Island, just would be back as soon as he cook- around the house that doesn't be- ior Welfare League Tuesday eve- nearly all businesses carry liabiliped last year through March 16 by Russell Hundeman. Adrian Vander
long 'to you? One you maybe bor- ning was presentation of a play ty insurance.
was provided by Mr. Swieringa a step from where Bob lives. ed them.
53 plates. Sale of 1953 tags totals Vliet. Robert Fricke. Martin Hiefwho played piano solos and by a Weather has been pool this winter
rowed
a year or two ago and several members had presented
Peter S. Boter, local attorney.
Throwing the "lobsters" in a
13,700.The bureau has also sold
tjc. Andre Walters. George vocal quartet consisting of John iri Florida but on this day it was large can he soon boiled them up
for the Woman's Literary Club in continued his review on wills and
didn't
return
it??
3.630 commercial;700 farm comthe afternoon.
Schout. Gradus Schrotenboer. Vinkemulder, Gerrit Wiegerink, delightful. That night we "went to on the beach. The cost for a dozen
trust funds at a meeting of th«
mercial; 1,400 trailer;and 125
The Chamber of Commerce in
Herman Kuipers, John Elenbaas Cornell Baker and Stanley Boven. the dogs" as they say down here. was $2 and we threw in a half
The one-act farce, "Spy Me This study group after the regular
motorcycleplates this year.
and Melvin Walters.
Invocation was given by Earl Ra- The dog races are well patronized dollar for the cooking. He was taking inventory of the costumes One," was directed by Miss Kav meeting.
Manager Dyk added that it will
and the legalizedbetting is much immensely pleased. For dinner it owns is about two dozen cos- Stekotee.
gains.
be some months yet before halfThe blood in the human body
Out-of-town guests were Mri like horse races elsewhere. A good the six Riches and Capt. Toley tumes short.
After the program, a business
year tags are available.They go passes through the lungs about 2,and
Mrs.
A.
J.
Schroeder of rule is to bet what you can afford and his mate. Allen Gray, clean- These costumes- -all men’s
meeting
was conducted by Miss
on sale Sept. 1.
000 times every 24 hours.
were lent out mostly to persons Althea Raffenaud, president.Sevto lose for you surely will lose if
Wheeling,West Va.
ed up on 10 of the crawfish. . the
you stay with such an alleged Riches doing a worthy share of participating in street scrubbing eral reports were given, including
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ceremonies. Then the men wear one on Hospital Auxiliary activisport. But it is an "experience." the eating.
Gilbert
Vande Water, Mgr.
I We all lost!)
them home and forget to return ties. Further details were made
Begorra,
Ifs
Great
for the Irish
Natives seem to ..make a living them.
29 East 9th
Phone 369®
After watchingthe weather like
for the children’sfair to be held
by fishing or catching the crawHOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Send them back, please. .
a hawk. Capt. Toley finally decidMarch
28
at
the
Armory.
tyh for the Florida trade. There is
ed at 4. TO am. to pull out for
a brisk demand for these crawthe Bahamas. We ran into fog in
fish and one chap has been flying
the channel but soon were in tlje
them over to Florida.It was here
open sea and on our way to West
that we saw the live conch being
End Settlement of Grand Ba- picked up and taken from the
hama which lies almost direct iv shells by native women. They useast of Palm Beach. Fla. It was
ed a big machete-typeknife. After
bright moonlightand the sea was
knocking a hole in the pointed
full of hig comfortable "swells"
end they grab the meaty cohch
but not too rough. Only a couple
(called conk) and pulled it forth.
of our party were feeling better
They are used for salad, soup, or
abed and none got sick.
licooked up in one fashion or anBy 10 a.m. we were in and had other or eaten raw.
j
tied up to a dock built and owned
Before "anchoring out" for the
by John Smith, a friendly negro,
night we visited the village, pickwho is also proprietorof the "First
ed up some odd shells and listened
and Last Bar." This island is one
to some calypso songs and music
of the largest of the group and
chiefly about the conch. . "which
the settlement is perhaps inhabitain’t got no "bone."...
ed by 100 people. . and practically
(To Be Continued)

Be a Loss for Holland
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Return From Florida Honeymoon.
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Sale« Republicans

WANT-ADS

Single Vote Delays Nominate Officers

Flat-Topping of

BURNIPS (Special)—Ihe annual
Salem township Republican cau-

County Bidding

cus was held Saturday afternoon at
Salem Township Community Hall
on March 14. Tht following were
nominated

LOANS LOANS

_

Supervisor, Fred Buhler; town(Special) - Hie old ship clerk, Lloyd Moomey; treastown wouldn’t look the same if they urer, Frank E. Smith; highway
commissioner, William L. Moomtore down the red and white tftwer
ey r Jr.; justice of the peace, Paul
of the aid county Jxiilding.
Ensing; trustees,Kenneth Moored
Even though voters okayed by a and Walter Brenner; board of remall majority a proposal to flat- view, James Beck and Clare Leow;
top the 65-yeandld building in the constable,Marshall Simmons, WalNovember election,it seems now ter Smith, Gerrit Harmsen and
that the citizenryisn't at all sure Cornelius Kamps.
they want it that way. Flat-topping
the familiar court house at a coat
of 965,000 has become quite a controversy.
Well, the court house will not be

An

estimated 200 Republican
leaders from 11 Western Michigan

ALLEGAN

counties,including Ottawa, attended a meeting at the Rowe hotel
in Grand Rapids Tuesday night
GOP candidates for state office
in the April 6 election and other
state Republicanleaders were iih
troduced.
Charles R. Sligh of Holland and
Grand Rapids, chairman of the
Kent county Republican committee
and presidentof the National Asso*
eiationof Manufacturers,opened
' the . meeting and introduced John
- Feikens, state centra] committee

,

Shore

LOANS

925 to 9500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland

Adv.

Exchanghes Hear
German Speaker
Hans Eberhard Piepho of Ham
over, Germany, spoke at the Hot
land Exchange Club meeting Moo*
d|V at the Warm Friend Tavern.
He is one of 108 young men and
women from Germany who are
•tidying public institutionsand
educational practices to the Un-

Damage

ited States. His subject was
changed for a wlme.
"Life to Germany Today.1*
chairman.Feikens in turn introA motion to accept low bid of
Th« speaker said that the Job
duced Katherine Gibson, state vice
940,747 and start work immediateof establishingdemocracy to
chairman,and Mrs. Rae C. Hookly on flat-toppingthe court bouse
Germany falls on the youth who
er, GOP national committeewo
was defeated by a single vote By Esther Van Wagoner Tnfty
were disillusioned- after the war
Thursday afternoonat a special WASHINGTON (Special)- Holand tended toward dictatorship.
Feikens also introducedState
meeting of the Board of Supervis- land taxpayers can deduct from
Work of re-education by the
Auditor General John Martin; John
ors.
their income taxes any damage to
U-5. and German Youth Activity
R. Dethmers, incumbentjustice of
The 17-16 vote climaxed three shore property resulting from
Clubs sponsoredby the U.S. have
the supreme court on the nonparhours of discussion and argument storms.
been a great aid, he said.
tisan ballot and endorsed by the
and left the status of the building U.S. Rep. Gerald R. Ford receivEffort also is being, made PieRepublican party; Harry F. Kelly,
about where it waa a year ago. At ed a letter this morning from the
pho said, to eraje the sharp dif* former governor and candidate for
that time a firm of architects offer- commissionerof internal revenue
justice of the supreme court pn the
ferences between Germany’s old.
ed the board three choices — to giving a favorable interpretation
to
non-partisanballot and endorsed by
educationalgroups. For a long
make temporary repairs to the the word “casualty.”The Grand
the Republican party; Clair L. Taytime, a highly cultural education
shaky clock tower and roof, to flat- Rapids Republicansaid, "The letlor, GOP candidate for superintenwas provided for about only a
top the structure, or to build a ter states, and rightly so, that a
dent of public instruction.
fifth of German youth. The manew court house. The board chose large share of losses should be deOthers introduced were Charles
jority have had only vocational
the flat-topping course and put ductiblewhere there is proof of
M. Ziegler,inclumbent state hightraining.
(Prince photo the question to a vote of the peo- damage from the elements.”
S way commissioner; Otto E. Eckert,
Problems faced by youth pro*
Mrs. Roger Allen Slater
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Achterhof
ple.
That would include,Ford added,
candidate for University of Michimoling
democracy include the
Following a honeymoon in Flor- veil with lace edge. She carried
Thursday’s vote concerned the the destruction of seawalls, piers,
gan regent; and Arthur K. Rouse,
straggle for power between labor
ida, Mr. and Mrs. Russel Achter- white Bible with a white rose cor- low bid of Harrington Construc- or even floodingby rain and water.
candidate for state board of agriunions and industrialists,tht
tion Co. of Fennville amountingto
Thus, Friday the 13th was a
hof now are at home at route 5, sage and streamers.
culture.
speaker said. In discussing Ger940,747,considerably less than the lucky day for Ford who last year
Mrs.
Kenneth
Molengraf,
matCandidates not present were Dr. Holland. They were married Feb.
many’s eo-ooeration to plaro for
ron
of honor, wore a rose taffeta 965,000 expenditureapproved in got a blanket refusalfrom the DeCharles S. Kennedy, University of 26 in East Saugatuck Chapel in
Western defense, ha said GerMichigan regent; Clark L. Brody, double ring rites read by the Rev. gown featuring a net yoke and November. Bert Person, who acted troit office of internalrevenue.
man reluctance stems from the
full skirt. Bridesmaids, Miss Hazel as spokesman for the buildingcomFord
introduced
a
corrective
bill
and Walter F. Cries, state board of Simon Vroon. A reception for 85
In a lovely spring wedding Sat- flowers were t modified Colonial hope for * United Germany and
Zoerhof and Mrs. Bernard Grev- mittee, originallysubmitteda re- with Kenneth Keating of New York
agriculture.
guests followed in the church ing, were dressed alike in green port "without recommendation" in but that takes time so an "inter- urday afternoon,Miss ShirleyAnn arrangement of white hyacinths "co-operation means separation."
It was the fifth in a series of basement.
Staal, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. and Philenopsis orchids. Her neck- Since militarists say the only
marquisette gowns with full skirts which it was reported Harrington's pretation" was sought. The result
meetings being held throughout the
B. J. Staal, Lawndale Ct., became lace of platinum, diamond and sap- good defense Una is along the
The bride, the former Rosarene and fitted bodices topped with bid was a fair one and that he was
could change many a tax return
state in various districts to intro- Greving, is the daughter of Mr.
the bride of 2nd Lt. Roger Allen phire, belongs to th# groom’s Rhine River, any future war
matching
capes. All carried bou- a competent contractor.
on
Michigan
owners
of
lake
produce candidates to county GOP and Mrs. Abel J. Greving of route
Slater, Quantioo, Va., son of Mr. mother.
would be fought on German terquets
of
carnations. Little Lois
The
board
room
was
filled with perty.
organizations.
and Mns. George Slater, Chicago.
5. The groom's parents are Mr. Ann* and Jayne Greving, flower spectators.Several private citizens
All attendants wore identical ritory, and this the people dread,
Counties represented includedOt- and Mrs. John Achterhof, also of
The double ring ceremony was floor-length gowns of starlight he said Piepho also cited impresgirls, wore white taffeta dresses spoke in oppositionto the plan. Leo
tawa, Kent, Ionia, Lake, Mason, route 5.
perfomiod
in Fourteenth Street blue. Shrug jackets of net over sive evidenceof democracy to
styled like the bride'sand carried W. Hoffman, publisher of the AlleMecosta, Montcalm,Muskegon,NeChristian Reformed Church by the taffeta covered their strapless action at ha has seen it in the
Palms, ferns, candelabra and baskets of rose petals. Gary Lee gan Gazette, urged that the board
t waygo, Oceana, Osceola.
Rev. John F. Schuuimann. An bodices of embroidered net. Ac- US.
bouquets of white tulips and snap(From Wednesday’sSentinel)
delay action until a more thorough
Representativesfrom Holland dragons decorated the church. Dekker carried the rings on
a rah and two large baskets of cordion plceted panels fashioned
Mrs.
Ernest
Schut
entertained
Rumell Welch introduced the
study could be* made. Others said
and Ottawa County included Music was provided by Miss Doris white satin pillow.
white gladioli, blue carnations and their bouffant skirts of -matching speaker. PresidentWilliam AidSimon
Achterhof
assisted
the voters didn’t understand the exact with a birthday party in honor of
Henry S. Maentz, W. A. Butler, Kalmink, organist, and Harold
huckleberry
loaves
formed
the
embroiderednet and tulle. They rich conducted the meeting.
her daughter, Carol’s seventa anWendell Miles and 0. W. Lowry. Bangor, who sang "Because"and groom as best man. Ushers were meaning of the program when they
niversary, last Saturday after- settingwith palms, ferns and can- wore matching embroideredhalfLester Dekker and Bernard voted in November.
delabra on the platform. Pews hats and carried modified Colonial
‘The Lord’s Prayer."
Greving.
Forest Wedge of Allegan pre- noon. Those attending were Peggy
were decoratedwith white satin arrangements of hyacinths, dyed
The bride chose a gown of white
Birthday Party Fetes
Huyser,
Donna
Knap,
Karen
and
Assisting at the reception were sented petitions signed by more
slipper satin styled with mandarin Mrs. Joyce Brower and Misses than 200 persons opposed to flat- Mary Van Noord, Helene Schol- bows centered with blue iris.
blue Philenopsis orchids and
Mary Louise Cutler
Jack Andriese of Redlands, sweetheart roses.
collar and keyhole neckline trim- Bernice Kalmink, Marion and Ar topping. He said he had been re- ten, Judy and Janet Schut, ShirMary Louise Cutler, who was med with seed pearls and sequins lene Meiste, Hazel and Albertha fused by only three persons when ley Brursema and Gertrude Calif., played the wedding musk Mrs. Staal, mother of the bride, 'Wife of
and accompanied Prof. Seymour wore a navy blue silk taffeta
three years old on Tuesday, The long sleeves tapered to points Meiste.
he offered petitionsfor signatures Ringa.
Swets of Grand Rapids when he gown with matching accessories.
Mrs. Willis Welling was selectMarch 10, was honored at a fam- at the wrists and the full skirt exCarl
'Van
Farowe,
senior
at
The bride is employed at H. L. during the two days he circulated
sang
"O Perfect Love" and "The The groom’s mother, Mrs. Slater, id as Holland's "Jaycee Wife of
Hv hirthdav narty given Sunday tended into a long train. A seed Friedl en and Co. The groom is a them.
Hope College, sang two solo numLord’s Prayer."
wore a beige silk organza gown the Year" at a regular meeting of
by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. pearl crown held her fingertip farmer.
Dr. Russell Baker, president of bers at the evening service in
In the wedding party were Miss with mauve aocemories.
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
the
Reformed
Church
Sunday.
Cutler of 197 West
the Allegan Junior Chamber of
Joanne Gerritsen,Grand Rapids,
A
reception for 175 guests was Auxiliary Thursday evening at
The
Golden
Chain
meeting
will
Commerce, presented a Jaycee recousin of the bride, maid of honor; held In the Warm Friend Tavern. the home of Mrs. Jay C. Fetter,
Several relatives from St. Josolution pointingout the plan was be held at Jamestown Thursday Henry Evenhouse, Cicero,111., best
Masters and mistresses of cere- East 22nd St.
i Harbor came
"not adequate . . . merely tem- evening in the Reformed Church. man; Miss Carol Marcusse, Miss
Mrs. Welling’s name now will
monies were uncles and aunts of
The
Rev.
John
Hains
from
Trinity
for a buffet supper and social
porary and wasteful.”
Janice Staal, sister of the bride, the bride and groom, Mr. and Mrs. ||a sent to state judges who will
Reformed
Church
of
Holland
will
evening. Decorations for the event
Clarence Mosser, Otsego city
Miss Sharon Slater, sister of 4he Gerrit Gerritaen of Grand Rapids [Choose the Michigan. Jaycee Wife
followed a chilldren’s musical
supervisor, accused the Allegan be the speaker, and the special groom, bridesmaids;Mary Lee
and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Slater of of the Year. She was chosen by
music
will
be
furnished
by
a
trio
theme and the birthday cake was
Gazette of printing "all sorts of
Staal, sister of the bride, junior Chicago.
Michigan Federationof Music school grades. The Cadillac High
the local group on the basis of
t
’ n/w'oH!ngly.
untruths and trying to get the from the Forest Grove Church. bridesmaid; George Slater, Jr.,
Guests were Mrs. John Erick- Clubs will hold final auditions for School Glee Club, several duos people all stirred up about this Cars will leave Huyser store at Chicago, Konrad Marcus, Grand Serving at the punch bowl were home and civic interests,church
Miss Margery DeNooyer and Pres- activities, etc. Men of the local
7:30 p.m.
Alice Erickson,John winners of districts in the West- and trios also will be judged
thing.”
Rapids, Dennis Dibstra, Chicago
ern half of the state on Saturday
The hymnology contest will A motion to table the question The Knox Memorial meeting and Roger Hoezee, Hudsonville, ton Kool. Mr. and Mrs. William Jaycees nominated four wives of
and Ronald Erickson,Mr. and
Northouse were in charge of the members for the honor and Auxat Hope College. Participantswill take place in room 10 of the
will be held in the Hudsonville ReMrs. George Erickson and chilcome
from Manistee, Cadillac, chapel with Mrs. H. Colby of until the April session lost 19 to 14. formed Church on Friday. The cousin of the bride, ushers. Judy gift table Mrs. Ann S. Morgan iliary members made the final
dren, George, Marian and AnnLater a motion for appointing a
Staal, Detroit, cousin of the bride and Mrs. Melvin Hoezee, aunts of
Muskegon, Battle Creek and Cadillac in charge.
election. Other nominees were
ette, all of St. Joseph, and Mrs.
committee to work on alternate morning session with panel discus- was flower girl and Jeff Hoezee, the bride, presided at the buffet
South Haven districts.
Mrs. Peter, Mrs. Jerry TUlema
Morrette
Rider
of
the
college
soin
will
begin
at
10
a.m.
A
box
G. R. Cutler, Mrs. Nathan Haase
plans was defeated.A second proHudsonville,
cousin
of
the
bride,
table. John Swierenga provided and Mrs. George Braun.
Mrs. Harold J. Kareten of the
and Natha Ann, all of Benton Hope College music faculty and music department and Arthur posal that the building committee luncheonis scheduled at 12 noon was ring bearer.
Hills, supervisor of music in Holand at 1:30 the afternoon session The bride’s gown of Venice lace the organ music during the recep- During the business meeting
Harbor.
director of the West Central Dis- land public schools,will judge the be authorized to proceed with tem- will begin with Miss Ruth Broekconducted by Mrs. Braun, presiFor their Southern wedding dent, the organization voted to
trict of the federation, is chair- instrumentalists in room 14 of porary repairsto the roof and walls ema as the speaker. All women was fashioned with a nylon tulle
bodice with square neckline and trip, the new Mrs. Sister wore a
man of arrangementsfor the day. Memorial Chapel. In this section was approved, however.
St. Patrick's Party
are Invited to attend.
support this year's Community
rows of tulle ruffles across the
Piano auditions will take place there are flfite, violin, trumpet
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman skirt. Long lace sleeves tapered black suit with striped blouse and Ambassador plan. Mrs. Albert
Staged by Juveniles
hat to match. She carried a black
in Walsh Hall. Judges will be Mrs. and accordion solos; a violin-cello
Schwartz was appointed by the
spent Sunday evening with Mr.
to points over the wrists.Match- fur muff topped by a deep pink
and Mrs. Jake Rietraan in North
president to represent JCC AuxilRoyal Neighbor Juveniles held W. C. Snow, Miss Jantina Hoile- duet, flute ooncerto and duo. Mrs. Interim
ing
lace
finished
the
skirt
edging
camellia.
man and Anthony Kooiker of the Walter Carrow of Saugatuck will
Blendon.
their regular meeting Thursday
the ruffles in scalloped detail After their return,Lt. and Mrs. iary on the’ Hospital Auxiliary
collegefaculty;Mrs. Milton John- audit the decisions for vocal and
board for a two-year term.
> night in the hall. The meeting was
flowing into a chapel train. A fin- Slater will be at home at 305
Y In charge of Junior Oracle Pat ston, local pianist and teacher; instrumental sections.
The remainder of the evening
gertip
veil
of
imported
English
ilFourth Ave., Quantioo, Va., where
Roger Rietberg, director of music
in
There will be an intermissionat
Bell.
was
spent sewing for the Tulip
lusion was held in place by her the groom is stationed with the
After the business meeting the at Third Reformed Church; Mrs. 1 p.m. fpr luncheon for the judges
Time project. Mrs. Irvin De
matching
Venice
lace
cap.
Her
Marines.
group had a St. Patrick's party. O. P. Hutchinson of Muskegon, at Durfee Hall. Mrs. Karsten reWeerd and Mrs. Welling were coZEELAND (Special)—City CTerk Mr. and Mrs. Robert Meekhof
Games and prizes were awarded past president of the Michigan ported she has already received John Hplleman has ben appointed are the parents of a daughter,
hostesses for the meetipg.
Federation;
Mrs.
Stanley
De
Pree
62 luncheon reservationsfrom Ca- temporary Board of Public Works bom Wednesday, March 11 at St.
and the hall was decorated in
In April, the group will have its
Mock
Samples
to
Be
of Zeeland, and Miss Ruth Pelle- dillac and Traverse City. Piano
Mary’s Hospital.'
keeping with the occasion.
annual dinner meeting and elecSuperintendent to succeed Robert
Grand Haven. Miss auditions will be resumed at
Plead Guilty
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Roon anLunch was served by Mrs. Un- grom
Tested on March 25
tion of officers. Mrs. El Rowder
A. Fricke whose resignation will
nounce
the
birth
of
a
son
on
Satnie Sly, Juvenile director and Miss Agnes MacIntyre of’ Miekegon Walsh HaH after the luncheon.
and Mrs. Braun will be co-hostessbecome effectiveMarch 20.
Mrs. John Eriksen of Battle The appointmentwas made at urday at Butterworth Hospital.
Paul Harmer, leading soil scien- es and will arrange the program
Wilma Bronkhorst,assistant. Ju- will audit the Judges' decisions.
Because
of
the
large
number
of
Creek, state festival chairman, has the regular meeting of Common A daughter was bom to Mr. and
tist, will be at Hudsonville High for the event
venile director.
Tipsy
school on March 25, to assist
Announcementwas made of a entrants in the piano division, arranged the schedule of audi- Council Monday night in the City Mrs. Henry Geurink of Perline at
party next 'Hiureday when Royal contests will be continued in the tions. Assisting the judges will be Hall.
Huizinga Memorial Hospital Sunmuck land owners with fertilizer
Board Members
Two men pleaded guilty to separ- problems.
students of the college and preday, March 15.
Neighborswill celebrate the 58th afternoon, Mrs. Karsten said.
Fricke
had
previously
submitted
ate
drunk
and
disorderly
charges
anniversary of Royal Neighbor Vocal, instrumental and accom- oollege music departmentsand of his resignation to Council at the
Owners
of
muck
land
are
requestMembers of the AllendaleSecond
Have Business Meeting
Camp. The local group will cele- panying events will take place in the Holland Junior Music Club. last meeting. He has accepteda Christian Reformed Men’s Society and a third man was bound over to ed to take samples and deliver
Board members of Holland
brate its 50th anniversarynext Hope Memorial Chapel. Mrs. Nor- TTiey are Irma Dorks, Constance positionin Milwaukee, Wis.
met with the Men's Societyat First Circuit Court on a non-support them at once to the Cooperative
Branch,
American Association of
year. A potluck supper and pro- ma Baughman of the college Miller, Marlene Hartgerink, Betty
Church' Tuesday evening. The Rev.
In Hudsonville. These samples
gram with all members taking faculty and Mrs. J. Kremer of Bloemendaal, Barbara Bos and Council authorized Mayor D. C. C. Schemper led the Bible discus- count in Municipal Court action should be numbered.There will be University Women, met Thursday
Bloemendaal to appoint a commitevening at the home of the Art
part will feature activities at the Holland will judge the vocal and Louise Zilverburg. Pages will
sion after which John Kenning of Saturday.
a charge of 50 cents for each samtee to investigateand recommend
chairman, Mrs. Wilma Reed, 4
anniversary party. The affair will accompanying auditions. The be Bait>ara Becker, Judy Bos, Linple tested.
Wilbur
Shagonaby,
30,
Grand
the
Home
Bible
League
showed
candidate for the permanent
West 12th St
classes include students from ele- da Brower, Barbara Burns, Ed<1 begin at 6:30.
pictures of work being carried out Rapids, was sentenced to 15 days
Harmer
will be at the school at
mentary through senior high wine Rackes and Jean Spruitt. positionas Superintendent.Bloem- by the league.
Mrs. Henry Steffens,president,
10 a.m. to read results of tests and
endaal named Alfred Berghorst,
in county jail In lieu of paying
conducted the business meeting
T.
Vander
Lugt
will
be
the
speakgive
recommendations
concerning
Put Oat 2 Gran Fires
John Stephenson, Frank Hoogland
919.70 fine after pleading guilty fertilizer.Growers from both Kent when final plans wfere arranged
The Holland fire department
snd William Vandenbush to this er at the County Infirmary, Wedto a drunk and disorderlycount.
and Ottawa counties are urged to for the children's concert scheduled
nesday.
Music
will
be
furnished
by
committee.
was called out twice within a few
Also pleading guilty to a drunk participate in this test. Colored for Tuesday at Hope Memorial
the
Bouwer
Trio.
hours Wednesday afternoon to
An elecftonboard for the April 6
Mrs. J. Smit of Grand Rapids and disorderly count was Joe Cas- slides will be shown in the aftei^ Chapel. The branch is sponsoring
extinguish two minor grass fires.
election was approved.Appointed
the event for elementary school
called
on Mr. and Mrs. O. Steger- taneda, 64, of 335 River Ave., who noon.
No damage resulted from either
with chairman Holleman were P
children at :30 Tuesday afternoon
paid
fine
and
cost
of
919.70.
da
Saturday
night.
blaze, one at the comer of 31st
T. Moerdyk, Peter Staal Jr., Ai
in Hope Memorial Chapel. The
Herschel
Bain,
23, of 244 Lincoln
St. and Van Raalte Ave. and the
The weekly meeting of the Wo- spies were played by Mr«. Letter Geerlings, Nick Cook, Stephenson
New Stamp Available
Hope College Orchestrawill preAve.
was
bound
over
to
Circuit
other near the Home Furnace Co. man’s Literary Club Tuesday afDeridder as the fidgity X, Mrs. and Peter De Kock.
A light brown three-oent stamp sent the music under directionof
Court for appearancethere March
at East Sixth St and Fairbanks
A report by the nominating comMorrette L. Rider.
ternoon
was
turned
over
to
its Don Winter as NSQ4 Katinka,
21 after being arraigned on a non- commemorating the Ohio SesAve.
mission of Council was presented
Board members also made plans
quicentennial
is
now
available
at
junior organization, the Junior Mrs. James F. Brooks as Operator
support charge. He waa released
by chairman H. C. Miller. The rethe post office, Assistant Postmas- for the annual Tulip Time project
Welfare League, which presented 131, a gum chewing femme fatale,
without bond.
port listed candidates who had
a one-act farce for the program. and Mrs. Ed Brolin who appeared
Paying fines Saturday and Mon- ter John Grevengoed said today. A donation to the Community Amagreed to run for municipal offibassador fund was approved by
Programs by the Junior League briefly as Blank.
day: Willard Lawson, 19, White
ces in the flection. Council comthe board. Reports were given by
have become an annual tradition Mrs. Garrett Vander Borgh,
Pigeon, imprudent speed, 920; Cormended the commission for its
various committee chairmen.
in club history.
nelius Buikema, 61, route 4, failure
president,announced the appoint- efforts and adopted the report.
The hostess served refreshments
Accomplishmentsof the Junior ment of Mrs. Clarence Becker and
to keep an assured clear distance,
after tbs business session.
League the past year were clever- Mrs. Adrian Klaasen to head the Paas and Paas ConstructionCom912; Gene Timmer, 24, route 6,
pany of Spring Lake, who was
ly related in poetry by Mrs. Lin- dub’i Tulip Time lunch project.
failure to yield right of way, 917;
awarded the contract for the new
coln Sennett who listed the varEsther Everse Presents
Norman J. NVenhuis,19, GrandNext week's jyogram will feat- water project at the last meeting,
ious projects, the money earned ure a talk on "Is Modem Art
ville, imprudent speed, 910.
was ordered not to obstructor hinProgram for CPH Group
and the objects purchased, all in Art?” by Mrs. Franklin Forsythe,
Ben Van Dam, 93 West Ninth
der Mulder constructioncompany
rhyme. She also introduced Miss art consultant in Ann Arbor.
Scripture to art and music was
St., failure to yield right of way,
that is presently engaged in laying
Kay Steketee, play director,who
portrayed Monday evening at the
912; Robert Schoon, 18, of 55 West
sewer in the same area. Paas had
explainedthe one-act farce and
regular meeting of Circle 10,
14th St., speeding, 95; Clarence
started laying some main lines and
listed the cast. Mrs. William Bee- Expected to Recover
Oiristian Psychopathic Hospital,
Wurfel, 18, route 2, Zeeland, red
Council did not want the firm to
be assistedwith production.
by
Miss Esther Everse when she
flasher,
95;
Willie
J.
Kroontje,
24,
Alter Loaf Exposure
binder Mulder which might posThe rollicking farce, "Spy Me
presented two pictures, "Christ
of route 5, speeding, 95; Erwin Ter
sibly have broken the City's ooeThis One,” by John Kirkpatrick, Benjamin Veneklaien, about 77, tract
for All the World,’’ and "Christ
Haar, 17, of 720 East Eighth St.,
concerned the evening’s advent- of 70 West Ninth St., found unconKnocking at the Door." Assisting
stop street,93; Harris J. Pieper,
ures. in the home of a pretty scious outside his hone early SunMiss Everse were Miss Myra
route 6, improperturn, 92.
young matron who was joining day morning, was reported in 'good Htiwi Growers Asked
Wtersema, Miss Marian Nienhuis,,
Paying 91 parking tickets were
the Secret Service. It was comMrs. Ed Everse and Earl Laman.
Lawrence Newman, 133 Fairbanks
A/2c Paul E. Sternberg It stai> Requests
plete with exchange of black suit- £uM^yHoll“d Ho,plw °mAve.; P. Meeusen, 626 Central
The meeting was held to the
tioned with the U.S. Air Force
cases, guns, daggers and even a
Ave.; Dave Holkeboer, 83% West
Maple Avenue Christian ReformVeneklasen was found about
at Greenham Common Air
Ottawa
County
strawberry
and
time bomb in a suitcase.
19th St; Walt Huyser, 194 West
a.m. Sunday by passersby leas raspberry growers who wish to sell Base to England. He enlisted In
ed Church. The pastor, the Rev.
Mrs. Vernon Poest, the former than 30 feet from the front porch
the
Air
Force
In July, 1951, and
Eighth St.; Voyce Heeringa, 50
Gareth Kok, conducteddevotions
plants should submit a request for
Roberta Gnerich, took the part of of his home. Police said they found
underwentbasic trainingat
East 21st St
and gave a brief inspirational
official inspectionsoon. It is necEvelina Brackett, the young mat- the keys to the front door underSampson Air Forco Base at
address. Mrs. Harvey Kronemeyswary
that
all
requests
be
on
.
Miss Json Vender Ploeo
ron who took to spying while her
Geneva, N.Y. Before going to
er, program chairman, announced
The engagement of Miss Jean husband was out on a business neath his body indicating he was Ole to order that state Inspectors England In January, 1952, he atMarriage Licenses
the program.
Vander Ploeg to Adrian Geenen is trip. Mrs. 'William Venhuizen ap- preparing to unlock the door when can work out a schedule. Inspeo- tended a school In Columbus,
(Y’rom Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Mrs. Bouwman,president of
Miss Betty Lou Bloemers
tions will begin early in June.
announced by her parents, the peared as the maid, Hannah, who
Ohio, where he took a mechOttawa County
Doctors had held little hope for Growers making requests should
Ur. and Mrs. Albert Bloemers the local CPH erde, was to
Rev. and Mrs. John Vander Ploeg
anics course. Before enlisting,
spent most of the time in a lockJoe R. Adams, 31, Spring Lake, of route 1, Weet Olive, announce charge of the
his recovery when they first exam- writs to C. A. Boyer, Bureau of
of Kalamazoo. Mr. Geenen Is the
he was employed by R. E. Bared closet Mrs. Andrew
and Kathleen Osborne. 26, route 1, the engagement of their daughter,
ined
him.
They
estimated
V
on of Mr. and Mri, John Geenen
Plant Inspection, State Building, ber- He la the aon of Mr. and
Spring Lake; Donald £dgar Miller, Betty Lou, to Howard W. Bakker, Mrs.M.
of 618 Lincoln Ave., HniUtwi
Lansing, giving location of farm by
Mrs. John Sternberg of 265
21, North Muskegon.Nmd Maxine son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert BakEast 12nd St
Lois Mulder. 21, Holland.
ker of route 1, We* Olive.
ill
’
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Of District Scouts

Holland Hi^i School walloped
Grand Rapids Creston 63-53 Sat-

More than 50 Cub Scout Leaders
from the Chippewa District met in
the New Groningen School Tues-

44

urday night in the class A region-

al basketball finals at Western
Michigan College gym in Kalamazoo to move into the quarter-finals of the state tournament
Big Dean Vender Wal was at
his best of the season Saturday

m

f

F.ik'

^

Floyd Riemersma assistedby
thtee Den mothers and three
mothers of New Groningen Cub
Scouts was in charge of. the sup-

'1

per.*

Frank Culver of Pine Creek led
the opening ceremony with Ivan
De Neff, Washington School Cubmaster, as master of ceremonies.

He introduced leaders present for
the first time including all new
leaders in the reorganizedCub
Pack at Lincoln School as follows:
Archie Edwards, new chairman,
Clarence Kammeraad,Cubm aster,
Russell Boyce, assistant cubmaster, John Van Dam, committee-

man, and Mrs.

ClarenceKammeraad. Mrs. Carl Garbrecht, Mrs.
J. Pederson, Mrs. John Van Dam,
Den Mothers. Mrs. Archie Edwards
will serye the pack as assistant

shots.

for the aggressive center's favorite jump shot,
Holland breezed out front 16-10
at the end of the first quarter and
outscored the Furniture City team
14-9 during the second quarter to
take a comfortable 30-19 halftime
lead.

During that half, Holland was
using the fast-break offensive a
good deal of the time and the
teamwork,especiallyclose in, was

Round

Table session.

night as he plunked in 33 of Holland’s total 63 points. That establishes a new Holland High individual scoring record. The previous one-game mark was 30 points
by Roger Eggers back in 1950-51.
Besides his amazing point total.
Vender Wal was a tiger on the
boards and repeatedly came down
with the ball against the game,
but outfought Polar Bears.
Vender Wal’s point total included nine in the first quarter, four
in the second, eight in the third
and 12 in the faurth for 13 field
goals and seven out of eight foul

But Vanler Wal’s contribution
must take into considerationthe
constant and accurate feeding of
such men as Jack Kempker, Carl
Visscher, Terry Burns, Ron Israels *and Ken Armstrong. They
kept the opposition off balance
and then fed it into Vander Wal

day evening for the monthly

&

&

Den Mother.
Bernard Van Langevelde, Van

Holland High School’sbasketballteam was a pleased and determined
bunch In the locker room Saturday night after walking off the floor
with the Kalamazoo class A rigional trophy. The Dutch defeated
Grand Rapids Creston in the finals 63-53. But the pleasure was
matched with a determinationto keep going In state basketballtour-

Veteran

Rocky

of

Will

Boxing Game Predicts

KO

Jersey Joe April 10

nament play. Holland met Grand Rapids South In the quarterfinals Wednesday night beginning at 9 p.m. at Grand Rapids Civic
Auditorium. Players crowded around Coach Weiss, shown
holding the trophy, after the game to poee for this one.
(Sentinel photo)

Grandstanding...

Raalte School Cubmaster, led discussion relative to the material for
the monthly theme, “Life in the
Hawaiian Islands.” Three-year-old
Jody Steffens staged a Hawaiian
dance.
Ivan De Neff led discussion of
Cub Scout advancement and conducted a Cub Scout graduation
ceremony. Games were in charge
of Frank Culver and Forest Barber.

Hugh

S. Rowell, district commis-

sioner, conducted the discussionon

RON BOB
....

Captain and Moat Valuable

.

.

. •

Team Names Ron Bos
Captain, Most Valuable

the program planning for April
should know be- you know brushing them off.”
More than $500 worth of tickets Carroll C. Crawford, former through August. Round table meetSenior Ron Bos of Holland was
He was a unanimous all-MIAA
outstanding.
After the workout, Pian com- to Saturday’sHolland-Creston Superintendent of Holland schools ings are scheduled for Longfellow voted captain and most valuable
lieves the April 10 Rocky MarCreston hopes were jolted the
School on April 14, Harrington player ot the 1952-53 Hope Col- choice last season and led Hope
ciano- Jersey Joe Walcott bout at mented that Rocky looks "plenty game were sold in Holland before
and now with the Kalamazoo School on May 12 and Lincoln
first time the Polar Bears took
sharp” right now.
the game time, according tb Athlege basketball team by his team- college in scoring with 311 points
the ball down the floor when Chicago Stadium “will go a lot
So for a man who predicted letic Director Joe Moran. Many board of education, attendedthe School on June 9. Round table mates Thursday afternoon.
for an 18.3 per game average. His
like tiieir last fight” when Marlanky center Stuart Joynte went
ciano
wrested
• the heavyweight that Gavilan would knock out other Holland fans purchased game and came to the Holland meetings will be resumed Aug. 19,
The
double
accolade
is a fitting total was third highest in the
up in the air and came down
locker k room afterwards to con- when dates for the monthly meet- tributeto the versatile guard who,
crown from Walcott with that Chuck Davey in the ninth or 10th their ducats at the gate.
MIAA last season.
cockeyed and twisted his ankle.
ings through July, 1954, will be despite a painful knee injury,led
It was strictly a Holland crowd gratulate the team and coaches.
knockout punch in the 13th round. round, his forecast of tije upcomJoynte is the mainstay o( the
Coach John Visser calls Bos
ing
bout
should
mean
quite
a
bit.
scheduled.
at Saturday’s game. And the local
Sam Plan made the remarks
his team to a victory over KalaCreston attack and the ankle
Officialsfor Saturday’s game
Cub Scouts will be working on mazoo College just last Monday "one of*the finest offensiveguards
fans really whooped it ut>. Hats
after watching Rocky’s workout
slowed 'him down considerably.
off to the corps of cheerleaders were Del Anderson, .head football the followingthemes: April, “Life night in that championshipplay- that ever played basketball at
Sunday at Holland Furnace ComHowever, he did finish the game
for their enthusiasm not only Sat- coach at Albion College, and John in the Hawaiian Islands”; May, off game.
pany picnic grounds. Sam has
Hope College."
and scored 11 points to share been connected with the boxing Fennville lists
urday, but the other tournament Clevenger, who is rounding out "Mother Nature’s Back Yard”;
Bos thus is in the running for
scoring honors with Bob McClelAnd many close observersbehis
30th
year
as
a
basketball
officgames as
,
June, "Summertime Adventure”; the Randall C. Bosch award pregame for more than 30 years and
land.
lieve that Hope would have won
June, “Cub Scouts Dads’’ and sented annually to the most valuhe has handled such fighters as
Midway in the fourth period ial
During that first half Holland Tony Zale, Barney Roes, Earl
when Coach Fred Weiss Replaced
July which is usually arranged able player in the MIAA. Each an undisputed title and not had to
players were getting a lot of the
Mastro (brother of Chicago Trf*
Dean Vander Wal actually scor- by individual pecks for family member school selects a candidate go through the playoff had Bos
his first stringers each was aclong reboundsand were initiating
been at peak strength during the
bune sportswriter Frank Mastro
corded a loud ovation from the ed 35 points, but two were credit- picnics.
and Judge Advocate DeGay Ernst entire season.
FENNVILLE (Special) — Five
their fast break from there. When
who also was in Holland for the
crowd. And especiallyso for Dean ed to Stuart Joynte. Both went
Cub Scouts of the Chippewa Dis- selects the award winner from that
the center man coming down was
Ron isn’t just a basketball star
week-end covering the, champ’s studentsreceived all A’s during Vander Wal, who scored 33 points. up for a rebound and Vander Wal trict again will have their annual list
covered they threw out usually to
either, but excels in tennis and
the second semester at Fennville
camp) and Davey Day.
Across the way, cheering about accidentally tipped the ball up- softball league startingin late June
Bos injured his knee Jan. 24 In track as well He is the leading
a man on the side who always At present Pian is directing the
High School and many others re- as loud as anyone were Superin- ward and it fell nicely through and continuing through Aug. 20. a game at the Armory and since
seemed to be all alone.
printer of Hope's track team that
ring destinies of Alan Moody,
tendent of Schools Walter W. the net for two points. In as much Plans are underway to stage a that time has played on a partMore than once during thd| 147 pounder who outpointed Joe ceived B averagesor Letter.
finished third in the all-MIAA
as Joynte went up with him, the Cub Scout Day Camp one day a time basis for the champion colReceiving
averages were Scott, Principal J. J. Riemersma
first half Creston players faked Greenwood, 149, Akron, O., in an
and Assistant Principal Austin official scorer credited the Cres- week (meetings to be held in con- legians.However, during the sea- meet last year and is considered
Holland men and then went eight-rounder last night in Chicago Frances Maoicak, Dianne Watts, Buchanan.
the No. 1 man on Hope’s tennis
ton center with a field goal.
nection with Dens and Packs from son he scored 269 points to end
around for close-in shots. But the Moody knocked out Pat Manzi, Arthur Coxford, Jr., Frances
team. He doubles in both sports
Creston had a few scattered
Ottawa District,Northern Ottawa up second highest on the team.
solid Dutch defense in toward the same fellow who defeated Pat
during the spring season.
Three radio stations,including County.)Tentative plans call for His average was a little better
fans, but no cheerleaders.
Wightman and Sally Grams.
the center of the basket gummed Lowry in that Motor City fight
And on top of that, Bos Is an
WHTC of Holland,broadcast a all Ottawa Cub Scouts to meet at than 16 points a game.
Receiving B averages or better
up Creston’s deliberate-style of of- last Thursday night.
above average student in College.
As soon as the final horn sound- play-by-play account of the game. Pine Creek School one day each
fense.
Pian calls Marciano the “hardest were Nancy Ashley, James ed players hoisted Coach Weiss to The others were the Western week for ‘eight or 10 weeks. At
During the third quarter Cres- hitter” in the boxing game today. Barnes, Karen Climie, Margaret
companied \jy David De Jonge;
their shouldersand carried him Michigan College FM station and these meetings volunteer leaders Students Plan Program
ton managed to get a good share He compares Rocky's punch with
Doody, Larry Fleming, Lee Sharon across the floor while hundredsof WKZO of Kalamazoo.
“II lacerato spirito" (Simon Bocwill be aided by members of the
of the reboundswith Joynte and that of Jack Dempsey in the eariy Johnson,Marianne Moritti, Mary
students and fans crowded around
canegra), Verdi, 'The Blind
professionalstaff. Each days acti- For Music Hour Club
McClelland doing most of the days of colorfulDempsey's career. Lou Rasmussen, Robert Rasmus- to offer congratulations.
Rocky Marciano’s two sparring vities will feature den games, softPloughman,”Clarke; “When I
work. Holland outscored the Bears
Students from the Hope College Think Upon the Maidens,"Head,
“He has everything,” Pian said. sen, Stan Showers, Ann Sisson,
Tournament director Joe Hoy, partners, Phil Sanderson and Toxie ball games, handicraft and theme
16-13 in the quarter, however,to He’s young, can take a punch and Jane Spencer.
coach at Western Michigan,had Hall, have become avid Holland material based on the monthly Music Department under the di- by Robert Struyk, vocalist, accomlead 46-32.
loves to fight.
Shirley Anderson, Bill Hath- gone to the scoring table with the High fans during the tournament themes.
rection of Mrs. Norma Baughman, panied by Miss Ritsema; •‘Adagio’*
And Creston came up with 21
To prove his point, Pian points away, Janet Hoyt, Charles Kram- trophy and he followed the mob and listen to all the games. Rocky
The closing ceremony at Tuesday instructor,will present a program (The Childhood of Christ),Berlioz
points during the last quarter to out that Mardano knocked out min, Carol Laverty, Margaret
scene to the other side of the himself listens until his 9:30 bed- night’s meeting was read by Den
and1 “Autumn Tones,” O’Neil, by
17 for Holland. However, at one such illustriousfighters as Rex Martin, Ron Miles, Stanley Plunfor members and their guests of
floor where he presented the tro- time.
Mother Mrs. Edwards.
Janies Harrington,Lyle Vander
time Holland was ahead 59-42 Layne, Joe Louis, Walcott and kett, Margie Chatterson, Jaclf
the Hamilton Music Hour Club Meulen and Gordon Laman, tromphy to Coach Weiss.
after Vander Wal’s last six points. Harry Matthews with “just one Pattison, Shirley Barnes, Robert
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the basement bone trio; St. Patrick’s Day
It was a full five minutes before
The trophy presented to HolHospital Notes
At that Stage Coach Fred Weiss punch.’’
Bushee, Jacquelyn Crane, Beatrice the coach could get to the locker land High for winning the regionparlors of Hamilton Reformed Songs, Le Roy Nattress, accom(From Friday’s Sentinel)
yanked all his regulars and let
Pian is especially impressed Deters, Annette Dorrance.
room. The players, meanwhile, al was nothing new to Coach Admitted to Holland Thursday Church.
panied by Jane Vande Velde.
the subs finish the game.
with Rocky’s willingness to train
Fay Fleming, Jr., Marilyn Hut- went downstairs and congratulat- Weiss. He was on a Special comMrs. Henry Tenpas, president
were Unda'Seif. 205 West 27th St.;
Throughout the game Weiss al- and constantlykeep In tip-top chins, Clark Hutchinson, Joyce ed the Creston players before goof
the
club,
will
preside.
A
bufmittee of coaches that went to Virgil White, route 1; Mary Ellen
ternated Armstrong and Visscher condition.“He reminds me a lot of Jones, Donald Nye, Barbara Subing across the hall to their own Lansing to select trophies for this Dalman, 610 State St.; Judith At- fet lunch will be served and Mrs. Friends Honor Couple
at the one forward slot and Burns Tony Zale," Pian said. “Zale used ject, Elizabeth Troutman, Junior
locker room. And Creston Coach year’s tournament.
wood, 358 Washington Blvd.; Mrs. Henry Strabbing, charter mem- On 35th Anniversary
and Van Dyke traded off at to work out for 10 or 13 rourifis Barnes, Ron Bellenger, Kenneth Henry
ber and first president of the
Schrump came into the
“You should see the one for Mary Peel, 83 East 25th St.
guard while Dick Plagenhoef spell- and we would have to kick him Bennett, Barbara Erlewein,Don
Holland locker room to offer his next Saturday night,” he comDischarged Thursday were Mrs. Music Club, will pour.
Mr. and Mrs. John Volkers of
/ ed Israelson many occasions.
out of the gym and many is the Hillman, Helen Kluck, Mary Ann
The program has been arranged 77 West 21st St., vyh0 celebrated
mented.
congratulations.
Charles Roberts, 248 East 10th St.;
Besides Vander Wal, Israels had time he sneaked back in for more Krammin,, Patsy Gordon, Julia
Mrs. Charles Rodgers and baby, as follows: 'The Old Rugged their 35th wedding anniversary on
Ann Miller, Ken Rasmussen,Doronine, Visscher five, Aimstrong six, work."
1621 Jerome Ave. ; Lynn Ann Pop- Cross,” solo by Le Roy Nattress Friday the 13th, were surprised
In answer to the questionof thy Stokes.
Kempker and Bums, three apiece.
Dinner, Shower Fetes
pema, 93 West 17th St.; Mrs. Rob- accompanied by Jane Vande in the evening by a group of
For the game, Holland made 22 whether or not Rocky takes too
ert
Van Ry, 843 West 26th St.; Velde; "Reverie" by Strauss, friends.
Play
out of 48 field goal tries for a many punches to land a good one,
March Bride-Elect
Marriage Licenses
Mrs. Donald Stegink, 81 West 17th "Concert Etude,” MacDowell by
During the evening, pictures of
solid 45.8 percenUge.During the Pian said, "He’s a rugged fighter,
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Miss Maxine Mulder, who will St.; Mrs. Vernon R. Johnson, 52 Arlene Rtsema, pianist; "My their recent trip and other pictfirst half the Dutch made 50 per and maybe crude, but he doesn’t
South Division;Judith Atwood, 358 Redeemer and My Lord," Buck, ures were shown by Mr. and Mrs.
Ottawa County
cent— 13 out of 26. In the foul de- get hit as many times as h looks.
In
be married on March 28 to Don WashingtonAve.
“Music I Heard With You," Hage- Volkers. Pictures also were taken
Paul R. Reels, 22, and Arloa
He’s got his own way, even if it
partment it was 17 out of 21
Miller, was guest erf honor Friday
man and ‘To a Hilltop,” Cox sung of the group.
Hospital
births
include
a
daughMae
Boerigter,
18,
both
of
Hollooks crude, of taking those punchBox Score:
Play In the Holland Recreation night at a dinner and miscellan- ter, Nola Rae, born Thursday to by Dorothy Ten Brink Bouman,
Guests included Mr. and Mrs.
es such as riding with them. . and land.
Creston (53)
department - sponsored grade eous shower at the Marquee. Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Freestone, accompanied by Arlene Ritsema. Harry Koop, Mr. and Mrs. Egbert
FO FT PF TP
'‘Allegro,’’ Fioccs, "Meditation" Bareman, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Losey, f
....... .4
school league at Holland Christian Hostesses were Mrs. Henry 496 Harrison Ave.; a daughter,
2
4 10
Eileen Ruth, born Thursday to Mr. (Thais), Massenet;Second Move- Zwemer, Mr. and Mrs. William
McClelland, f ------- 4
3
5
high school gym closed Saturday Moomey, Mrs. John Kuiper, Mrs.
and Mrs. Raymond Walleck, 1100 ment of Handel’s 4th violin Son- Brouwer and Mr. and Mrs. WilJoynte, c ------------ 5
1
0
with one playoff game and sever- Henry Mulder, Mrs. Harold Dorn South Washington.
ata, David Martin, violinist, ac- liam Sloot.
s
.........
........ 0
>i
0
1
al AU-Star tussles. John Ham was and Mrs. Casey Oonk.
Gerbert, g ..........
... 3
1
1
Guests were served by Mary
supervisor throughoutthe season.
Vander Henst ____ 1
2
2
4
and Patsy Oonk, Judy Dorn and
Beals ...............
...... i
In
a
special
playoff
game
to
de4
2
Marianne
Kuiper.
After
dinner
the
Hunsberger ........... 1
ride the eighth grade champions,
0
0
group went to the home of Mrs.
Hall
1
the Blackjacks edged the Spartans
0
2
Oonk, Virginia Place, for a social
9-6, in a nip and tuck ball game.
5. •>
* s
: r
Totals ................20 13 17 53
Ron Weener was high for the win- evening. The guest of honor reners with four followed by Dave ceived her gifts.
Holland (63)
Attending wer*e the Mesdanies
Visscher, f ............ 1
Klaver with three. Rog. Mulder,
3
1
5
John DeHaan, Harold Stratbaum
Israels, f ...........
3
had five for the losers.
3
9
3
Tha eighth grade All Stars, and Stanley De Haan of Grand
Vander Wal, c .... 13 7
3 33
Kempker, g ........... 1
however turned,the tables on the Rapids, Mesdames Ed Everse,
1
0 3
jM
champs in the All Star tiK, how- Willard Everse and Harold Hoover
Bun«- K
. 1 1 1 3
ever, by stopping the Blackjacks, of Hopkins, Mesdames Peter MulVan Dyke ................0 0
1
0
19-17 in overtime. Dale Klaver der, Louis Mulder, John Mulder,
Armstrong
...... 3
0
2
6
paced the Blackjacks with 13 John Tien, John Tien Jr., Chester
Plagenhoef ............0 0
2
0
while Rog. Mulder had eight for Dykhuis, Bernard HHJ, Albertus
De Velder ------0 0
1
0
Blauwkamp and Willis Mulder.
for the Stars.
Mack ..................0 2 0 2
The
seventh
grade
All Stars
Beukema
.....0
0
1
0
stopped the seventh grade champs,
Boa
. 1
0
0 2
the Shooting Stars, 12-2 in a lopBoeve
......... , q
0
0 0
Castle
sided affair. However the runnerup Lakers in the seventh grade
Totals
:17 15 63
loop bumped the sixth grade AH
Stars, 25-18. Balancedscoring feaby Fire
>
Officers Are Elected J
tured the Lakers’ attack with
Jeff. Aliena, getting seven, folThe interior of the ranch-type
For Past Matrons Club
lowed by BID Van Appledom and home of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Andy Buursma with six apiece. Peirce was considerably damaged
Election of officers featured the
Paul Riliema was high for the by fire Sunday evening. Firemen
business meeting of the Past MatStars with five points.
rons Club of Star of Bethlehem
from the GraafschapFire DeIp a close baU game, the partment arrived at the home
Chapter No. 40, OES, Thursday
seventh grade All Stars eked out
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
located a half-milenorth of Castle
a 23-19 win over the eighth grade
Arthur White. Co-hostesswas Mrs.
Park at 9:45 psn. and were at
runnerup,Spartans, In two overMaurice Yelton.
the scene for about two hours.
times. Jim Kooi and Cal Klaasen
Officersnamed were Mrs. Grace
Hie fire believed to have startpaced the Stars with seven and
Morris, president; Mrs. Clifford
ed
from an electric motor was
(ive points respectively, while
Hopkins, vice president,and Mrs.
Herm Tuls hod fight and Jim confined mostly to the northwest
John Fisher,- secretary and treasVander Vusse, six for the losers. side of the house although smoke
urer.
* Cosing out the action,the sixth damaged the south wing.
Announcement was made of the
An invalid ton, Joe. a student at
grade All Stars walloped the WolHolland ba«K«tballCondi Fred Welon (left) and hls aasiatantBob
April meeting to be held in the
Connell are devlalng waya and meant of beating Grefod verines,sixth grade champs, 9-2. Hope College, was removed from
hall at 7 pm with1 practice folthe home when the flames spread
Rapida Creeton In the regional fihfla at Western Michigan gym
It’s tough going for three workmen ehown laying
bad feather and aurface water, progreaa has been
lowing. The retiringpresident, in Kalamazoo /tonight Ifa a tough Job to keep the squad informed
Accordingto the N. Y. Journal rapidly.Credit was given a local
difficult A new crane will be put Into uee eoon
tile
for
the
main
trunk
line
of
the
Zeeland
a«w£r
Mrs. Gerald Pierson, thanked the
on what to expect from their foes time after time. But to far the
of Commerce, more than a billion telephone operator when she
and la expected to greatly facilitate inetallatlon.
project The picture wee taken recentlywhen the
members for their excellent co- Hallapd mentors have guided the 1952-63team to one of the beat
air coach passenger miles were traced the call to the home after
The $150,000 contract from tha City of Zeeland
, operationduring the past year.
•eaeon records In Holland High School history— 14 wine and just
flown In the first six months of thq first call had been disconnect- crew croeeed State 8t juet eouth of the city. The
waa awarded to Mulder Welding and Steel FabMrs. Rachael McVea of Douglas ano loan (not Includingtwo victorias so far in tournamentplay.)
trunk line la aoma 4,000 fret long and about 25
ricatingcomoany of Holland. Company official*
1952, an increase of more than ed when flames reached the telegac MNt af tht total Job. CoMtantly hamptred by
^SeutiaalPhoto).
estimate the project will be completed this fall
?0 dm <xot av«r
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